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Democracy in America 

other in condition, there are some individuals wielding the power 
of superior intelligence, learning, and enlightenment, while the 
multitude are sunk in ignorance and prejudice. Men living at these 
aristocratic periods are therefore naturally induced to shape their 
opinions by the standard of a superior person, or a superior class 
of persons, while they are averse to recognizing the infallibility of 
the mass of the people. 

The contrary takes place in ages of equality. The nearer the 
people are drawn to the common level of an equal and similar 
condition, the less prone does each man become to place implicit 
faith in a certain man or a certain class of men. But his readiness 
to believe the multitude increases, and opinion is more than ever 
mistress of the world. Not only is common opinion the only guide 
which private judgment retains among a democratic people, but 
among such a people it possesses a power infinitely beyond what 
it has elsewhere. At periods of equality men have no faith in one 
another, by reason of their common resemblance; but t11is very 
resemblance gives them almost unbounded conlidence in the 
judgment of the public; for it would seem probable that, as they 
are all endowed with equal means of judging, the greater truth 
should go with tho greater number. 

When the inhabitant of a democratic country compares himself 
individual1y with aU those about him, he feels with pride that he 
is the equal of any one of them; but when he comes to survey the 
totality of his fellows and to place himself in contrast with so huge 

I a body, he is instantly overwhelmed by the sense of his own in
significance and weakness. The same equality iliat renders him 
independent of each of his fe1low citiZens, taken severally, ex-
poses him alone and unprotected to the influence of the greater 
number. The public, therefore, among a democratic people, has a 
singular power, which aristocratic nations cannot conceive; for 
it does not per~uade others to its beliefs, but it imposes them and 
makes them permeate the thinking of everyone by a sort of enor
mous pressure of the mind of all upon the individual intelligence. 

In the United States the majority undertakes to supply a multi
tude of ready-made opinions for the use of individuals, who are 
t11us relieved from the necessity of forming opinions of their own. 
Everybody there adopts great numbers of tl1eories, on philosophy, 
morals, and politics, without inquiry, upon public trust; and if we 
examine it very closely, it "vill be perceived that religion itself 
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holds sway there much less as a doctrine of revelation than as a 
commonly received opinion. 

The fact that the political laws of the Americans are such that 
the majority rules the community with sovereign sway materially 
increases the power which that majority naturally exercises over 
the mind. For nothing is more customary in man than to recognize 
superior wisdom in the person of his oppressor. This political om
nipotence of tl1e majority in the United States doubtless augments 
the influence that public opinion would obtain without it over the 
minds of each member of the community; but tJ1e foundations of 
that influence do not rest upon it. They must be sought for in the 
principle of equality itself, not in the more or less popular insti
tutions which men living under that condition may give them
selves. The intellectual dominion of the greater number would 
probably be less absolute among a democratic people governed 
by a king than in the sphere of a pure democracy, but it will al
ways be extremely absolute; and by whatever political laws men 
are governed in the ages of equality, it may be foreseen that faith 
!_!! pu~inion will become for them a species of religion, and 
tile majority its ministering prophet. 

Thus intellectual authority will be different, but it will not be 
diminished; and far from thinking that it \vill disappear, I augur 
that it may readily acquire too much preponderance and confine 
the action of private judgment \vithin narrower linlits than are 
suited to either the greatness or the happiness of the human race. 
In the__principle of equality I very clearly discern two tendencies; 
one leading the mind of every man to untried thoughts, the olher 
prohibiting him from thinking at all. And I perceive how, under 
the dominion of certain laws, democracy would extingwsh that 
liberty of the mind to which a democratic social condition is favor
able; so that, after having broken all the bondage once imposed 
on it by ranks or by men, the human mind would be closely fet
tered to the genera l will of the greatest number. 

If the absolute power of a majority were to be substituted by 
democratic nations for all the different powers that checked or re
tarded overmuch the energy of individual minds, the evil would 
only have changed character. Men would not have found tile 
means of independent life; tlley would simply have discovered 
(no easy task ) a new physiognomy of servitude. There is, and I 
cannot repeat it too often, there is b ere matter for profound reflec-
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Chapter III 

WHY THE A~IERICA S SHOW MORE 

APTITUDE AND TASTE FOR GENERAL IDEAS 

THAN THEIR FOREFATHEHS, THE ENGLISH 

THE DEITY does not regard the human race collectively. He sur
veys at one glance and severaJly all the beings of whom mankind 
is composed; and he discerns in each man the resemblances that 
assimilate him to all his fe llows, and the differences that distin-
guish him from them. God, therefore, stands in no need of gen- 1 
cral ideas; that is to say, he never feels the necessity of collecting 
a considerable number of analogous objects under the same form 
for greater convenience in thinking. 

Such, however, is not the case with man. If the human mind 
were to attempt to examine and pass a judgment on aU the indi
' idual cases before it, the immensity of detail would soon lead it 
astray and it would no longer see anything. In this strait, man has 
recourse to an imperfect but necessary expedient, which at the 
same time assists and demonstrates his weakness. 

I laving superficially considered a certain number of objects and 
noticed their resemblance, he assigns to them a common name, 
sets them apart, and proceeds onwards. 

General ideas aTe no proof of the strength, but rather of the in
sufficiency of the human intellect; for there aTe in nature no beings 
exactly alike, no things precisely identical. no rules indiscrimi
nately and alike applicable to several objects at once. The chief 
merit of general ideas is that they enable the human mind to 
pass a rapid fuagment on a great many objects at once; but, 
on the other hand, the notions they convey are never other than 
incomplete, and they always cause the mind to lose as much in ac
curacy as it gains in comprehensiveness. 

As social bodies advance in civilization, they acquire the knowl
edge of new facts and they daily lay hold almost unconsciously 
of some particular truths. The more truths of this kind a man ap
prehends, the more general ideas he is naturally led to conceive. 
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A multitude of particular facts cannot be seen separately without 
at last discovering the common tie that connects them. Several in
dividuals lead to the notion of the species, several species to that 
of the genus. Hence the habit and the taste for general ideas 'vill 
always be greatest among a people of ancient culture and exten

sive knowledge. 
But there are other reasons which impel men to generalize their 

ideas or which restrain them from doing so. 
The Americans are much more addicted to the usc of general 

ideas than the English and entertain a much greater relish for 
them. This appears very singular at first, when it is remembered 
that the two nations ha,•e the same origin, that they lived for cen
turies under the same laws, and that they still incessantly inter
change their opinions and their manners. This contrast becomes 
much more striking still if we fix our eyes on our own part of the 
world and compare together the two most enlightened nations 
tha t inhabit it. It would seem as if the mind of the English could 
tear itself only reluctantJy and painfully away from the observa
tion o~rticular facts, to rise from them to their causes, and that 
it only g_eneralizcs in spite of itself. Among the French, on the 
contrary, the taste for general ideas would seem to have grown to 
so ardent a passion that it must be satisfied on every occasion. I 
am informed every morning when I wake that some general and 
eternal Jaw has just been discovered which I never heard men
tioned before. There is not a mediocre scribbler who does not try 
his hand at discovering truths applicable to a great kingdom and 
who is not very ill pleased with himself if he docs not succeed in 
compressing the human race into the compass of an article. 

So great a dissimilarity between two very enlightened nations 
surprises me. If I again tum my attention to England and observe 
the events which have occurred there in the last half-century, I 
think I may affirm that a taste for general ideas increases in that 
country in proportion as its ancient constitution is weakened. 

The state of civilization is therefore insufficient by itself to ex
plain what suggests to the human mind the love of general ideas 

or diverts it from tJ1cm. 
When the conditions of men are very unequal and the inequali

ties are permanent, individual men gradually become so dissimi
lar that each class assumes the aspect of a distinct race. Only one 
of these classes is ever in view at the same instant; and, losing 
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sight of that general tie which binds them aU \vithin the vast 
bosom of mankind, the observation invariably rests, not on man, 
but on certain men. Those who live in this aristocratic state of 
society never, therefore, conceive very general ideas respecting 
themselves; and that is enough to imbue them wiili a habitual dis
trust of such ideas and an instinctive aversion for tl1em. 

H e, on the contrary, who inhabits a democratic country sees 
around him on every hand men di1Iering but littJe from one an-
other; be cannot turn his mind to any one portion of mankind 
wiiliout ~"E"ding and dilating his thought tilJ it embraces the 
whole. AU the truths that are applicable to himself appear to him 
equally and similarly applicable to each of his fellow citizens and 
fellow men. Having contracted the habit of generalizing his ideas • 
in the study which engages him most and interests him most, he ..,. ( .... .,..J 

transfers the same habit to all his pursuits; and thus it is that the ~, 

craving to discover general laws in everything, to include a great 
number of.Qbjects under the same formula , and to explain a mass 
of facts by a single cause becomes an arden t and sometimes an 
undiscerning passion in the human mind. 

Nothing shows the truili of this proposition more clearly than 
the opinions of the ancients respecting their slaves. The most pro
found and capacious minds of Rome and Greece were never able 
to reach the idea, at once so general and so simple, of the common 
likeness of men and of the common birthright of each to freedom; 
they b·ied to prove that slavery was in the order of nature and 
that it would always exist. Nay, more, everything shows tJ1at those 
of the ancients who had been slaves before they became free, 
many of whom have left us excellent writings, themselves re
garded servitude in no other light. 

All the great writers of antiquity belonged to the aristocracy of 
masters, or at least iliey saw that aristocracy established and un
contested before their eyes. Their mind, after it had expanded it
self in several directions, was barred from further progress in this 
one; and the advent of Jesus Christ upon earth was required to 
teach that all the members of the human race are by nat>tre equal 
and alike. 

In the ages of equali ty all men areJndependent of each other, 
isolated,_and weak. The movements of the multitude are not per
manently guided by tbe will of any individuals; at such times hu
manity seems always to advance of itself. In order, therefore, to 
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ex-plain what is passing in the world, mao is driven to seek for some 
great causes, which, acting in the same manner on all our fellow 
creatures, thus induce them all voluntarily to pursue the same . 
track. This again naturally leads the human mind to conceive gen
eral ideas and superinduces a taste for them. 

I have already shown in what way the equality of conditions 
leads every man to investigate truth for himself. It may readily be 
perceived that a method of this kind must insensibly beget a tend
ency to general ideas in the human mind. When I repudiate the 
traditions of rank, professions, and birth, when I escape from the 
authority of example to seek out, by the single effort of my reason, 
the path to be followed, I am inclined to derive the motives of my 
opinions from human nature itself, and this leads me necessarily, 
and almost unconsciously, to adopt a great number of very gen
eral notions. 

All that I have here said explains why the English d isplay much 
less aptitude and taste for the generalization of ideas than their 
American progeny, and still less again than their neighbors the 
French; and likewise why the English of the present day display 
more than their forefathers did. 

The English have long been a very enlightened and a very aris
tocratic nation; their enlightened condition urged them constantly 
to generalize, and their aristocratic habits confined them to tl1e 
particular. lienee arose that philosophy, at once bold and timid, 
broad and narrow, which has hitherto prevailed in England and 
which still obstructs and stagnates so many minds in that country. 

Independently of the causes I have pointed out in what goes 
before, others may be discerned less app arent, but no less effica
cious, which produce among almost every democratic people a 
taste, and frequently a passion, for general ideas. A distinction 
must be made between ideas of this kind. Some of them are the 
result of slow, minute, and conscientious labor of the mind, and 
tl1cse extend the sphere of human knowledge; others spring up at 
once from the Srst rapid exercise of the wits and beget none but 
vety supcr6cinl and uncertain notions. 

Men who live in ages of equality have a great deal of curiosity 
and li ttle leisure; their life is so practical , so confused, so excited , 
so active, that but little time remains to them for thought. Such 
men are prone to general ideas because tl1ey are thereby spared 
the trouble of studying particulars; they contain, if I may so speak, 
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a great deal in a little compass, and give, in a little time, a great 
return. If, then, on a brief and inattentive investigation, they think 
they discern a common relation between certain objects, inquiry is 
not pushed any further; and without examining in detail how far 
these several objects agree or dilfer, they arc hastily arranged un
der one formula, in order to pass to another subject. 

One of the distinguishing characteristics of a democratic period 
is the taste that all men then have for easy success and present en
joyment. Tilis occurs in the pursuits of the intellect as well as in 
all others. Most of those who live in a time of equality are full of 
an ambition equally alert and indolent: they want to obtain great 
success immediately, but they would prefer to avoid great effort. 
These conflicting tendencies lead straight to the search for gen
eral ideas, by the aid of which tl1ey flatter themselves that they can 
delineate vast objects with little pains and draw the attention of 
tl1e public without much trouble. 

And I do not know that they arc wrong in thinking so. For their 
readers are as much averse to investigating anything to the bot
tom as they are; and what is generally sought in the productions 
of mind is easy pleasure and information without labor. 

If aristocratic nations do not make sufficient use of general ideas, 
and frequently treat th~m with inconsiderate disdain, it is true, on 
the other hand, that a democratic people is always ready to carry 
ideas of this kind to excess and to espouse them with injudicious 
warmth. 

17 



Chapter IV 

WHY THE AMERICANS HAVE NEVER 

BEEN SO EAGER AS THE FRENCH FOR 

GENERAL IDEAS IN POUT! CAL AFFAIRS 

I HAVE observed that the Americans show a less decided taste 
for general ideas than the French. This is especially true in poli
tics. 

Although the Americans infuse into their legislation far more 
general ideas than the English, and although they strive more 
than the latter to adjust the practice of affairs to theory, no politi
cal bod ies in the Un ited States have ever shown so much love for 
general ideas as the Constituent Assembly and the Convention in 
F rance. At no time has the American people laid hold on ideas of 
this kind with the passionate energy of the French people in the 
eighteenth century, or displayed the same blind confidence in the 
value and absolute truth of any theory. 

This difference between the Americans and the French origi· 
nates in several causes, but principally in the following one. The 
Americans are a democratic people who have always directed 
public affairs themselves. The French are a democratic people 
who for a long time could only speculate on the best manner of 
conducting them. The social condition of the French led them to 
conceive very general ideas on the subject of government, while 
their political constitution prevented them from correcting those 
ideas by experiment and from gradually detecting their insuffi
ciency; whereas in America the two things constantly balance and 
correct each other. 

It may seem a t Srst sight that this is very much opposed to 
what I have said before, that democratic nations derive their love 
of theory from the very excitement of their active life. A more 
attentive examination will show that there is nothing conb·adic
tory in the proposition. 
. Men living in democratic c?unb·i~s eagerly lay hold o~neral 
1deas because they have but httle leiSure and because these ideas 
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spare them the trouble of studying particulars. This is true, but it 
is only to be understood of those matters which are not the neces
sary and habitual subjects of their thoughts. Mercantile men will 
take up very eagerly, and without any close scrutiny, all the gen
eral ideas on philosophy, poli tics, science, or the arts which may 
be presented to them; but for such as relate to commerce, they 
will not receive them without inquiry or adopt them without re
serve. The same thing applies to statesmen with regard to general 
ideas in politics. 

U, theo, there is a subject upon which a democratic people is 
peculiarly liable to abandon itself, blindly and extravagantly, to 
general ideas, the best corrective that can be used will be to make 
that subject a part of their daily practical occupation. They will 
then be compelled to enter into deta ils, and the details will teach 
them the weak points of the theory. This remedy may frequently 
be a painful one, but its e!Iect is certain. 

Thus it happens that the democratic institutions which compel 
every citizen to take a practical part in the government moderate 
that excessive taste for general theories in politics which the prin
ciple of equality suggests. 
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Ohapte1' V 

HOW RELIGION I THE U !TED STATES 

A VAILS ITSELF OF DE;\lOCRA TIC TE DE CIES 

I HAVE shown in a preceding chapter that men cannot do with
out dogmatic belief, and even that it is much to be desired that 
such belief should exist among them. I now add that, of aiJ the 
kinds of dogmatic belief, the most desirable appears to me to be 
dogmatic belief in matters of religion; and this is a clear inference, 
cvcnJ!om no l1igher consideration than the interests of this world. 

There is hardly a ny human action, however particular it may 
be, that docs not originate in some very general idea men have 
conceived of the D eity, of his relation to mankind, of the nature 
of their own souls, and of their duties to their fellow creatures. Nor 
can anything prevent these ideas from being the common spring 
from which all the rest emanates. 

Men are therefore immeasurably interested in acquiring fi xed 
ideas of God, of the soul, and of their general duties to their Cre
ator and their fellow men; for doubt on these first principles 
would abandon all their actions to chance and would condemn 
them in some way to disorder and impotence. 

This, then, is the subject on which it is most important for each 
of us to have fixed ideas; and unhappily it is also the subject on 
whkh it is most difficult for each of us, left to himself, to settle his 
opinions by the sole force of his reason. None but minds singu
larly free from the ordinary cares of life, minds at once penetrat
ing, subtle, and trained by thinking, can, even with much time 
and care, sound the depths of these truths tl1at are so necessary. 
And, indeed, we see that_£bilosophers are themselves almost al
ways surrounded with uncertainties; that at every step the natural 
light which illuminates their path grows dimmer and less secure; 
and iliat, in spite of all their efforts, they have discovered as yet 
only a few conSicting notions, on which the mind of man has been 
tossed about for thousands of years without every firmly grasping 
the trutl1 or finding novelty even in its errors. Studies of iliis nature 
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are far above the average capacity of men; and, even if the ma
jority of mankind were capable of such pursuits, it is evident that 
leisure to cultivate them would still be wanting. 

Fixed ideas about God and human nature are indispensable to 
the daily eractlce of men·s lives; but the practice of their lives 
pre,•ents them from acquiring such ideas. 

The difficulty appears to be without a parallel. Among the sci
ences there are some that are useful to the mass of mankind and 
are within its reach; others can be approached only by the few 
and are not cul tivated by the many, who require nothing beyond 
their more remote applications: but the daHy practice of the sci
ence I speak of is indispensable to all, although the study of it is 
inaccessible to the greater number. 

General ideas respecting Cod and human nature are therefore 
t11e ideas above all others which it is most suitable to withdraw 
from the habitual action of private judgment and in which there 
is most to gain and least to lose by recognizing a principle of 
authority. 

The first object and one of the principal advantages of religion 
is to furnish to each of these fundamental questions a solution 
that is at once clear, precise, intelligible, and lasting, to the mass 
of mankind. There are religions that are false and very absurd, but 
it may be affirmed that any religion which remains 'v:ithin the cir
cle I have just b·aced, without pretending to go beyond it (as 
many religions have attempted to do, for the purpose of restrain
ing on every side the free movement of the human mind ), imposes 
a saJuta.r.}' ;:estr,llint on the intellect; and it must be admitted that, 
if it does not save men in another world, it is a t least very condu
cive to their happiness and their greatness in this. 

This is especially true of men living in free countries. When the 
religion of a people is destroyed , doubt gets hold of the higher 
powers of the intellect and half paralyzes all the others. Every 
man accustoms himself to having only confused and changing no
tions on the subjects most interesting to his fellow creatures and 
himself. His opinions arc ill-defended and easily abandoned; and, 
in despair of ever solving by himself the hard problems respecting 
the destiny of man, he ignobly submits to think no more about 

them. 
Such a condition cannot but enervate the soul, relax the springs 

of the will, and prepare a people for servitude. Not only does it 
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happen in such a case that they allow their freedom to be taken 
from them; they frequently surrender it themselves. ~en there 
is no longer any principle of authority in religion any more than 
jn poHtics, men are speedily frightened at the aspect of this un
~bounded independence. The constant agitation of all surround
ing things alarms and exhausts them. As everything is at sea in 
the sphere of the mind, they determine at least that the mechanism 
of society shall be fum and fixed; and as they cannot resume their 
ancient belief, they assume a master. 

For my own part, I doubt whether man can ever support at the 
same time complete religious independence and entire political ~ 
freedom. _b.nd I am inclined to think that if faith be wanting in 
him, he must be subject; and il he be free, he must beHeve. 

Perhaps, however, this great utility of religions is still more ob
vious among nations where equality of conditions prevails than 
among others. It must be acknowledged that equality, which 
brings great benefits into the world, nevertheless suggests to men 
(as will be shown hereafter) some very dangerous propensities. It 
tends to isolate them from one another, to concentrate every mao's 
attention upon himself; and it lays open the soul to an inordinate 
love of material gratification. 

The greatest advantage of religion is to inspire diameb;cally 
contrary principles. There is no religion that does not place the 
object of man's desires above and beyond the treasures of earth 
and that does not naturally raise his soul to regions far above those 
of the senses. Nor is there any which does not impose on man some 
duties towards his kind and thus draw him at times from the con
templation of himself. This is found in the most false and danger
ous religions. 

Religious nations are therefore naturally strong on the very 
point on which democratic nations are weak; this shows of what 
importance it is for men to preserve their religion as their condi
tions become more equal. 

I have neither the right nor the intention of examining the su
pernatural means that God employs to infuse religious belief into 
the heart of man. I am at this moment considering religions in a 
purely human point of view; my object is to inquire by what 
means they may most easily retain their sway in the democratic 
ages upon which we are entering. 

It has been shown that at times of general culture and equalHy 
~~ 
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in the same manner to the latter at a time when everything is in 
transition and when the mind, accustomed to the moving pageant 
of human affairs, reluctantly allows itself to be fixed on any point. 
The permanence of external and secondary things seems to me 
to have a chance of enduring only when civil society is itself static; 
under any otl1er circumstances I am inclined to regard it as dan
gerous. 

We shall see that of all the passions which originate in or are 
fostered by equality, iliere is one which it renders peculiarly in
tense, and which it also infuses into the herut of every man; I mean 
the love of well-being. The taste for well-being is the prominent 
and indelible featttre of democratic times. 

It may be believed that a religion which should undertake to 
destroy so deep-seated a passion would in the end be destroyed 
by it; and if it attempted to wean men entirely from the contem
plation of tl1e good things of this world in order to devote their 
faculties exclusively to the thought of anotl1er, it may be foreseen 
that the minds of men would at length escape its grasp, to plunge 
into the exclusive enjoyment of present and material pleasures. 

The chief concern of religion is to purify, to regulate, and to 
restrain ilie excessh e and exclusive taste for well-being that men 
feel in periods of equality; but it would be an error to attempt to 
overcome it completely or to eradicate it. Men cannot be cured 
of the love of riches, but they may be persuaded to enrich them
selves by none but honest ~cans. 

This brings me to a final consideration, which comprises, as it 
were, all the others. The more tl1c conditions of men are equalized 
and assimilated to each other, the more important is it for reli
gion, while it carefully abstains from the daily turmoil of secular 
affairs, not needlessly to run counter to the ideas that generally 
prevail or to the permanent interests iliat c:-.ist in the mass of ilie 
people. For as public opinion grows to be more and more the first 
and most irresistible of eAisting powers~ ilic religious principle has 
no external support strong enough to enable it long to resist its 
attacks. This is not less true of a democratic people ruled by a 
despot than of a republic. In ages of equality kings may often 
command obedience, but ilie majority always commands belief; 
to the majority, therefore, deference is to be paid in whatever is 
not contrary to the faith. 

I showed in the first Part of this work how ilie American clergy 
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Chapter YI 

THE PROGRESS OF ROMAN CATHOLICISM 

IN TilE UNITED STATES 

A MERICA is the most democratic country in the world, and it is 
at the same time (according to reports worthy of belief) the coun
try in which the Roman Catholic religion makes most progress. 
At first sight this is surprising. 

Two things must here be accurately distinguished: equality 
makes men want to form their own opinions; but, on the other 
hand, it imbues them with the taste and the idea of unity, sim
plicity, and impartiality in the power that governs society. Men 
living in democratic times are therefore very prone to shake off 
all religious authority; but if they consent to subject themselves to 
any authority of this kind, they choose at least that it should be 
single and uniform. Religious powers not radiating from a com
mon center are naturally repugnant to their minds; and they al
most as readily conceive that there should be no religion as that 
there should be several. 

At the present time, more than in any preceding age, Roman 
Catholics are seen to lapse into inndelity, and Protestants to be 
converted to Roman Catholicism. If you consider Catholicism 
within its own organization, it seems to be losing; if you consider 
it from outside, it seems to be gaining. Nor is this difficult to ex
plain. The men of our days are naturally little disposed to believe; 
but as soon as they have any religion, they immediately find in 
themselves a latent instinct that urges them unconsciously to
wards Catholicism. Many of the doctrines and practices of the 
Roman Catholic Church astonish them, but they feel a secret ad
miration for its discipline, and its great unity attracts them. If Ca
tholicism could at length withdraw itself from the political ani
mosities to which it has given rise, I have hardly any doubt but 
that the same spirit of the age which appears to be so opposed to 
it would become so favorable as to admit of i ts great and sudden 
advancement. 
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Chapter VIII 

HOW EQUALITY SUGGESTS TO THE AMERI

CANS TilE IDEA OF TilE I NDEFI ITE 

PERFECTIBILITY OF MAN 

E QUALITY suggests to the humnn mind several ideas that would 
not have originated frQJll any other source, and il modifies almost 
all those previously entertained. I take as an example the idea of 
human perfectibility, because it is one of the principal notions 
that the intellect can conceive and because it constitutes of itself 
a great philosophical theory, which is everywhere to be traced by 
its consequences in the conduct of human affairs. 

Although man has many points of resemblance with the brutes, 
one trait is peculiar to himself: heJmproves; they are incapable 
of improvement. lankind could not fail to discover this difference 
from the beginning. The idea oLeerfectibility is therefore as old 
as the world; equality did not give birth to it, but has imparted to 
it a new character. 

When the citizens of a community are classed according to rank, 
profession, or birth and when all men are forced to follow the ca
reer which chance has opened before them, everyone thinks that 
the utmost limits of human power are to be discerned in proxim
ity to himself, and no one seeks any longer to resist the inevitable 
law of his destiny. Not, indeed, that an ~ristocratie people abso
lutely deny man's faculty of self-improvement, but they do not 
bold it to be indefinite; they can conceive amclioralion, but not 
change: they imagine that the future condition of society may be 
better, but nol essentially different; and, while they admit that hu
manity has made progress and may still have some to make, they 
assign to it beforehand certain impassable limits. 

Thus they do not presume that they have arrived at the Stlpreme 
good or at absolute truth (what people or what man was ever 
wild enough to imagine it?), but they cherish an opinion that they 
have pretty nearly reached that degree of greatness and knowl
edge which om imperfect nature admits of; and as nothing moves 
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about them, they are willing to fancy that everything is in its fit 
place. Then it is that the legislator affects to lay down eternal 
laws; that kings and nations will raise none but imperishable mon
uments; and that the present generation undertakes to spare gen
erations to come the care of regulating their destinies. 

In proportion as castes disappear and the classes of society 
~v together~ as manners, customs, and laws vary, because of 
the tumultuous intercourse of men, as new facts arise, as new 
truths are brought to light, as ancient opinions are dissipated and 
others take their place, the image of an ideal but always fugitive 
perfcctio·1 presents itself to the human mind. Continual changes 
are then every instant occurring under the observation of every 
man; the position of some is rendered worse, and he learns but 
too well that no people and no individual, however enlightened 
they may be, can lay claim to infallibility; the condition of others 
is improved, whence he infers that man is endowed-with an io
~e£nitc facu lty for improvement. His reverses teach him thalflonc 
have discovered absolute _gQod.i his success stimulates him to the 
never ending pursuit of it. Thus, forever seeking, forever falling to 
rise again, often disappointed, but not discouraged, he tends un
ceasingly towards that unmeasured greatness so indistinctly visi
ble at the end of the long track which humanity has yet to tread. 

It can hardly be believed how many facts naturally flow from 
thtphilosophical theory of the indefinite perfectibility of man or 
how strong an influence it exercises even on those who, living en
tirely for the purposes of action and not of thought, seem to con
form their actions to it \vithout knmving anything about it. 

I accost an American sailor and inquire why the ships of his 
country are built so as to last for onJy a short time; he answers 
without hesitation that the art of navigation is every day making 
such rapid progress that the finest vessel would become almost 
useless if it lasted beyond a few years. In these words, which fell 
accidentally, and on a particular subject, from an uninstructed 
man, I recognize the general and systematic idea upon which a 
great people direct all their concerns. 

Aristocratic nations are naturally too liable to narrow the scope 
of human perfectibility; democratic nations, to expand it beyond 
reason. 

Chapter IX 

THE EXAMPLE OF THE A}.fERICANS DOES 

NOT PROVE THAT A DE:-. IOCRATIC PEOPLE 

CA HAVE 0 APTITUDE A D NO TASTE 

FOR SCIENCE, LITERATURE, OR ART 

IT must be acknowledged iliat in few of the civilized nations of 
our time have the higher sciences made less progress than in the 
United States; and in few have great artists, distinguished poets, 
or celebrated writers been more rare. Many Europeans, struck by 
tllls fact, have looked upon it as a natural and inevitable result of 
equality; and they have thot1ght that if a democratic state of so
ciety and democratic institutions were ever to prevail over the 
whole earth, the human mind would gradually find its beacon 
lights grow dim, and men would relapse into a period of darkness. 

To reason thus is, I think, to confound several ideas that it is 
important to divide and examine separately; it is to mingle, unin
tentionally, what is democratic with what is only American. 

The religion professed by the first immigrants and bequeathed 
by them to their descendants, simple in its forms, austere and al
most harsh in its principles, and hostile to external symbols and 
to ceremonial pomp, is naturally unfavorable to the fine arts and 
yields only reluctantly to the pleasures of literature. The Ameri
cans are a very old and a very enlightened people, who nave fallen 
upon a new and unbounded country, where they may extend 
themselves at pleasure and which they may fertilize without dif
ficulty. This state of things is without a parallel in the history of 
the world. I n America everyone finds facilities unknown else
where for making or increasing his fortune. The spirit of gain is 
always eager, and the hwnan mind, constantly diverted from the 
pleasures of imagination and the labors of the intellect, is there 
swayed by no impulse but tl1e pursuit of wealili. Not only are man
ufacturing and commercial classes to be found in the United 
States, as they are in all o~er countries, but, what never occurred 
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elsewhere, the whole community is simultaneously engaged in 
productive industry and commerce. 

I am convinced, however, that if the Americans had been alone 
in the world, with the freedom ana the lmowledgc acquired by 
their fotcfathers and the passions which are their own, they would 
not have been slow to discover that progress cannot long be made 
in the application of the sciences without cultivating the theory 
of them; that all the arts are perfected by one another: and, how
ever absorbed they might have been by the pursuit of the princi
pal object of their desires, they would speedily have admitted that 
it is necessary to tum aside from it occasionally in order the beller 
to attain it in the end. 

The taste for the pleasures of mind, moreover, is so natural to 
the heart of civilized man that among the highly civilized nationc;, 
which arc least disposed to give themselves up to these pursuits, 
a certain number of persons is always to be found who take part 
in them. This intellectual craving, once felt, would very soon have 
been satisfied. 

But at the very time when the Americans were naturally in
clined to require nothing of science but its special applications 
to the useful arts and the means of rendering life comfortable, 
learned and Hterary ...Europe was engaged in exploring the com
mon sources of truth and in improving at the same time all that 
can minister to the pleasures or satisfy the wants of man. 

\t the head of the enlightened nations of the Old World the 
inhabitants of the United States more particularly identified 
one to which they were closely united by a common origin and 
by kindred habits. Among this people they found distinguished 
men of science, able artists, writers of eminence; and they were 
enabled to enjoy the treasures of the intellect without laboring to 
amass them. In spite of the ocean that intervenes, I cannot con
sent to separate America from Europe. I consider the people of 
the United States as that portion of the English people who are 
commissioned to explore the forests of the New World, while the 
rest of the nation, enjoying more leisure and less harassed by the 
drudgery of life, may devote their energies to thought and en
large in all directions the empire of mind. 

The position of the Americans is therefore quito exceptional, 
and it may be believed that no democratic people will ever bo 
placed in a similar one. Their strictly Puritanical origin, tl1cir ex-
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elusively commercial habits, even the country they inhabit, which 
seems to divert their minds from the pursuit of science, literature, 
and the arts, the proximity of Europe, which allows them to neg
lect these pursuits without relapsing into barbarism, a thousand 
special causes, of which I have only been able to point out the 
most important, have singularly concurred to 6x the mind of 
the American upon purely practical objects. Ilis passions, his 
wants, his education, and everytl1ing about him seem to unite in 
drawing the native of the United States earthward; his religion 
alone bids him turn, from time to time, a transient and distracted 
glance to heaven. Let us cease, then, to view all democratic na
tions under the example of the American people, and attempt to 
survey them at length witl1 their own features. 

It is possible to conceive a people not subdivided into any castes 
or scale of ranks, among whom the law, recognizing no privileges, 
should divide inherited property into equal shares, but which at 
the same time should be without knowledge and without free
dom. Nor is this an empty hypothesis: a despot may find that it is 
his interest to render his subjects equal and to leave them igno
rant, in order more easily to keep them slaves. Not only would a 
democratic people of this kind show neither aptitude nor taste for 
science, literature, or art, but it would probably never arrive at 
the possession of them. The law of descent would of itself pro
vide for the destruction of large fortunes at each succeeding gen
eration, and no new fortunes would be acquired. The poor man, 
without either knowledge or freedom, would not so much as con
ceive the idea of raising himself to wealth; and the rich man would 
allow himself to be degraded to poverty, without a notion of self
defense. Between these two members of the community complete 
and invincible equality would soon be established. o one would 
then have time or taste to devote himself to tl1e pursuits or pleas
ures of the intellect, but all men would remain paralyzed in a state 
of common ignorance and equal servitude. 

When I conceive a democratic society of this kind, I fancy my
self in one of those low, close, and gloomy abodes where the light 
which breaks in from without soon faints and fades away. A sud
den heaviness overpowers me, and I grope through the surround
ing darkness to find an opening that will restore me to the air and 
tl1e light of day. But all this is not applicable to men already en
lightened who retain their freedom after having abolished those 
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the other to the inBnite, the spiritual, and the beautiful. Physical 
wants confine it to the earth, but as soon as the tic is loosened, it 
will rise of itself. 

Not only will the number of those who can take an interest in 
the productions of mind be greater, but the taste for intellectual 
enjoyment will descend step by step even to those who in aristo
cratic societies seem to have neithex· time nor ability to indulge in 
them. When hereditary wealth, the privileges of rank, and the 
prerogatives of birth have ceased to be and when every man de
rives his strength from himself alone, it becomes evident that the 
chief cause of disparity between the fortunes of men is the mind. 
Whatever tends to invigorate, to extend, or to adorn the mind rises 
instantly to a high value. The utility of knowledge becomes sin
gularly conspicuous even to the eyes of the multitude; those who 
have no taste for its charms set store upon its results and make 
some efforts to acquire it. 

In free and enlightened democratic times there is nothing to 
separate men from one another or to retain them in their place; 
they rise or sink with extreme rapidity. All classes mingle together 
because they live so close together. They communicate and inter
mingle every day; they imitate and emulate one another. This sug
gests to the people many ideas, notions, and desires that they 
would never have entertained if the distinctions of rank had been 
1ixed and society at rest. In such nations the servant never consid
ers himself as an entire stranger to the pleasures and toils of his 
master, nor the poor man to those of the rich; the farmer tries to re
semble the townsman, and the provinces to take after the metropo
lis. No one easily allows himself to be reduced to the mere male
rial cares of life; and the humblest artisan casts at times an eager 
and a furtive glance into the higher regions of the intellect. Peo
ple do not read with the same notions or in the same manner as 
they do in aristocratic communities, but the circle of readers is 
unceasingly ex'Panded, till it includes all the people. 

As soon as the multitude begins to take an interest in the labors 
of the mind, it finds out that to excel in some of them is a powerful 
means of acquiring fame, power, or wealth. The restless ambition 
that equality begets instantly takes this direction, as it does all 
others. The number of those who cultivate science, letters, and the 
arts, becomes immense. The intellectual world starts into prodi
gious activity; everyone endeavors to open for himself a path 
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any useful end in practice, to be vile, low, and mercenary, he spent 
}Us talents and his studious hours in writing only of those things 
whose beauty and subtlety had in them no admixture of neces
sity." Such is the aristocratic aim of science; it cannot be the same 
in democratic nations. 

The greater part of the men who constitute these nations are 
extremely eager in the pursuit of actual and physical gratification. 
As they are always dissatisfied witl1 tl1e position that they occupy 
and are always free to leave it, they think of notiling but the means 
of changing their fortune or increasing it. To minds thus predis
posed, every new method tl1at leads by a shorter road to wealth, 
every machine tl1at spares labor, every instrument that diminishes 
tile cost of production, every discovery that facilitates pleasures or 
augments tl1em, seems to be tile grandest effort of tile human intel
lect. It is chiefly from these motives that a democratic people ad
dicts itself to scientific pursuHs, that it understands and respects 
them. In aristocratic ages science is more particularly called upon 
to furnish gratification to tile mind; in democracies, to tl1e body. 

You may be sure that the more democratic, enlightened, and 
free a nation is, tile greater will be the number of tllesc interested 
promoters of scientific genius and the more will discoveries imme
diately applicable to productive industry confer on their authors 
gain, fame, and even power. For in democracies the working class 
take a part in public affairs; and public honors as well as pecuni
ary remuneration may be awarded to tllose who deserve them. 

In a community thus organized, it may easily be conceived that 
the human mind may be led insensibly to the neglect of theory; 
and that it is urged, on tile contrary, with unparalleled energy, to 
the applications of science, or at least to that portion of theoretical 
science which is necessary to tllose who make such applications. 
In vain will some instinctive inclination raise tlle mind towards 
the loftier spheres of tlle intellect; interest draws it down to the 
middle zone. There it may develop all its energy and restless ac
tivity and bring forth wonders. These very Americans who have 
not discovered one of the general laws of mechanics have intro
duced into navigation an instrument tllat changes the aspect of 
the world. 

Assuredly I do not contend tllat the democratic nations of our 
time are destined to witness the extinction of the great luminaries 
of man's intelligence, or even that they wiU never bring new lights 
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quence of the invasion of the Barbarians, we are perhaps too apt 
to think that civilization cannot perish in any other manner. If 
the light by which we are guided is ever extinguished, it will dwin
dle by degrees and expire of itself. By dint of close adherence to 
mere applications, principles would be lost sight of; and when the 
principles were wholly forgotten, the methods derived from them 
would be ill pmsued. New methods could no longer be invented, 
and men would continue, without intelligence and without art, to 
apply scientific processes no longer understood. 

When Europeans first arrived in China, three hundred years 
ago, they found that almost all the arts had reached a certain de
gree of perfection there, and they were surprised that a people 
which had attained this point should not have gone beyond it. At 
a later period they discovered traces of some higher branches of 
science that had been lost. The nation was absorbed in produc
tive industry; the greater part of its scientific processes had been 
preserved, but science itself no longer existed there. This served 
to explain the strange immobility in which they found the minds 
of this people. The Chinese, in following the track of their fore
fathers, had forgotten the reasons by which the latter had been 
guided. They still used the formula without asking for its mean
ing; they retained the instrument, but they no longer possessed 
the art of altering or renewing it. The Chinese, then, had lost the 
power of change; for them imprO\ ement was impossible. They 
were compelled at all times and in all points to imitate their prede
cessors lest they should stray into utter darkness by deviating for 
an instant from the path aiJ·eady laid down for them. The source 
of human knowledge was all but dry; and though the stream sliU 
ran on, it could neither swell its waters nor alter its course. 

Notwithstanding this, China had existed peaceably for cen
turies. The invaders who had conquered the country assumed the 
mannl"rs of the inhabitants, and order prevailed there. A sort of 
physical prosperity was everywhere discernible; revolutions were 
rare, and war was. so to speak, unknown. 

It is then a fallacy to flatter ourselves with the reflection that 
the barbarians are stiU far I rom us; tor it there are some nations 
that allow civilization to be tom from their grasp, there are oth
ers who themselves trample it underfoot. 
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cline and that ranks are beginning to intermingle and will soon 

become one. 
The handicraftsmen of democratic ages not only endeavor to 

bring their useful productions within the reach of the whole com

munity, but strive to give to all their commodities attractive qual

ities that they do not in reality possess. In the confusion of a ll 

ranks everyone hopes to appear what he is not, and makes great 
exertions to succeed in this object. This sent:i:ment, indeed, which 

is only too natural to the heart of man, does not originate in the 

democratic principle; but that principle applies it to material ob

jects. The hypocrisy of virtue is of every age, but the hypocrisy 

of luxury belongs more particularly to the ages of democracy. 

To satisfy these new cravings of human vanity the arts have re

course to every species of imposture; and these devices sometimes 

go so far as to defeat their own purpose. Imitation diamonds are 

now made which may be easily mistaken for real ones; as soon as 

the art of fabricating false diamonds becomes so perfect that they 

cannot be distinguished from real ones, it is probable that both 

will be abandoned and become mere pebbles again. 
This leads me to speak of those arts which are called, by way of 

distinction, the fine arts. I do not believe that it is a necessary ef

fect of a democratic social condition and of democratic institutions 

to diminish the number of those who cultivate the fine arts, but 

these causes exert a powerful influence on the manner in which 

these arts are cultivated. Many of those who had already con

b·acted a taste for the fine arts are impoverished; on the other 

hand, many of those who are not yet rich begin to conceive that 

taste, at least by imitation; the number of consumers increases, 

but opulent and fastidious consumers become more scarce. Some

thing analogous to what I have already pointed out in the useful 
arts then takes place in the Sne arts; the productions of artists are 

more nwnerous, but the merit of each production is diminished. 

No longer able to soar to what is great, they cultivate what is 

pretty and elegant, and appearance is more attended to than 

reality. 
In aristocracies a few great pictures are produced; in demo

cratic countries a vast number of insignificant ones. In the former 

statues are raised of bronze; in the latter, they are modeled in 

plaster. 
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the rest of the world, which will infect them with a fa lse and la
bored style; they will lay down minute literary rules for their ex
clushe use, whkh will insensibly lead them to de' iate from com
mon sense and finally to transgress the bounds of nature. By dint 
of striving after a mode of parlance dilferent from the popular, 
they will arrive at a sort of aristocratic jargon which is hardly less 
remote from pure language than is the coarse dialect of the peo
ple. Such arc the natural perils of literature among aristocracies. 
Every aristocracy that keeps itself entirely aloof from the people 
becomes impotent, a fact which is as true in literature as it is in 
politics.1 

Let us now turn the picture and consider the other side of it: 
let us transport ourselves into the midst of a democracy not un
prepared by ancient traditions and present cultw·e to partake in 
the pleasw·es of mind. Ranks are there intermingled and identi
fied; knowledge and power are both in6nHely subdivided and, if 
I may use the expression, scattered on every side. Here, then, is a 
motley multitude whose intellectual wants are to be supplied. 
These new votaries of tl1e pleasures of mind have not all received 
the some education; they do not resemble tl1eir fathers; nay, they 
perpetually differ from themselves, for they live in a state of in
cessant change of place, feelings, and fortunes. The mind of each 
is therefore unattached to that of his fellows by tradition or com
mon habits; and they have never bad the power, the inclination, or 
the time to act together. It is from the bosom of tllis heterogeneous 
and agitated mass, however, that authors spring; and from the 
same source their profits and their fame are distributed. 

I can without difficulty understand that under these circwn
stances I must e.xpect to meet in the literature of such a people with 
but few of those strict conventional rules which are admitted by 
readers and writers in aristocratic times. U it should happen that 
the men of some one period were agreed upon any such rules, that 
would prove nothing for the following period; for among demo-

1 All this is especially true of the aristocratic countries that have been 
long and peacefully subject to a monarchical government. When liberty pre
vails in an aristocracy, the higher ranks are constantly obHged to make use of 
the lower classes; and when they use, they approach them. This frequent ly 
introduces something of a democratic spirit into an aristocratic community. 
There springs up, moreover, in a governing privileged body an energy and 
habitually bold policy, a taste for stir and excitement, which must infallibly 
alfcct all literary performances. 
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cratic nations each new generation is a new people. Among such 
nations, then, literature will not easily be subjected to strict rules, 
and it is impossible that any such rules should ever be permanent. 

In democracies it is by no means the case that all who cultivate 
literature have received a literary education; and most of those 
who have some tinge of belles-lettrcs arc engaged either in poli
tics or in a profession tllat only allows them to taste occasionally 
and by stealth the pleasures of mind. These pleasures, therefore, 
do not constitute the principal charm of their lives, but tl1ey are 
considered as a transient and necessary recreation amid the seri
ous labors of life. Such men can never acquire a sufficiently inti
mate ~'11owledge of the art of literature to appreciate its more del
icate beauties; and the minor shades of expression must escape 
tllem. As the time they can devote to letters is very short, they seek 
to make the best use of the whole of it. They prefer books which 
may be easily procured, quickly read, and which require no 
learned researches to be understood. They ask for beauties self
proffeTed and easily enjoyed; above all, they must have what is 
unexpected and new. Accustomed to the struggle, tl1e crosses, and 
the monotony of practical life, tllcy require strong and rapid emo
tions, startling passages, truths or errors brilliant enough to rouse 
them up and to plunge them at once, as if by violence, into the 
midst of the subject. 

Why should I say more, or who does not understand what is 
about to follow before I have expressed it? Taken as a whole, lit
erature in democratic ages can never present, as it does in the pe
riods of aristocracy, an aspect of order, regularity, science, and 
art; its form, on tlle contrary, wilJ ordinarily be slighted, some
times despised. §!yle will frequently be fan tastic, incorrect, over
burdened, and loose, almost always vehement and bold. Authors 
will aim at rapidity of execution more than at perfection of detail. 
Small productions will be more common than bull.)' books; there 
will be more wit than erudition, more imagination than profun
dity; and literary performances will bear marks of an untutored 
and rude vigor of thought, frequently of great variety and singular 
fecundity. The object of authors will be to aston ish rather than to 
please, and to stir the passions more than to charm the taste. 

Here and there, indeed, writers will doubtless occur who will 
choose a diHerent track and who, if they are gifted witll superior 
abilities, will succeed in findi ng readers in spite of their defects or 
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THE TRADE OF LITERATURE 

D EMOCRACY not only infuses a taste for letters among the 
trading classes, but introduces a trading spirit into literature. 

In aristocracies readers are fastidious and few in number; in 
democracies they are far more numerous and far less difficu lt to 
please. The consequence is that among aristocratic nations no one 
can hope to succeed without great exertion, and this exertion may 
earn great fame, but can never procure much money; while among 
democratic nations a writer may flatter himself that he will ob
tain at a cheap rate a moderate reputation and a large fortune. 
For this purpose he need not be admired; it is enough that he is 
liked. 

The ever increasing crowd of readers and their continual crav
ing for something new ensure the sale of books that nobody much 
esteems. 

In democratic times the public frequently treat authors as kings 
do their courtiers; they enrich and despise them. \Vhat more is 
needed by the venal souls who are born in courts or a re worthy to 
live there? 

Democratic litera ture is always infested with a tribe of writers 
who look upon letters as a mere trade; and for some few great au
thors who adorn it, you may reckon thousands of idea-mongers. 
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Chapter XV 

TilE STUDY OF GREEK AND LATIN 

LITERATURE IS PECULIARLY USEFUL 

IN DEMOCRATIC COMMUNITIES 

\VHAT was ca1led the People in the most democratic republics 

d. :mtiquity was very unlike what we designate by that term. In 

Miens all the citizens took part in pubHc affairs; but there were 

only twenty thousand citizens to more than th ree hundred and 

fifty thousand inhabitants. All the rest were slaves, and discharged 

tit greater part of those duties which belong at the present clay 

tathe lower or even to the middle classes. Athens, then, with her 

u:Jversal suffrage, was, after all, merely an aristocratic republic, 

it which all the nobles had an equal right to the government. 

The struggle between the patricians and plebeians of Rome 

rnust be considered in the same light: it was simply an internal 

fr.:d between the elder and younger branches of the same family. 

AI belonged to the aristocracy and all had the aristocratic spirit. 

It is to be remarked, moreover, that, among the ancients books 

\ l t rC always scarce and dear, and that very great clifllculties im

pJed their publication and circulation. These circumstances con

antrated literary tastes and habits among a small number of men, 

\OO formed a small lHerary aristocracy out of the choicer spirits 

d the great political aristocracy. Accordingly, nothing goes to 

pove that literature was ever treated as a trade among the Greeks 

ruxl Romans. 
These communities, which were not only aristocracies, but very 

p-'j shed and free nations, of course imparted to their Hterary pro

dx:tions the special defects and merits that characterize the lit

enture of aristocratic times. And indeed a very superficial sur

\ S of the works of ancient authors will suffice to convince us that 

il those writers were sometimes deficient in variety and fertili ty in 

tltir subjects, or in boldness, vivacity, and power of generaliza

trn in their thoughts, they always displayed exquisite care and 

stll in their details. Nothing in their works seems to be done 

lustily or at random; every line is written for the eye of the con.:-
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poisseur and is shaped after some conception of ideal beauty. No 

literature places those fine qualities in which the writers of de

mocracies are naturally deficient in bolder relief than that of the 

ancients; no literature, therefore, ought to be more studied in dem

ocratic times. This study is better suited than any other to combat 

the literary defects inherent in those times; as for their natural lit

erary qualities, these will spring up of their own accord without its 

being necessary to learn to acquire them. 
It is important that this point should be clearly understood. A 

particuJar study may be useful to the literature of a people with~ 

out being appropriate to its social and political wants. If men were 

to persist in teaching nothjng but the Uterahu-e of the dead lan

guages in a community where everyone is habitually led to make 

vehemen t exertions to augment or to maintain his fortune, the 

result would be a very polished, but a very dangerous set of citi

zens. For as their social and political condition would give them 

every day a sense of wants, which theiT education would never 

teach them to supply, they would perturb the state, in the name of 

the Creeks and Romans, instead of enriching it by their produc

tive industry. 
It is evident that in democratic communities the interest of in

dhiduals as well as the security of the commonwealth demands 

that the education of the greater number should be scientific, 

commercial, and industrial rather than li terary. Greek and Latin 

should not be taught in all the schools; but it is important that 

those who, by their natural disposition or their fortune, arc des

tined to cultiva te letters or prepared to relish them should flnd 

schools where a complete knowledge of ancient literature may be 

acquired and where the true scholar may be formed. A few excel-

lent universities would do more towards the a ttainment of this Y 
object than a multitude of bad g rammar-schools, where superflu-

ous matters, badly learned, stand in the way of sound instruction 

in necessary studies. 
All who aspire to literary exceiJcnce in democratic nations ought 

frequently to refresh themselves at the springs of ancient litera

ture; there is no more wholesome medicine for the mind. Not that 

I hold the literary productions of the ancients to be irreproacha

ble, but I think that they have some special merits, admirably cal

culated to counterbalance our peculiar defects. They are a prop 

on the side on which we are in most danger of falling. 
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of language, and that there is almost as much difference between 
the language of a pariah and that of a Brahmin as there is in 
their dress. 

\ Vhen, on the contrary, men, being no longer restrained by 
ranks, meet on terms of constant intercourse, when castes are de
stroyed and the classes of society are recruited from and inter
mhed with each other, all the words of a language arc min_g_lcd. 
Those which are unsuitable to the greater number perish; the re
mainder form a common store, whence everyone chooses pretty 
nearly at random. Almost all the different dialects that divided the 
idioms of European nations are manifest1y declining; there is no 
patois in the cw \ Vorld, and it is disappearing every day from 
the old coun tries. 

The influence of this revolution in social condition is as much 
felt in style as it is in language. Not only does everyone usc the 
same words, but a habit springs up of using t11em withou t discrim
ination. The rules which style had set up are almost abolished: the 
line ceases to be drawn between expressions which seem by their 
very nature vulgar and others which appear to be refined. Persons 
springing from different ranks of society carry with them the terms 
and expressions they are accustomed to use into whatever circum
stances they may enter; thus the origin of words is lost like the 
origin of individuals, and there is as much confusion in language 
as there is in society. 

l am aware that in the classification of words there are rules 
which do not belong to one form of society any more than to an
other, but which arc derived from the nature of things. Some ex
pressions and phrases are vulgar because the ideas they are meant 
to express are low in themselves; others arc of a higher character 
because the objects they are intended to designate are naturally 
lofty. No intermixture of ranks will ever efface these differences. 
But the principle of equality cannot fail to root out whatever is 
merely conventional and arbitrary in the forms of thought. Per
haps the necessary classification tha t I have just pointed out will 
always be less respected by a democratic people than by any other, 
because among such a people there are no men who arc perma
nently disposed, by education, culture, and leisure, to study the 
natural laws of language and who cause those laws to be respected 
by their own observance of them. 

I shall not leave this topic without touching on a feature of dem-
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ocratic languages that is, perhaps, more characteristic of them 
than any other. It has already been shown that democratic nations 
have a taste and sometimes a passion for general ideas, and that 
this arises from their peculiar merits and defects. This liking for 
general ideas is displayed in democratic languages by the contin
ual use of generic terms or abstract expressions and by the man
ner in which they are employed. This is the great merit and the 
great imperfection of these languages. 

Democratic nations are passionately addicted to generic terms 
and abstract expressions because these modes of speech enlarge 
thought and assist the operations of the mind by enabling it to in
clude many objects in a small compass. A democratic writer \vill 
be apt to speak of capacities in the abstract for men of capacity 
and without specifying the objects to which their capacity is ap
plied; be will talk abou t actualities to designate in one word the 
things passing before his eyes at the moment; and, in French, he 
will comprehend under the term eventualites whatever may hap
pen in the universe, dating from the momen t at which he speaks. 
Democratic writers are perpetually coining abstract words of this 
kind, in which they sublimate into further abstraction the abstract 
terms of the language. Moreover, to render their mode of speech 
more succinct, ~personify_ the object of these abstract terms 
and make it act like a real person. Thus they would say in French: 
La force des choses veut que les capacites gouvernent. 

I cannot better illustrate what I mean than by my own exam
ple. I have frequently used the word equality in an absolute sense; 
nay, I have personified equality in several places; thus I have said 
that equality does such and such things or refrains from doing oth-
ers. It may be affirmed that the writers of the age of Louis XIV /~ J -
would not have spoken in this manner; they would never have :::,.;-
thought of using the word equality without applying it to some V 
particular thing; and they would rather have renounced the term 
a ltogether than have consented to make it a Hving personage. 

These abstract terms which abound in democratic languages, 
and which are used on every occasion without attaching them to 
any particular fact, enlarge and obscure the thoughts they are in
tended to convey; they render the mode of speech more succinct 
and the idea contained in it less clear. But with regard to language, 
democratic nations prefer obsclll·ity to labor. 

1 do not know, indeed, whether this loose style has not some 
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the description of ideal beauty; it also diminishes the number of 
objects to be described. 

Aristocracy, by maintaining society in a fixed position, is fa
vorable to the solidity and duration of positive religions as well as 
to the stability of political institutions. Not only does it keep the 
human mind within a certain sphere of belief, but it pred isposes 
the mind to adopt one faith rather than another. An aristocratic 
people wiJI always be prone to place intermediate powers be
tween God and man. I n this respect it may be said that the aristo
cratic element is favorable to poetry. \Vhen the wliverse is 
peopled with supernatural beings, not palpable to sense, but dis
covered by the mind, the imagination ranges freely; and poets, 
finding a thousand subjects to delineate, also find a countless audi
ence to take an interest in their productions. 

In democratic ages it sometimes happens, on the conb·ary, that 
men are as mucl:! afloat in matters of faith as they arc in their Jgws. 
Skepticism then draws the imagination of poets back to earth and 
confines them to the real and visible world. Even when the prin
ciple of equality does not disturb religious conviction, it tends to 
simplify it and to divert attention from secondary agents, to fix it 
principally on the Supreme Power. 

Aristocracy naturally leads the human mind to the contempla
tion of the past and fixes it there. Democracy, on the contrary, 
gives men a sort of instinctive distaste for what is ancient. In this 
respect aristocracy is far more favorable to poetry; for things com
monly grow larger and more obscure as they arc more remote, 
and for this twofold reason they are better su ited to the delinea
tion of the ideal. 

After hgYiDg deprived poetry of the past, the Erinciplc of equal-
X i~bs it in part of tb~r~. Among aristocratic nations there 

is a certain number of privileged personages whose situation is, as 
it were, without and above the condition of man; to these, power, 
wealth, fame, wit, refinement, and distinction in all things appear 
peculiarly to belong. The crowd never sees them very closely or 
does not watch them in minute details, and little is needed to make 
the description of such men poetical. On the other hand, among 
the same people you will meet with classes so ignorant, low, and 
enslaved that they are no less fit objects for poetry, from the excess 
of their rudeness and wretchedness, than the former are from their 
greatness and refinement. Besides, as the diHerent classes of which 
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an aristocratic community is composed are widely separated and 
imperfectly acquainted with each other, the imagination may al
ways represent them with some addition to, or some subtraction 
from, what they reaUy are. 

In democratic communities, where men are all insignificant and 
very mu.sh_alikc, each man instantly sees all his fellows when be 
surveys himself. The poets of democratic ages, therefore, can never 
take any man in particular as the subject of a piece; for an object 
of slender importance, which is distinctly seen on all sides, will 
never lend itself to an ideal conception. 

Thus the principle of equality, in proportion as it bas estab
lished itself in the world, has dried up most of the old springs of 
poetry. Let us now attempt to see what new ones it may disclose. 

When skepticism had depopulated heaven,..and the progress of 
equality had reduced each individual to smaller and better-known 
proportions, the poets" not yet aware of what they could substitute 
for the great themes that were departing together with the aristoc
racy, turned their eyes to inanimate nature. As they lost sight of 
gods and heroes, they set themselves to describe streams and 
mountains. Thence originated, in the last century, that kind of 
poetry which has been called, by way of distinction, descriptioe. 
Some have thought that this embellished delineation of all the 
physical and inanimate objects which cover the earth was the kind 
of poetry peculiar to democratic ages; but I believe this to be an 
error, and that it belongs only to a period of transition. 

I am persuaded that in tl1e en~mocra<?Y_ diverts the imag.iruc. 
tion from all. thatis external to man41Jld.fixes it on man alone. D em- ~ .--"\. ~ 
ocratic natioqs may amuse themselves for a while with consider-
ing the productions of nature, but they are excited in reality only 
by a survey of themselves. Here, and here alone, the b·ue sources 
of poetry among such nations are to be found; and it may be be-
lieved that the poets who neglect to draw their inspirations hence 
will lose all sway over the minds which they would enchant, and 
will be left io the end with none but unimpassioned spectators of 
their transports. 

I have shown how the ideas of progress and of the indefinite 
perfectibility of the human race belong to democratic ages. Dem
ocratic nations care but little for what has been, but they are 
haunted by visions of what will be; in this direction their un
bounded imagination grows and dilates beyond all measure. H ere, 
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then, is the widest range open to the genius of poets, whkh allows 

them to remove their performances to a sufficient distance from 

the eye. Democracy, which shuts the past against the poet, opens 
the future before him. 

As all the citizens who compose a democratic community arc 

nearly equal and alike, the poet cannot dwell upon any one of 

them; but the nation itself imites the exercise of his powers. The 
general similitude of individuals, which renders any one of them 

taken separately an improper subject of poetry, allows poets to in

clude them all in the same imagery and to take a general survey of 

the people itself. Democratic nations have a clearer perception 

than any others of their own aspect; and an aspect so imposing is 
admirably fitted to the delineation of the ideal. 

I rcadjly admit that the Americans have no poets; I cannot allow 

that they have no poetic ideas. I n Europe people talk a great deal 

of the wilds of Amedca, but the Americans themselves never think 
about U1em; they are insensible to the wonders of inanimate na

ture and they may be said not to perceive the mighty forests that 

surround them till they fa ll beneath the hatchet. Their eyes are 

fixed upon another sight: the American people views its own 

march across these wilds, draining swamps, turrung the course of 

rivers, peopling solitudes, and subduing nature. This magnificent 

image of themselves does not meet the gaze of the Americans at 

intervals only; it may be said to haunt every one of them in his 
least as well as in his roost important actions and to be always flit

ting before his mind. 
Nothing conceivable is so petty, so insipid, so crowded with 

paltry interests- in one word, so anti-poetic- as the life of a man 

in the Uni ted States. But among the thoughts which it suggests, 
there is always one that is full of poetry, and this is the hidden 

nen'e which gives vigor to the whole frame. 
In aristocratic ages each people as well as each individual is 

prone to stand separate and aloof from all others. Tn democratic 
ages the extreme fluctuations of men and the impatience of their 

desires keep them perpetually on the move, so tha t the inhabitants 

of different countries intermingle, see, listen to, and borrow from 

each other. It is not only the members of the same community, 

then, who grow more alike; communities themselves are assimi

lated to one another, and the whole assemblage presents to the 
eye of the spectator one vast democracy, each citizen of which is a 
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face which is palpable to the senses, in order to read the inner 
soul; and nothing lends itself more to the delineation of the ideal 
than the scrutiny of the hidden depths in the immaterial nature of 
man. I need not traverse earth and sky to discover a wondrous ob
ject woven of contrasts, of infinite greab1ess and littleness, o~ .in
tense gloom and amazing brightness, capable at once of exctting 
pity, admiration, terror, contempt. I have only to look at myself. 
ian sp rings out of nothing, crosses time, and disappears f?r~r 

in the bosom of God; he is seen but for a moment, wandenng on 
the verge of the two abysses, and there he is lost. 

If man were wholly ignorant of himself, he would have no poetry 
in him; for it is impossible to describe what the mind docs not 
conceive. U man clearly discerned his own nature, his imagin.a
tion would remain idle and would have nothing to add to the pic
ture. But the nature of man is sufficiently disclosed for him to 
know something of himself, and sufficiently obscure for all the 
rest to be plunged in tl1ick darkness, in which he grope~ foreve~, 
and forever in vain, lo lay hold on some completer nohon of his 

being. 
Among a democratic people poetry will not be fed with legends 

or the memorials of old traditions. The poet will not attempt to 
people the universe with supernatural beings, in whom his read
ers and his own fancy have ceased to believe; nor will he coldly 
personify virtues and vices, which are better received un~er their 
own features. All these resources fail him; but Man remruns, and 
the poet needs no more. The destinies of mankin~, ~an himself 
taken aloof from his country and his age and standmg 1n the pres
ence of Natw·e and of God, with his passions, his doubts, his rare 
prosperities and inconceivable wretchedness, will become the 
chief, if not the sole, theme of poetry among these nations. 

Experience may confirm this assertion if we consider the pro
ductions of the greatest poets who have appeared since the world 
has been turned to democracy. The authors of our age who have 
so admirably delineated the features of Faust, ~bilde H~ol~. 
Rene, and Jocelyn did not seek to record the actions of an lOdi
vidual, but to enlarge and to throw light on st>me of the obscurer 

recesses of the human heart. 
Such are the poems of democracy. The principle of equality 

does not, then, destroy all tile subjects of poetry: it renders them 

less numerous, but more vast. 
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WHY AMERICA WRITERS AND ORATORS 

OFTEN USE A INFLATED STYLE 

I HAVE frequently noticed tilat tile Americans, who generally 
treat of business in clear, plain language, devoid of all omament 
~nd so extremely simple as to be often coarse, are apt to become 
mflated ~s soon as .they a ttempt a more poetical diction. They then 
vent theu pompos1ty from one end of a harangue to tile other; and 
lo hear them lavish imagery on every occasion, one might fancy 
that they never spoke of anything with simplicity. 

The English less frequently commit a similar fault. The cause of 
this may be pointed out without much difficulty. Tn democratic 
~mmunities, each citizen is habitually engaged in the contempla
tion of a very puny object : ll'lmely, himself. ILhe ever raises his 
looks higher.l he perceives only the immense form of society at 
large or the still more imposing aspect of mankind. His ideas are 
an either extremely minute and clear or extremely general and 
vague; whatJies between is a void. When he has been drawn out 
of ~sow~ sphere, therefore, he always expects that some amazing 
obJect will be offered to his attention; and it is on these terms 
alone ~at he consents to tear himself for a moment from Lhe petty, 
complicated cares that form the charm and the excitement of his 
life. 

This appears to me sufficiently to explain why men in democra
cies, whose concerns are in general so paltry, caU upon tl1eir poets 
for conceptions so vast and descriptions so unlimited. 
~he authors, on • their part, do not fail to obey a propensity of 

whiCh they themselves partake; they perpetually inflate their im
aginations, and, expanding tilem beyond aU bounds, they not in
frequently abandon tile great in order to reach the gigantic. By 
these means tiley hope to attract tile observation of the multitude 
an~l to fix it easily upon tilemselves; nor are tileir hopes disap
pomted, for as the multitude seeks for nothing in poetry but ob
Jects of vast dimensions, it has neither the time to measure with 
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SOME OBSERVATIO S ON THE DRAMA 

AMONG DEMOCRATIC NATIO S 

WIEN the revolution that has changed the social and political 
state of an aristocratic people begins to penetrate into literature, 
it generally first manifests itself in the drama, and it always re
mains conspicuous there. 

The specta tor of a dramatic piece is, to a certain extent, taken 
by surprise by the impression it conveys. He has no time to refer 
to his memory or to consult those more able to judge than himself. 
Jt does not occur to him to resist the new literary tendencies that 
begin to be felt by him; he yields to them before he knows what 
they arc. 

Authors are very prompt in discovering which way the taste of 
the public is thus secretly inclined. They shape their productions 
accordingly; and the literature of the stage, after having served to 
indicate the approaching literary revolution, speedily completes it 
altogether. U you would judge beforehand of the literature of a 
people that is lapsing into democracy, study its dramatic pro
ductions. 

The literature o£ the stage, moreover, even among aristocratic 
nations, constitutes the most democratic part of their literature. 
No kind of literary gratification is so much within the reach of the 
multitude as that which is derived from theatrical representations. 
Neither preparation nor study is required to enjoy them; they lay 
hold on you in the midst of your prejudices and yow· ignorance. 
\ Vhen tl1e yet untutored love of the pleasures of mind begins to af
fect a class of the community, it immediately draws them to the 
stage. The theaters of aristocratic nations have always been fi lled 
with spectators not belonging to the aristocracy. At the theater 
alone, the higher ranks mix with the "~iddle and the lower classes; 
there alone do the former consent to listen to the opinion of the 
latter, or at least to allow them to give an opinion at all. At the 
theater men of cultivation and of literary attainments have always 
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SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF HISTORIA rs 
I DEMOCRATIC TIMES 

H ISTORIANS who write in aristocratic ages arc inclined to refer 
all occurrences to the particular will and character of certain in

dividuals; and they are apt to attribute the most important revo
lutions to slight accidents. They trace out the smallest causes with 
sagacity, and frequently leave the greatest unperceived. 

Historians who live in democratic ages exhibit precisely oppo
site characteristics. Most of them attribute hardly any influence 
to the individual over the destiny of the race, or to citizens over 
the fate of a people; but, on the other hand, they assign great gen
eral causes to all petty incidents. These contrary tendencies ex
plain eacb other. 

When the historian of aristocratic ages surveys the theater of 
the world, he at once perceives a very smaJl number of prominent 
actors who manage the whole piece. These great personages, who 
occupy the front of the stage, arrest attention and fix it on them
selves; and while the historian is bent on penetrating the secret 
motives which make these persons speak and act, the others es
cape his memory. The importance of the things that some men 
are seen to do gives him an exaggerated estimate of tl1e influence 
that one man may possess, and naturally leads him to think that 
in order to explain the impulses of tile multitude, it is necessary 
to refer them to the particular influence of some one individual. 

When, on tl1e contrary, all the citizens are independent of one 
another, and each of them is individually weak, no one is seen to 
exert a great or still less a lasting power over the community. At 
first sight individuals appear to be absolutely devoid of any in
fluence over it, and society would seem to advance alone by the 
free and voluntary action of all the men who compose it. This nat
urally prompts the mind to search for that general reason which 
operates upon so many men's faculties at once and turns them si
multaneously in the same direction. 
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I am very well convinced that even among democratic nations 
the genius, the vices, or the virtues of certain individuals retard 
or accelerate the natural current of a people's history; but causes 
of tl1is secondary and fortuitous nature are infinitely more various, 
more concealed, more complex, less powerful, and consequently 
less easy to trace, in periods of equality than in ages of aristoc
racy, when the task of the historian is simply to detach from the 
mass of general events the particular influence of one man or of a 
few men. In the former case the historian is soon wearied by the 
toil, his mind loses itself in this labyrinth, and, in his inability 
clearly to discern or conspicuously to point out the influence of in
dividuals, he denies that they have any. He prefers talking about 
the characteristics of race, the physical conformation of the coun
try, or the genius of civilization, and thus abridges his own labors 
and satisfies his reader better at less cost. 

M. de Lafayette says somewhere in his Memoirs that the exag
gerated system of general causes a1Iords surprising consolations 
to second-rate statesmen. I \viii add that its e[ects are not less 
consolatory to second-rate l1istorians; it can always furnish a few 
mighty reasons to extricate them from the roost difficult part of 
their work, and it indulges the indolence or incapacity of their 
minds while it confers upon them tl1e honors of deep thinking. 

For myself, I am of the opinion that, at all times, one great por
tion of the events of this world are attributable to very general 
facts and another to special influences. These two kinds of cause 
are always in operation; only their proportion varies. General facts 
serve to explain more things in democratic than in aristocratic 
ages, and fewer things are then assignable to individual influences. 
During periods of aristocracy the reverse takes place: special in
fluences are stronger, general causes weaker; unless, indeed, we 
consider as a general cause the fact itself of ilie inequality of con
dition, which allows some individuals to baffie the natural tend
encies of all the rest. 

The historians who seek to describe what occurs in democratic 
societies are right, tl1erefore, in assigning much to general causes 
and in devoting their chief attention to discover iliem; but they 
are wrong in wbolJy denying ilie sp~cia l influence of individuals 
because they cannot easily trace or follow it. 

The historians who live in democratic ages not only are prone 
to assign a great cause to every incident, but are also given to con-
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nect incidents together so as to deduce a system from them. In 
aristocratic ages, as tl1e attention of historians is constantly drawn 
to individuals, ilie connection of events escapes them; or rather 
they do not believe in any such connection. To them, the thread of 
history seems constantly to be broken by the course of one man's 
life. In democratic ages, on the contrary, as ilie historian sees 
much more of actions than of actors, he may easily establish some 
kind of sequence and methodical order among the fonner. 

Ancient literature, which is so rich in fine historical composi
tions, does not contain a single great historical system, while ilie 
poorest of modern literatures abound with th.em. It wou ld appear 
tl1at the ancient historians did not make suffic1ent use of those gen
eral tl1cories which our historical writers are ever ready to carry 
to excess. ;:-) 

Those who write in democratic ages have another more da~- \ 
gerous tendency. When the traces of individual action upon ~a
tions are lost, it often happens that you see ilie world move With
out the impelling force being evident. As it becomes extremely 
~ifficult to discern and analyze the reasons ilia t, acting separately 
on the will of each member of ilie community, concur in the end to 
produce movement in the whole mass, men a~e l.ed to bcl iev~ that 
iliis movement is involuntary and iliat soc1eties unconsciously 
obey some superior force ruling over th.~. But e'~en .~ben ili.e 
general fact that governs the private vohtion of ~ll .tnd iVldua ls 1s 
supposed to be discovered upon ilie earili, ~c pnnc1ple ~f human 
free-will is not made certain. A cause sufficiently extens1ve to af
fect millions of men at once and sufficiently strong to bend them 
all togeilier in ilie same direction may well seem irresistible, hav
ing seen iliat mankind do yield to it, the mind is close upon the 
inference iliat mankind cannot resist it. 

Historians who live in democratic ages, then, not only deny that 
the few have any power of acting upon ilie destiny of a people, 
but deprive the people themselves of ilie power of modifying ilie~ 
own condition, and they subject tl1em either to an inflexible Prov
idence or to some blind necessity. According to them, each nation 
is indissolubly bound by its position, its origin, its antecedents, 
and its character to a certain lot that no efforts can ever change. 
They involve generation in generation, ~nd thus, going ?~ck from y y 
age to age, and from necessity to necess1ty, up to the ongm of ilie 
world, they forge a close and enormous cna:in, ,VJiich girds and 
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binds the human race. To their minds it is not enough to show 
what events have occurred: they wish to show that events could 
not have occurred otherwise. They take a nation arrived at a cer
tain stage of its history and affirm that it could not but follow the 
track that brought it thither. It is easier to make such an assertion 
than to show how the nation might have adopted a better course. 

In reading the historians of aristocra tic ages, and especially 
those of antiquity, it would seem that, to be master of his lot and 
to govern his fellow creatures, man requires only to be master of 
himself. In perusing the historical volumes which our age has pro
duced, it would seem that man is utterly powerless over himself 
and over aU around him. The historians of antiquity taught how 
to command; those of our time teach only how to obey; in their 
writings the author often appears great, but humanity is always 
dintinutive. 

If thisJlocbine of necessity, which is so attractive to those who 
write history in democratic ages. passes from authors to their 
readers tiU it infects the whole mass of the community and gets 
possession of the public mind, it will soon paralyze the activity of 
modern society and reduce Christians to the level of the Turks. 

Moreover, I would observe that such doctrines are peculiarly 
dangerous at the period atwhich we have arrived. Our contempo
raries are only too prone to doubt of human free-will, because each 
of them feels himself conlined on every side by his own weakness; 
but they are still willing to acknowledge the strength and inde
pendence of men united in society. Do not let this principle be 
lost sight of, for the great object in oui time is to raise the faculties 
of men, not to complete their prostration. 
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SECOND BOOK 
INFLUENCE OF DEMOCRACY ON THE FEELINGS 

OF THE AMERICANS 

Chapter I 

WHY DEMOCRATIC NATIONS SHOW 

A MORE ARDENT AND ENDURING LOVE 

OF EQUALITY THAN OF LIBERTY 

L IE FIDST and most intense passion that is produced by equality 
of condition is, I need hardly say, the love of that equality. My 
readers will therefore not be surprised that I speak of this feeling 
before all others. 

Everybody has remarked that in our time, and especially in 
France, this passion for equality is every day gaining ground in 
the human heart It has been said a hundred times that our con
temporaries are far more ardently and tenaciously attached to 
cguality than to freedom; but as I do not find that the causes of 
the fact have been sufficiently analyzed, I shall endeavor to point 
them out. 

It is possible to imagine an extreme point at which freedom and 
equality would meet and blend. Let us suppose that all the peo
ple take a part in the government, and that each one of them hns 
an equal right to take a part in it. As no one is different from his 
fellows, none can exercise a tyrannical power; men will be per
fectly free because they arc aU entirely equal; and they will all be 
perfectly equal because they are entirely free. To this ideal state 
democratic nations tend. This is the only complete form that 
equality can assume upon earth; but there are a thousand others 
which, without being equally perfect, are not less cherished by 
those nations. 

The principle of equality may be established in civil society 
without prevailing in the poHtical world. There may be equnl 
rights of indulging in the same pleasures, of entering the same pro-
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fessions, of frequenting the snme places; in a word, of living in the • • 
same manner and seeking weallh by the same means, although all 
men do not take an equal share in the government. A kind of I"'W- .1,. 

equality may even be established in the political world though 
there should be no political freedom there. A man may be the 
equal of all his countrymen save one, who is the master of all with-
out distinction and who selects equally from among them all the 
agents of his power. Several other combinations might be easily 
imagined by which very great equality would be united to institu-
tions more or less free or even to institutions wholly without 
freedom. 
~!though men cannot become ~olutely eg.ual unless they are 

entire.!y_ free, and consequently equiilify, pushed to its furthest 
extent, may be confounded with freedom, yet there is good rea
son for distinguishing the one from the other. The taste which men 
have for liberty and that which they feel for equality arc, in fact, "( 
two different things; and I am not afraid to add that among dem
ocratic nations they are two unequal things. 

Upon close inspection it wiJI be seen that tl1ere is in every age 
some peculiar and preponderant fact with which all others are 
connected; this fact almost always gives birth to some pregnant 
idea or some ruling passion, which attracts to itself and bears 
away in its course all the feeHngs and opinions of the time; it is 
like a great stream towards which each of the neighboring rivu
lets seems to Bow. 

Freedom has appeared in the world at different times and under 
various forms; it has not been exclusively bound to any social con
dition, and it is not confined to democracies. Freedom cannot, 
therefore, form the distinguishing characteristic of democratic 
ag~s. The ~eculiar and preponderant fact that marks those ages 
as 1ts own IS the equaHty of condition; the ruling passion of men 
in those periods is the love of lhis equaHty. Do not ask what singu
lar charm the men of democratic ages Snd in being equal, or what 
~pecial reasons they may have for clinging so tenaciously to equal
Ity rather than to tl1e other advantages that society holds out to 
them : equality is the distinguishing characteristic of the age they 
live in; that of itself is enough to cxplaio that they prefer it to all 
the rest. 

But independently of this reason there are several others which 
will at all times habitually lead men to prefer equality to freedom. 
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I£ a people could ever succeed in destroying, or even in dimin
ishing, the equaHty that prevails iu its o"m body, they could do 
so ouly by long and laborious efforts. Their social condition must 
be modified, their laws abolished, their opinions superseded, their 
habits chnnged, their manners corrupted. But political liberty is 
more easily lost; to neglect to hold it fast is to allow it to escape. 
Therefore not ouly do men cling to equali!Y because it is dear to 
them; they also adhere to it because they think it will last forever. 

That political freedom in its excesses may compromise the tran
quillity, the property, the lives of individuals is obvious even to 
narrow and unthinking minds. On the contrary, none but attenti\·e 
nnd clear-sighted men perceive the perils with whicb equality 
threate05 us, and they commonly avoid pointing them out. They 
know that the calamities they apprehend are remote and flatter 
themselves that they will only fall upon future generations, for 
which the present generation takes but little thought. The evils 
that freedom sometimes brings with it are immediate; they are 
apparent to all, and all are more or less iffected by them. The 
evils that extreme equality may produce are slowly disclosed; 
they creep gradually into the social frame; they are seen only at 
intervals; and at the moment at which they become most violent, 
habit already causes them to be no longer felt 

The advantages that freedom brings are shown only by the 
lapse of time, and it is always easy to mistake the cause in which 
they originate. The advantages of equality are immediate, and 
tlley may always be traced from their source. 

Political liberty bestows _exalted _Eleasures from time to L.ne 
upon a certain number of citizens. -~uality every day confers a 
number of small enjoyments on every man. The charms of equal
ity are every instant felt and are within the reach of aU; the noblest 
hearts are not insensible to them, and the most vulgar souls exult 
in them. The passion that equality creates must therefore be at 
ooee strong and general. Men cannot enjoy political liberty on
purchased by some sacrilices, and they never obtain it without 
great exertions. But the pleasures of equality are self-proffered; 
each of the petty incidents of life seems to occasion them, and in 
order to taste them, nothing is required but to live. 

Democratic nations are at all times food of equality, but there 
are certain epochs at which the passion they entertain for it swells 
to the height of fury. This occurs at the moment when the old 
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social system, long menaced, is overthrown after a severe internal 
struggle, and the barriers of rank are at length thrown down. At 
such times men pounce upon equality as their booty, and they 
cling to it as to some precious treasure which they fear to lose. The 
passion for equality penetrates on every side into men's hearts, 
expands there, and SUs them entirely. Tell them not that by this 
blind surrender of themselves to an exclusive passion they risk 
their dearest interests; they are deaf. Show them not freedom es
caping from their grasp while they are looking another way; they 
are blind, or rather they can discern but one object to be desired 
in the universe. 

What I have said is applicable to all democratic nations; what I 
am about to say concerns the French alone. Among most modern 
nations, and especially among aU those of the continent of Europe, 
the taste and the idea of freedom began to exist and to be devel
oped only at the time when social conditions were tending to 
equality and as a consequence of that very equality. Absolute 
kings were the most efficient levelers of ranks among their sub
jects. Among these nations equality preceded freedom>. equality 
was therefore a fact of some standing when freedom was still a 
novelty; the one bad already created customs, opinions, and laws 
belonging to it when the other, alone and for the first time, came 
into actual existence. Thus the latter was still only an affair of 
opinion and of taste while the former had already crept into the 
habits of the people, possessed itself of their manners, and given a 
particular turn to the smallest actions in their lives. Can it be 
wondered at that the men of our own time prefer the one to the 
other? 

I think that democratic communities have a natural taste for 
freedom; left to themselves, they wiU seek it, cherish it, and view 
any privation of it with regret. But for equality their passion is 
ardent, insatiable, incessant, invincible; they call for equality in 
freedom; and if they cannot obtain that, they still call for equality 
in slavery. They will endure poverty, servitude, barbarism, but 
they will not endure aristocracy. 

This is true at all times, and especially in our own day. All men 
and all powers seeking to cope with this irresistible passion will be 
overthrown and destroyed by it. In our age freedom cannot be es- 1. 
tablished without it, and despotism itself cannot reign without its 
support. 
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OF I JDIVIDUALISM 

IN DE~lOCRATIC COU TRIES 

I HAVE shown bow it is that in ages of equality every m:n seeks 
for his opinions within himself; I am now to show how it is that 
in the same ages all his feelings are turned towards himself alone. 
!1ldividualism is a novel expression, to which a novel idea has 
giv<'n birth. Our fathers were only acquainted with egoisme (self
ishness). Selfishness is a passionate and exaggerated love of self, 
which leads a man to connect everything with himself and to 
prefer himself to everything in the world. Individualism is a ma
ture and calm feeling, which disposes each member of the com
munity lo sever himscii from the mass of his fellows and to draw 
apart wilh his family and his fri ends, so that after he has thus 

· formed a Jittlc circle of hi~ own, he willingly leaves society a t large 
to itself. Selfishness originates in blind instinct; individualism pro
ceeds from erroneous judgment more than from depraved feel
ings; it originates as much in deficiencies of mind as in perversity 
of heart. 

Selfishness blights the germ of all virtue; individualism, at first, 
only saps the virtues of public life; but in the long run it attacks 
and destroys all others and is at length absorbed in downright 
selfishness. Selfishness is a vice as old as the world, which docs 
not belong to one form of society more than to another; individu
alism is of democratic origin, and it threatens to spread in the 
same ratio as the equality of condition. 

Among aristocratic nations, as families remain for centuries in 
the same condition, often on the same spot, all generations be
come, as it were, contemporaneous. A mau almost always J...'11ows 
his forefathers and respects them; he thinks he already sees his 
remote descendants and he loves them. He willingly imposes du
ties on himself towards the former and the latter, and he will fre
quently sacrifice his personal gratifications to those who went be
fore and to those who will come after him. Aristocratic institutions, 
moreover, nave the effect of closely binding every man to several 
of his fellow citizens. As the classes of an aristocratic people are 
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strongly marked and permanent, each of them is regarded by its 
own members as a sort of lesser country, more tangible and more 
cherished than the country at large. As in aristocratic communi
ties aU the citizens occupy fixed positions, one above another, the 
resuJt is that each of them always sees a man above himself whose 
patronage is necessary to him, and below himself another mao 
whose co-operation he may claim. Men living in aristocratic ages 
are therefore almost always closely attached to something placed 
out of their own sphere, and they are often disposed to forget 
themselves. It is true that in these ages the notion of human fel
lowship is faint and that men seldom think of sacrificing them
selves for mankind; but they often sacrifice themselves for other 
men. In deq10cratic times, on the contrary, when the duties of 
each individual to the race are much more clear, devoted service 
to any one man becomes more rare; the bond of human affection 
is extended, but it is relaxed. 

Among democratic nations new families arc constantly spring
ing up, others are constantly falling away, and all that remain 
change their condition; the woof of lime is every instant broken 
and the track of generations effaced. Those who went before are 
soon forgotten; of those who will come after, no one bas any idea: 
the interest of man is confined to those in close propinquity to 
himself. As each class gradually approaches others and mingles 
'vith them, its members become undi£Ierentiated and lose their 
class identity for each other. Aristocracy had made a chain of aU 
the members of the community, from the peasant to the king; ,. ;< A 
democracy breaks that chain and severs every link of it. ~ 1 

As social conditions become more equal, the number of per- , J.'"J.~ 
sons increases who, although they are neither rich nor powerful 
enough to exercise any great influence over their fellows, have 
nevertheless acquired or retained sufficient education and fortune 
to satisfy their own wants. They owe nothing to any man, they 
expect nothing from any man; they acquire the habit of always 
considering themselves as standing alone, and they are apt to im-
agine that their whole destiny is in their own hands. 

Thus not only does democracy make every man forget his an
cestors, but it hides his descendants and separates his contempo
raries from him; it throws him back forever upon himself alone 
and threatens in the end to confine him entirely within the soli
tude of his own heart. 
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on the same footing as themselves, they stand aloof from them 
with an expression of triumph and fear . 

It is, then, commonly at the outset of democratic society that 
citizens are most disposed to live apart. Democracy leads men not 
to draw near to their fellow creatures; but democratic revolutions 
lead them to shun each other and perpetuate in a sta te of equality 
the animosities that the state of inequality created. 

The great advantage of the Americans is that they have arrived 
a t a state of democracy without having to endure a democratic 
revolution, and that they are born equal instead of becoming so. 
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Chapter IV 

THAT THE AMERICANS COMBAT THE EFFECTS 

OF I 1DI~IDUALISM BY FREE INSTITUTIONS 

P ESPOTISM, which by its nature is suspicious, sees in the sep
aration among men the surest guarantee of its continuance, and it 
usually makes every effort to keep them separate. No vice of the 
human heart is so acceptable to it as selfishness: a despot easily 
forgives his subjects for not loving him, provided they do not love 
one a~0~1er. He does not ask them to assist him in govern ing the 
state; 1t 1s enough that they do not aspire to govern it themselves. 
He stigma tizes as turbulen t and unruly spirits those who would 
combine their exertions to promote the prosperity of the com
munity; and, perverting the nattu·al meaning of words, he ap
plauds as good citizens those who have no sympathy for any but 
themselves. 
~hus the ~ccs which despotism produces are precisely those 

which ~quality fosters. These two things perniciously complete 
and ass1st each other. Equality places men side by side, uncon
nected by any common tie; despotism raises barriers to keep them 
asunder; the former predisposes them not to consider their fel
low creatures, the latter makes general indiHerence a sort of pub
lic virtue. 
. Despotism, then, which is a t all times dangerous, is more par

ticuJarly to be feared in democratic ages. It is easy to see that in 
those sa me ages men stand most in need of freedom. When the 
members of a community are forced to a ttend to public affairs, 
they are necessarily drawn from the circle of their own interests 
and snatched at times from self-observation. As soon as a man 
begins to treat of public aHairs in public, he begins to perceive 
that he is not so independent of his fellow men as he had at first 
imagined, and that in order to obtain their support he must often 
lend them his co-operation. 

When the public govern, there is no mao who does not feel the 
value_ of pub~ic goodwill or who does not endeavor to court it by 
drawmg to h1mself the esteem and affection of those among whom 
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he is to live. Many of the passions which congeal and keep asun
der human hearts are then obliged to retire and hide below the 
surface. Pride must be dissembled; disdain dares not break out; 
selflshness fears its own self. Under a free government, as most 
public offices are elective, the men whose elevated minds or aspir
ing hopes are too closely circumscribed in private Life constantly 
feel that they cannot do without the people who surround them. 
i\ fen leam at such times to think of their fellow men from ambi
tious motives; and they frequen tly Lind it, in a manner, their inter
est to forget themselves. 

I may here be met by an objection derived from electioneering 
intrigues, the meanness of candidates, and the calumnies of their 
opponents. These are occasions of enmity which occur the of
tener the more frequent elections become. Such evils are doubt
less great, but they are transient; wherctlS the benefits that a ttend 
them remain. The desire of being elected may lead some men for a 
time to violent hostility; but this same desire leads all men in the 
long run to support each other; and if it happens that an election 
accidentally severs two friends, the electoral system brings a mul
titude of citizens permanently together who would othenvise al
ways have remained unknown to one another. Freedom produces 
private animosities, but despotism gives birth to general indif
ference. 

The Americans have combated by free institutions the tendency 
of equali~ to keep men asunder, and they have subdued it. The 
legislators of America did not suppose that a general representa
tion of the whole nation would suffice to ward off a disorder at 
once so natural to the frame of democratic society and so fatal; 
they also thought that it would be well to infuse political Life into 
each portion of the territory in order to multiply to an in6nite ex
tent opportunities of acting in concert for all the members of the 
community and to make them constantly feel their mutual de
pendence. The plan was a wise one. The general affairs of a coun
try engage the attention only of leading politicians, who assemble 
from time to time in the same places; and as they often lose sight 
of each other aftenvards, no lasting tics are established between 
them. But if the object be to have tl1e local affairs of a district con
ducted by the men who reside there, the same persons are always 
in contact, and they arc, in a manner, forced to be acquainted and 
to adapt themselves to one anotl1er. 
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It is cnfficult to drnw a man out of his own circle to interest him 
in the destiny of the state, because he does not clearly under
stand what influence the destiny of the state can ha\'e upon his 
own lol But if it is proposed to make a road cross the end of his 
estate, he will see at a glance that there is a connection between 
this small public alTair and his ~test_Eivate affair~ an..P he will 
discover, without its bei11g shown to him, the close lie that unites 
private to general interest. Thus far m01·e may be done by entrust
ing to the citizens the administration of minor affairs than by sur
rendering to them in the control of importru1t ones, towards in
teresting them in the public welfare and convincing them that 
they constantly stand in need of one another in order to provide 
for it. A brilliant achievement may '>vin for you the favor of a peo
ple at one stroke; but to earn the love and respect of the popula
tion that surrounds you, a long succession of little services ren
dered and of obscure good deeds, a constant habit of kindness, 
and an established reputation f01· disinterestedness will be 
required. ,..Local freedom, then, which leads a great number 
of citizens to value the affection of their neighbors and of 
their kindred, perpetually brings men together and forces them 
to help one another in spite of the propensities that sever 
them. 

ln the United States the more opulent citizens take great care 
not to stand aloof from the people; on the contrary, they con
stantly keep on easy terms 'vith the lower classes: they listen to 
them, they speak to them every day. They know that the rich in 
democracies always stand in need of the poor, and that in demo
cratic times you attach a poor man to you more by your man
ner than by benefits conferred. The magnitude of such benefits, 
which sets off the difference of condition, causes a secret irrita
tion to those who reap advantage from them, but the charm of 
simplicity of manners is almost irresistible; affability carries men 
away, and e' 'en want of polish is not always displeasing. This 
truth does not take root at once in the minds of the rich. They gen
erally resist it as long as the democratic revolution lasts, and they 
do not acknowledge it immediately after that revolution is ac 
complisbed. They are very ready to do good to the people, but 
they still choose to keep them at arm's length; they think that is 
sufficient, but they are mistak-en. They might spend fortunes thus 
without warming the hearts of the population around them; that 
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opulation does not ask them for the sacrifice of their money, but 
P ·a of their pn e. 

It would seem as ii every imagination in the United States were 
upon the stretch to invent means of increasing the wealth and sat
isfying the wants of the public. ~be_ best-inf~rmed in_habitants of 
each district constantly use then mformatwn to d•scover new 
truths that may augment the general prosperity; and if they ha\'e 
made any such discoveries, they eagerly surrender them to the 
mass of the people. 

When the vices and weaknesses frequently exhibited by those 
who govern in America are closely examined, the prosperity of the 
people occasions, but improperly occasions, surprise. ~lect~d mag
istrates do not make the American democracy flounsh; 1t flour
ishes because the magistrates are elective. 

It would be unjust to suppose that the patriotism and the zeal 
that every American displays for the welfare of his fellow citizens 
arc wholly insincere. Although private interest directs the greater 
part of human actions in the United States as well as elsewhere, 
it does not regulate them all. I must say that I have often seen 
Americans make great and real sacrifices to the public welfare; 
and I have noticed a hundred instances in which they hardly ever 
failed to lend faithful support to one another. The free institu
tions which the inhabitants of the United States possess, and the 
political rights of which they make so ~uch. use, _remind every 
citizen, and in a thousand ways, that he lives m soc•ety. They ev
ery instant impress upon his mind tl1e notion that it is the d~ty as 
well as the interest of men to make themselves useful to thetr fel
low creatures; and as he sees no particular ground of animosity 
to them, since be is never either their master or their slave, his 
heart readily leans to the side of kindness. Men attend to the inter
ests of the public, fi rst by necessity, afterwards by choice; what 
was intentional becomes an instinct, and by dint of working for 
the good of one's fellow citizens, the habit and the taste for serv
ing them are at length acquired. 

Many people in France consider equality of condition as one 
evil and political fTeedom as a second. When they are obliged to 
yield to the former, they strive at least to escape from the latter. 
But I contend that in order to combat the evils which equality may 
produce, there is only one effectual remedy: namely, political 
freedom. 
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Chapter V 

OF TilE USE WHICH THE AMERICANS MAKE 

OF PUBLIC ASSOCIATIONS I CIVIL LIFE 

~ oo not.propose to speak of those political associations by the 
atd of whtch men endeavor to defend themselves against the 
despotic action of a majority or against the aggressions of regal 
power. That subject l have already treated. If each citizen did not 
learn, in proportion as he individua11y becomes more feeble and 
consequently more incapable of preserving his freedom single
han~ed, .to ~o.mbinc with his fellow citizens for the purpose of clc
fendu1g tt, 1t tS clear that tyranny would unavoidably increase to
gether wilh equality. 

Only those associations that are formed in civil life without ref
erence to poHtical objects are here referred to. The political as
~ociation~ that exist in the United States are on ly a single feature 
m the mtdst of the immense assemblage of associations in that 
country. Americans of all ages, all conditions, and all dispositions 
constantly form associations. They have not only commercial and 
manufacturing companies, in which all take part, but associations 
of a th~usand other kinds, religious, moral, serious, futile, general 
or restrtcted, enormous or diminutive. The Americans make asso
ciations to give entertainments, to found seminaries, to build inns, 
to construct churches, to diffuse books, to send missionaries to 
the antipodes; in this manner they found hospitals, prisons, and 
schools. If it is proposed to inculcate some truth or to foster some 
fee~ing by the encouragement of a great example, they form a 
soc•ety. Wherever at the bead of some new undertaking you sec 
the government in France, or a man of rank in England, in lhc 
United States you will be sure to find an association. 

I met with several kinds of association~ in America of which I 
confess I had no previous notion; and I have often admired the 
exb·emc skill wilh which the inhabitants of the United States suc
ceed in proposi.ng. a co~mon object for the exertions of a great 
many men and m mducwg the~ voluntaril)/ to pursue it. 

1 
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I have since traveled over England. from which the Americans 
have taken some of their laws and many of their customs; and it 
seemed to me that the E_rinciple of association was by no means y 
so constantly or adroitly used in that country. The English often 
perform great things singly, whereas the Americans form associ-
ations for the smallest undertakings. It is evident that the former Y 
peopte consider association as a powerful means of action, but 
the latter seem to regard it as the only means they have of acting. 1' 

Thus tile most democratic country on the face of the earth is 
that in which men have, in our time, carried to the highest per
fection the art of pursuing in common the object of their common 
desires and have applied this new science to the greatest number 
of purposes. Is this the result of accident, or is there in reaJity any 
necessary connection between the principle of association and that 
of equality? 

Aristocratic communities always contain, among a multitude of 
persons who by themselves arc powerless, a small number of pow
erful and wealthy citizens, each of whom can achieve great un-
dertakings single-handed. In aristocratic societies men do not need ( 
to combine in order to act, because they are strongly held to
gether. Every wealthy and powerful citizen constitutes tl1e head 
of a permanent and compulsory association, composed of all those 
who are dependent upon him or whom he makes subservient to 
the execution of his designs. , 

Among democratic nations, on the contrary, all the citizens are 
independent and feeble; they can do hardly anything by them
selves, and none of them can oblige his fellow men to lend him 
their assistance. They all, therefore, become powerless if they do 
not learn voluntarily to help one another. U men Hving in demo
cratic countries bad no right and no inclination to associate for 
political purposes, their independence would be in great jeopardy, 
but they might long preserve their wealth and their cultivation: 
whereas if they never acquired the habit of forming associations 
in ordinary life, civilization itself would be endangered. A people 
among whom individuals lost the power of achieving great things 
single-handed, without acquiring the means of producing them 
by united exertions, would soon relapse into barbarism. 

Unhappily, the same social condition that renders associations 
so necessary to democratic nations renders their formation more 
difficult among those nations than among all others. VVhen several 
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members of an aristocracy agree to combine, they easily succeed 
in doing so; as each of tbem brings great strength to the partner
ship, the number of its members may be very J.imjted; and when the 
members of an association are limited in number, they may easily 
become mutually acquainted, understand each other, and estab
lish fixed regulations. The same opportunities do not occur among 
democratic nations, where the associated members must always 
be very numerous for their association to have any power. 

I am aware that many of my countrymen are not in the least 
embarrassed by this difficulty. They contend that the more en
feebled and incompetent the citizens become, the more able and 
active the govemment ought to be rendered in order that society 
at large may execute what individuals can no longer accomplish. 
They believe this answers the whole difficulty, but I think they 
are mistaken. 

A government might perform the part of some of the largest 
American companies, and several states, members of the Union, 
have alrendy attempted it; but what political power could ever 
carry on the vast multitude of lesser undertakings which the 
American citizens perform every day, with the assistance of the 
principle of association? It is easy to foresee that the time is draw
ing near when man will be less and less able to produce, by him
seU alone, the commonest necessaries of life. The task of the gov
erning power wiJl therefore perpetually increase, and its very 
efforts will e>.'tend it every day. The more it stands in the place of 
associations, the more will individuals, losing the notion of com
bining together, require its assistance: these are causes and ef
fects that unceasingly create each other. Will the administration 
of the country ultimately assume the management of all the man
ufactures which no single citizen is able to carry on? And if a 
time at length arrives when, in consequence of the extreme subdi
vision of landed property, the soil is split into an infinite number 
of parcels, so that it can be cultivated only by companies of tillers, 
will it be necessary that the head of the government should leave 
the helm of state to follow the plow? The morals and the intelli
gence of a democratic people would be as much endangered as 
its business and manufactures if the government ever wholly 
usurped the place of private companies. 

Feelings and opinions are recruited, the heart is enlarged, and 
the human mind is developed only by the reciprocal influence of 
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men upon one another. I have shown that these influences are ~~
most null in democratic countries; they mu~ theref?re b~ a~tifi:., 
cially created, and this can only be accomphshed by assoctations. 

When the members of an aristocratic community adopt a new 
opinion or conceive a new sentiment, they give it a station, as it 
were, beside themselves, upon the lofty platform where they stand; 
and opinions or sentiments so conspicuous to the eyes of the mul
titude are easily introduced into the minds or hearts of aU around. 
In democratic countries the governing power alone is naturally 
in a condition to act in this manner, but it is easy to see that its 
action is always inadequate, and often dangerous. A government 
can no more be competent to keep alive and to renew the circu
lation of opinions and feelings among a great people than to man
age all the speculations of productive industry. No sooner does a 
government attempt to go beyond its ~litical spbe~e an~ to ea
ter upon this new track than it exerc1ses, even unmtentionally, 
an insupportable tyranny; for a government can only dictate stri~t 
rules, the opinions which it favors are rigjdly enforced, and it 1s 
never easy to discriminate between its advice and its commands. 
Worse still will be the case if the government really believes itseU 
interested in preventing all circulation of idens; it will then stand 
motionless and oppressed by the heaviness of voluntary torpor. 
Governments, therefore, should not be the only active powers; as
sociations ought, in democratic nations, to stand in lieu of those 
powerful private individuals whom the equality of conditions has 
swept away. . 

As soon as several of the inhabitants of the Uruted States have\ 
taken up an opinion or a feeJjng which they wish to promote in 
the world, they look out for mutual assistance; and as soon as they 
have found one another out, they combine. From that moment 
they are no longer isolated men, but a power seen ~o~ afar, 
whose actions serve for an example and whose language 1s listened 
to. The first time I heard in the United States that a hundred 
thousand men bad bound themselves publicly to abstain from 
spirituous liquors, it appeared to me more like a joke than a seri
ous engagement, and I did not at once percei~e whr t~ese tem
perate citizens could not content themselves Wlth drmking water 
by their own firesides. I at last understood that these hundred 
thousand Americans, alarmed by the progress of drunkenness 
around them, had made up their minds to patronize temperance. 
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They acted in just the same way as a mao of high rank who 

sh.ouJd dress very plainly in order to inspire the humbler orders 

w1th a contempt of luxury. It is probable that if these hundred 

thousand men had lived in France, each of them wouJd singly 

have memorialized the government to watch the public houses 
all over the kingdom. 

?thing, in my opinion, is more deserving of our attention than 

the J~tellec~ual and. m?ral associations of America. The political 

and mdustnal associations of that country strike us forcibly; but 

the others elude our observation, or if we discover them, we un

derstand them imperfectly because we have hardly ever seen any

thing of the kind. I t must be acknowledged, however, that they 

arc as necessary to the American people as the former, and per

haps more so. In democratic countries the science of association 

is the mother of science; the progress of aU the rest depends upon 
the progress it has made. 

Among the laws that rule human societies there is one which 

seems to be more precise and clear than all others. If men are to 

remain civilize~ or to b~come so, the art of associating to_.gether 

~ust grow and lffi_E!ovc m the same ratio in which the equality of 
~ndilions is increased. 
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Chapter YI 

OF TilE RELATION BETWEEN PUBLIC 

ASSOCIATIONS AND THE NEWSPAPERS 

W.mN men are no longer united among themselves by firm 

and lasting tics, it is impossible to obtain the co-operation of any 

great number of them unless you can persuade every man whose 

help you require that his private interest obliges him voluntarily to 

unite his exertions to the exertions of all the others. This can be 

habitually and conveniently effected only by means of a newspa

per; nothing but a newspaper can drop the same thought into a 

thousand minds at the same moment. A newspaper is an adviser 

that does not require to be sought, but that comes of its own ac

cord and talks to you brieRy every day of the common weal, with

out distracting you from you1· private affairs. 
Newspapers therefore become more necessary in proportion as 

men become more equal and individualism more to be feared. To 

suppose that they only serve to protect freedom would be to di

minish their importance: they maintain civilization. I shall not 

deny that in democratic countries newspapers frequently lead the 

citizens to launch together into very ill-digested schemes; but if 

there were no newspapers there would be no common activity. 

The evil which they produce is therefore much less than that 

which they cure. 
The effect of a newspaper is not only to suggest the same pur

pose to a great number of persons, but to furnish means for exe

cuting in common the designs which they may have singly con

ceived. The principal citizens who inhabit an aristocratic country 

discern each other from afar; and if they wish to unite their forces, 

they move towards each other, drawing a muJtitude of men after 

them. In democratic countries, on the contrary, it frequently hap

pens that a great number of men who wish or who want to com

bine cannot accomplish it because as they are very insignilicant 

and lost amid the crowd, they cannot see and do not know where 

to .find one another. A newspaper then takes up the notion or the 
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feeling that had occurred simultaneously, but singly, to each of 
them. All are then immediately gwded towards this beacon; and 
these wandering minds, which had long sought each other in dark
ness, at length meet and unite. The newspaper brought them to
gether, and the newspaper is stilJ necessary lo keep them united. 

In order that an association among a democratic people should 
have any power, it must be a numerous body. The persons of 
whom it is composed are therefore scattered over a wide extent, 
and each of them is detained in the place of his domicile by the 
narrowness of his income or by the small unremitting exertions 
by which he ea rns it. Means must then be found to converse every 
day without seeing one another, and to take steps in common witb
out having met. Thus hardly any democratic association can do 
without newspapers. 

Consequently, there is a necessary connection between public 
associations and newspapers: newspapers make associations, and 
associations make newspapers; and if it has been correctly ad
vanced that associations will increase in number as the conditions 
of men become more equal, it is not less certain that the number 
of newspapers increases in proportion to that of associations. Thus 
it is in America that we find at the same time the greatest number 
of associations and of newspapers. 

This connection between the number of newspapers and that of 
associations leads us to the discovery of a further connection be
tween the state of the periodical press and the form of the admin
istration in a country, and shows that tbe number of newspapers 
must diminish or increase among a democratic people in propor
tion as its administration is more or less centralized. For among 
democratic nations the exercise of local powers cannot be en
trusted to the principal members of the community as in aristoc
racies. Those powers must be either abolished or placed in the 
hands of very large numbers of men, who then in fact constitute 
an association permanently established by law for tbe purpose 
of administering the affairs of a certain extent of territory; and 
they reqooe a journal to bring to them every day, in the midst 
of their O\.VD minor concerns, some intelligence of the state 
of their public weal. The more numerous local powers aro, the 
greater is the number of men in whom they are vested by law; 
and as this ·want is hourly felt, the more profusely do newspapers 
abound. 
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ous; but the fact that the newspaper keeps alive . f tl 1 th 1s a proo 1at at 
east e germ of such an association exists in the minds of ;t ... 

readers. ~ 

th!h~ leads me to a last reflection, with which I shall conclude 
thIS lc apter. The more equal the conditions of men become and 

e ess strong men individually are, the more easil the • iv 
way to the current of the multitude and the more cliffi~ult iii; fo~ 
~em to adhere by themselves to an opinion which the multitude 
, scard. A newsp.aper represents an association; it may be said to 
address each of tts readers in the name of all th th d · · 

0 
• e o ers an to 

~:crt •ts tn uence over them in proportion to their individual 
eakncss. The ~ower of the newspaper press must therefore in

crease as the soctal conditions of men become more equal. 
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Chapter VII 

RELATION OF CIVIL TO POLITICAL ASSOCIATIONS 

TIIERE is only one country on the face of the earth where the 
citizens enjoy unlimited freedom of association for political pur-
poses. This same country is the only one in the world where the / ~ 
continual exercise of the right of association has been introduced 
into civil life and where all the advantages which civilization can 
confer are procured by means of it. 

In all the countries where political associations are prohibited, 
civil associations are rare. It is hardly probable that this is the re
sult of accident, but the inference should rather be that there is a 
natural and perhaps a necessary connection between these two 
kinds of associations. 

Certain men happen to have a common interest in some con
cern; either a commercial undertaking is to be managed, or some 
speculation in manufactures to be tried: they meet, they combine, 
and thus, by degrees, they become familiar with the principle of 
association. The greater the multiplicity of small affairs, the more 
do men, even ,vithout knowing it, acquire facility in prosecuting 
great undertakings in common. 

Civil associations, therefore, facilitate political association; but, 
on the other band, political association singularly strengthens and 
improves associations for civil purposes. In civil life every man 
may, strictly speaking, fancy that he can provide for his own 
wants; in politics he can fancy no such thing. When a people, 
then, have any knowledge of public life, the notion of association 
and the wish to coalesce present themselves every day to the 
minds of the whole community; whatever natural repugnance 
may restrain men from acting in concert, t11ey will always be ready 
to combine for the sake of a party. Thus political life makes the 
love and practice of association more general; it imparts a desire ' 
of union and teaches the means of combination to numbers of 
men who otherwise would have always lived apart. 

Politics give birth not only to numerous associatio&s, but to as-
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sociations of great extent. In civiJ life it seldom happens that any 
one interest draws a very large number of men to act in concert; 
~uch skill is required to bring such an interest into existence; but 
in politics opportunities present themselves every day. ow, it is 
solely in great associations tha t the general value of the principle 
of association is displayed. Citizens who are individuaJiy power
less do not very clearly anticipate the strength that they may ac
quire by uniting together; it must be shown to them in order to be 
understood. l fence it is often easier to collect a multitude for a 
public purpose than a few persons; a thousand citizens do not see 
wha t interest they have in combining together; ten thousand will 
be perfectly aware of it. In politics men combine for great under
takings, and the use they make of the principle of association in 
important a!fnirs practically teaches them that it is their interest 
to help one another in those of less moment. A political association 
draws a number of individuals at the same time out of their own 
circle; however they may be naturally kept asunder by age, mind, 
nnd fortune, it places them nearer together and brings them into 
contact. Once met, they can always meet again. 
. Men can embark in few civil partnerships without risking a por

tion of their possessions; this is the case with all manufacturing 
and trading companies. When men are as yet but little versed in 
the art of association and are unacquainted "vith its principal rules, 
they are afraid, when first they combine in this manner, of buying 
their experience dear. They therefore prefer depriving themseh es 
of a powerful instrument of success to runnjng the risks that at
tend the usc of it. They are less reluctant, however, to join politi
cal associations, which appear to them to be without danger be
cause they risk no money in them. But they cannot belong to these 
associations for any length of time without finding out bow order 
is maintained among a large number of men and by what con
trivance they are made to advance, harmoniously and methodi
cally, to the same object. Thus they learn to surrender their own 
'vill to that of all the rest and to make their own exertions subor
dinate to the common impulse, thjngs which it is not less necessary 
to know in civil than in political associations. Political associations 
may therefore be considered as large free schools, where all the 
members of the community go to learn the general theory of 
association. 

But even if political association did not directly contribute to 
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the progress of civil association, to destroy the former would be to 
impair the latter. When citizens can meet in public only for cer
tain purposes, they regard such meetings as a strange proceeding 
of rare occurrence, and they rarely tJtink at all about it. When they 
are allowed to meet freely for all purposes, they ultimately look 
upon public association as the universa l, or in a manner the sole, 
means that men can employ to accomplish the different purposes 
they may have in view. Every new want instantly revives the no
tion. The art of association then becomes, as I have said before, 
the mother of action, studied and applied by all. 

\Vhen some kinds of associations are prohibited and others al
lowed, it is difficult to distinguish the former from the latter be
forehand. In thjs state of doubt men abstain from them altogether, 
and a sort of public opinion passes cw·rent which tends to cause 
any association whatsoever to be regarded as a bold and almost 
an illicit enterprise.' 

It is therefore chimerical to suppose that the spirit of associa
tion, when it is repressed on some one point, will nevertheless dis
play the same vigor on aU others; and that if men be allowed to 
prosecute certain undertakings in common, that is quite enough 
for them eagerly to set about them. When the members of a com
munity are allowed and accustomed to combine for all purposes, 
they will combine as readily for tJ1e lesser as for the more impor
tant ones; but if they are allowed to combine only for small affairs, 
they will be neither inclined nor able to effect it. lt is in vain that 
you will leave them entirely free to prosecute their business on 

t This is more especially true when the e.~ccutive government has a dis
cretionary power of allowing or prohibiting associations. When certain asso
ciations are simply prohibited by law, and the courts of justice ha'"e to punish 
infringements of that law, the C\il is far less considerable. Then e,·ery citizen 
knows beforehand pretty nearly what he has to expect. He judges himself 
before he is judged by the law, and, abstaining from prohibited associations, 
he embarks on those which nrc legally sanctiom:d. It is by these restrictions 
that all free nations have always admitted that the right of association might 
be limit.ea. But if the legislr1 ture should invest a man with a power of ascer
taining beforehand which associations nrc dangerous and which are useful 
and should authorize him to destroy a ll associations in the bud or to aiJow 
them to be formed, as nobody would be able to foresee in what cases asso
ciations might be established and in what cases they would be put down, 
the spirit of associa tion would be entirely r>nralyzed. The former of tl1ese 

"Gws woula assail only certain associations; lhe latter wouJd apply to society 
itself, and inflict an injury upon it. 1 can conceive that a government which 
respects the rule of law may have recourse to the fonncr, but I do not con
cede that any government has the right of enacting the latter. 
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joint-stock account: they will hardly cnre to avail themselves of 
tJ1e rights you have granted to them; and after having exhausted 
your s~cngili in vain efforts to put down prohibited association~, 
you w11l be surprised that you cannot persuade men to form ilie 
associations you encourage. 

I do no~ ~ay that there can be no civil associations in a country 
where polihcal association is prohibited, for men cnn never live in 
soc~ety. without embarking in some common undertakings; but I 
m::un.ta1n that in such a country civil associations will a lways be 
fe~ m number, feebly p lanned. unskillfully managed, thal they 
w.Jl never form any vast designs, or that they will fail in the exe
cution of them. 

This naturally leads me to think that freedom o£ association in 
political matters is not so dangerous to public tranquillity as is 
s~1ppo~cd, and that possibly, after having agitated society for some 
trme, 1t may sb·engthen the state in the end. In democratic coun
lT:ies political ~ssociations are, so to speak, tJ1e only power£ ul per
sons wh.o aspJic to rule the state. Accordingly, the governments 
of our time look upon associations of this kind just as sovereigns 
in the ~iddle Ages regarded the great vassals of the crown: they 
entertam a sort of instinctive abhorrence o£ them and combat them 
on aiJ occasions. They bear a natural goodwill to civil associations, 
on the contrary, because they readily discover that instead of di
rec~ng the minds of ilie community to public affairs these insti
tution~ serve to divert them from such reBections, and that, by 
engagmg them more and more in the pursuit of objects which 
cannot be attained without public tranquillity, they deter them 
f rom revolutions. But tllese governments do not attend to the fact 
that political associations tend amazingly to multiply and facili
ta ~e those of ~ civil character, and that in avoiding a dangerous 
evtl they dcpn ve themselves of an efficacious remedy. 

'Yh~n you see tlle Americans freely and constantly forming as
socm.ti.ons for Ute purpose of promoting some political principle, 
of ra.smg one man to the head of affairs, or of wresting power from 
~nother, you have some difficulty in understanding how men so 
mdepcndent do not constantly fall into the abuse of freedom. lf, 
on ~e ~thcr han~, y~u SW'vey the infinite number of trading com
pame~ Ill opcratJOn m ilie United States, and perceive tha t the 
~men~ns are on every side unceasingly engaged in tJ1c execu
tion of Important and difficult plans, which the slightest revolu-
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tion would ilirow into co of usion, you wiiJ readily comprehend 
why people so well employed arc by no m~n~ tempted. to per
turb the state or to destroy that public tranquillity by whtch they 

all profit. 
Is it enough to observe tJ1esc things separately, or ~houl~ .we 

not discover the hidden tie tha t connects lhem? In the1r pohhcal 
associations the Americans, of all conditions, minds, and ages, 
daily acquire a general taste for association. and grow accustomed 
to tlle use of it. There they meet together m large numbers, they 
converse, they listen to one another, and they arc mutually s~~
lated to all sorts of u ndertakings. They afterwards transfer to CIVIl 
life tlle notions iliey have thus acquired and make them subservi
ent to a thousand p urposes. Thus it is by the enjoyment of a dan
gerous freedom that the Americans learn the art of rendering the 

dangers of freedom less formidable. . . . . 
If a certain moment in the existence of a nation IS selected, 1t 1s 

easy to prove that political associations perturb. ilie state and 
paralyze productive industry; but take the whole life of a people, 
and it may perhaps be easy to demonsb·ate tJ1at free~om of asso
ciation in political matters is favorable to Ute prospenty and even 

to the tranquillity of the community. " . . 
I said in the former part of this work: The unrestramed liberty 

of political association cannot be entirely assimilated to the lib
erty of the press. The one is a t the same time less neces~ary. a~d 
more dangerous than the other. A nation may confine 1t ~vtthin 
certain limits without ceasing to be mistress of itself, and 1t may 
sometimes be obliged to do so in order to maintain its own au
thority." And further on I added: "It cannot be denied. that the 
unrestrained liberty of association for politicnl purposes 1s the last 
degree of liberty which a people is fit for. If it does not throw them 
into anarchy, it perpetually brings them, as it were, to the verge 
of it." Thus I do not think that a nation is always at liberty to in
vest its citizens with an absolute right or association for political 
purposes; and I doubt whether, in any ~u~try or in any age, it 
is wise to set no limits to freedom of assoc.ation. 

A certain nation, it is said, could not maintain tranquil lity in the 
community, cause the laws to be rc~pcctccl, or establish a la~ti~g 
government if the right of association were not confined wtthm 
narrow limits. These blessings are doubtless invaluable, and I can 
imagine that to acquire or to preserve tJ1em a nation may impose 
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sacrilices are as necessary to him who imposes them upon himself 
as to him for whose sake they are made. 

They have found out that, in their country and their age, man 
is brought home to himself by an irresistible force; and, losing all 
hope of stopping that force, they tum all their thoughts to the di
rection of it. They therefore do not deny that every man may fol
low his own interest, but they endeavor to prove that it is the 
interest of every man to be virtuous. I shall not here enter into 
the reasons they allege, which would divert me from my subject; 
suffi ce it to say that they have convinced their fellow countrymen. 

Moutaigne said long ago: 'Were I not to follow the straight 
road for its straightness, I should follow it for having found by 
experience that in the end it is commonly the happiest and most 
useful track." The doctrine of interest rightly understood is not 
then new, but among the Americans of our time it finds universal 
acceptance; it has become popular there; you rriay trace it at the 
bottom of all their actions, you wiJl remark it in all they say. It is 
as often asserted by the poor man as by the rich. In Europe tJ1e 
principle of interest is much grosser than it is in America, but it is 
also less common and especially it is less avowed; among us, men 
still constantly feign great abnegation which they no longer feel. 

The Americans, on the other band, are fond of explaining almost 
all the actions of their lives by the principle of self-interest rightJy 
understood; they show with complacency how an enlightened re
gard for themselves constantly prompts them to assist one an
other and inclines them willingly to saerilice a portion of their 
time and property to the welfare of tl1e state. In this respect I 
think they frequently fail to do themselves justice; for in the 
United States as well as elsewhere people are sometimes seen to 
give way to those disinterested and spontaneous impulses that arc 
natural to man; but the Americans seldom admit iliat they yield to 
emotions of this kind; iliey are more anxious to do honor to ilieir 
philosophy than to themselves. 

I might here pause without attempting to pass a judgment on 
what I have described. The extreme difficulty of the subject would 
be my excuse, but I shall not avail myself of it; and I had rather 
iliat my readers, clearly perceiving my object, would refuse to fol
low me than that I should leave them in suspense. 

The principle of self-interest rightly understood is not a lofty 
one, but it is clear and sure. It does not aim at mighty objects, but 
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it attains witl1out excessive exertion all those at which it aims. As 
it lies within the reach of all capacities, e'eryone can witl1out dif
ficulty learn and retain it. By its admirable conformity to human 
weaknesses it easily obtains great dominion; nor is that dominion 
precarious, since the principle checks one personal interest by an
ot11er, and uses, to direct ilie passions, the very same instrument 
that excites iliem. 

The principle of self-interest rightly understood produces no 
great acts of self-sacrifice, but it suggests daily small acts of self
denial. By itself it cannot suffice to make a man virtuous; but it 
disciplines a number of persons in habits of regularity, temper
ance, moderation, foresight, self-command; and if it does not lead 
men straight to virtue by the will, it gradually draws them in that 
direction by t11eir habits. If the principle of interest rightly under
stood were to sway the whole moral world, extraordinary virtues 
would doubtless be more ra1·e; but I think, that gross depravity 
would then also be less common. The principle of interest rightly 
understood perhaps prevents men from rising far above the level 
of mankind, but a great number of otl1er men, who were falling 
far below it, are caught and restrained by it. Observe some few in
dividuals, they are lowered by it; survey mankind, they are raised. 

I am not afraid to say that the principle of self-interest rightly 
understood appears to me the best sui ted of all philosophical the
ories to the wants of ilie men of our time, and that I regard it as 
their chief remaining security against themselves. Towards it, 
t11erefore, the minds of the moralists of our age should turn; e,·en 
should they judge it to be incomplete, it must neverilieless be 
adopted as necessary. 

I do not think, on tl1e whole, that there is more selfishness 
among us than in America; the only difference is that there it is 
enlightened, here it is not. Each American knows when to sacri
fice some of his private interests to save the rest; we want to save 
everything, and often we lose it all. E verybody I sec about me 
seems bent on teaching his contemporaries, by precept and ex
ample, iliat what is useful is never wrong. Will nobody under
take to make them understand how what is right may be useful? 

No power on earth can prevent the increasing equality of con
ditions from inclining the human mind to seek out what is useful 
or from leading every member of the community to be wmpped 
up in himself. It must therefore be expected that personal inter-
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Ohapte1, IX 

THAT THE AMERICANS APPLY TilE PRI CIPLE 

OF SELF-I NTEREST RIGHTLY UNDERSTOOD 

TO RELIGIOUS MATTERS 

IF the principle of self-interest rightly understood had nothing 

but the present world in view, it would be very insufficient, for 

there are many sacrifices that can Snd their recompense only in 

another; and whatever ingenuity may be put f01 th to demonstrate 

the utility of virtue, it will never be an easy task to make that man k 
live aright who has no thought of dying. 

It is therefore necessary to ascertain whether the principle of 

self-interest rightly under~tood can be easily reconciled with reli

gious belief. The philosophers who inculcate this system of morals 

tell men that to be happy in this life they must watch tl1eir own 

passions and steadily control their excess; tl1at lasting happiness 

can be secured only by renouncing a tl1ousand transient gratifica

tions; and that a man must perpetually triumph over hjmself in or

der to secure his own advantage. The founders of almost all reli

gions have held to the same language. The track they point out to 

man is the same, only tl1e goal is more remote; instead of placing 

in this world the reward of the sacrifices they impose, they trans

port it to another. 
Nevertheless, I cannot believe that all those who practice v:U·

tue from religious motives are actuated only by the hope of a rec

ompense. I have known zealous Christians who constantly forgot 

themselves to work witl1 greater ardor for the happiness of their 

fellow men, and I have heard them declare tl1at all they did was 

only to earn the blessings of a future state. I cannot but tl1ink that 

they deceive themselves; I respect them too much to belie,·e them. 

Christianity, indeed, teaches tl1at a man must prefer his neigh

bor to himself in order to gain eternal life; but Cht·istianity also 

teaches tllat men ought to benefit their fellow creatures for the 

love of God. A sublime expression! Man searches by his intellect 

into the ruvine conception and sees that order is the purpose of 
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Cod; he freely gives his own e1forts to aid in prosecuting this great 
design and, while he sacrifices his personal interests to this con
summate order of all created things, ex'Pects no other recompense 
than the pleasure of contemplating it. 

I do not beUeve that self-interest is the sole motive of religious 
men, but I believe that self-interest is the principal m eans that 

, religions themselves employ to govern men, and I do not question 
that in this way they strike the multitude and become popular. I 
do not see clearly why the principle of interest rightly understood 
should undermine the religious opinions of men; it seems to me 
more easy to show why it should strengthen them. Let it be sup
posed that in order to attain happiness in this world, a man com
bats his instincts on all occasions and deliberately calculates every 
action of his life; that instead of yielding blindly to the impetu
osity of first desires, he has learned the art of resisting them, and 
that he has accustomed himself to sacriGce without an e£fort the 
pleasure of a moment to the lasting interest of his whole life. If 
such a man believes in the religion that he professes, it wiJl cost 
him but little to submit to the restrictions it may impose. Reason 
herself counsels him to obey, and habit has prepared him to en
dure these Umitations. If he should have conceived any doubts as 
to the object of his hopes, still he will not easily allow himself to 
be stopped by them; and he will decide that it is wise to risk some 
of the advantages of this world in order to preserve his rights to 
the great inheritance promised him in another. "To be mistaken 
in believing that the Christian religion is true," says Pascal, "is no 
great loss to anyone; but how dreadful to be mistaken in believing 
it to be false!" 

The Americans do not affect a brutal indifference to a future 
stale; they a[ ect no puerile pride in despising perils that they hope 
to escape from. They therefore profess their religion without 
shame and without weak'lless; bu t even in their zeal there gener
alJy is something so indescribably tranquil, methodical, and de
liberate that it would seem as if the head far more than the heart 
brought them to the foot of the altar. 

Not only do tl1e Americans follow their religion from interest, 
but they often place in this world the interest that makes them 
follow it. In the Middle Ages the clergy spoke of nothing but a 
future state; they hardly cared to prove that a sincere Christian 
may be a happy man here below. But the American preachers are 
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Chapter XITI 

WHY TilE AMERICAL\TS ARE SO RESTLESS 

IN THE 1JIDST OF THEIR PROSPERITY 

I N certain remote corners of the Old World you may stiJI some
times stumble upon a small district that seems to have been for
gotten amid the general tumult, and to have remained stationary 
while everything around it was in motion. The inhabitants, for 
the most part, are extremely ignoran t and poor; they take no part 
in the business of the country and are frequen tly oppressed by the 
government, yet their countenances are generally placid and their 
spirits light. 

l n America I saw the freest and most enlightened men placed in 
the happiest circumstances that the world affords; it seemed to me 
as if a cloud habitually hung upon their brow, and I thought them 
serious and almost sad, even in their_£leasures. 

The chief reason for this contrast is that the former do not th ink 
of the ills they endure, while the latter are forever brooding O\Cr 
advantages they do not possess. It is strange to see with what fe
verish ardor the Americans pursue their own welfare, and to watch 
the vague dread that constantly torments them lest they shou ld 
not have chosen the shortest path which may lead to it. 

A native of the United States clings to this world's goods as if he_ 
were certain nc' er to die; and he is so hasty in grasping at all 
within his reach that one would suppose he was constantly afraid 
of not living long enough to enjoy them. He clutches everything, 
he holds nothing fast, but soon loosens his grasp to pursue fresh 
gratifications. 

In the United States a man builds a house in which to spend his 
old age, and he sells it before the roof is on; he plants a garden 
and lets it just as the trees are coming into bearing; he brings a 
field into ti llage and leaves other men to gather the crops; he ern
braces a profession and gives it up; he settles in a place, which he 
soon afterwards leaves to carry his changeable longings elsewhere 
If his private :Uiairs leave him any leisure, he instantly plunges 
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into the vortex of politics; and if at the end of a year of unremitting 
labor he Sods he bas a few days' vacation, his eager curiosity 
whirls him over the vast extent of the United States, and he will 
travel fifteen hundred miles in a few days to shake off his happi
ness. Death at length overtakes him, but it is before he is weary 
of his bootless chase of that complete felicity which forever es
capes him. 

At first sight there is something surprising in this strange unrest 
of so many happy men, restless in the midst of abundance. The 
spectacle itself, however, is as old as the world; the novelty is to 
see a whole people furn ish an exemplification of it. 

Their taste for physical gratifications must be regarded as the 
original source of that secret disquietude which the actions of the 
Americans betray and of that inconstancy of which they daily af
ford fresh examples. H e who has set his heart exclusively upon 
the pursuit of worldly welfare is always in a hurry, for he has but 
a limited time at his disposal to reach, to grasp, and to enjoy it. 
The recollection of the shortness of life is a constant spur to him. 
Besides the good things that he possesses, he every instant fancies 
a thousand others that death will prevent him from trying if he 
does not try them soon. This thought fills him with anxiety, fear, 
and regret and keeps his mind in ceaseless trepidation, which leads 
him perpetually to change his plans and his abode. 

If in addition to the taste for physical well-being a social con
dition be added in which neitl1er laws nor customs retain any 
person in his ._Eiace, there is a great additional stimulant to this 
restlessness of temper. len will then be seen continually to change 
their track for fear of missing the shortest cut to happiness. 

It may readily be conceived that if men passionately bent upon 
physical gratifications desire eagerly, they arc also easily discour
aged; as their ultimate object is to enjoy, the means to reach that 
object must be prompt and easy or the trouble of acquiring the 
gratincation would be greater than the gratification itself. Their 
prevailing frame of mind, then, is at once arden t and relaxed, vio
lent and enervated. D eath is often less dreaded by them than per
severance in continuous efforts to one end. 

The equality of conditions leads by a still straighter road to sev
eral of the effects that I have here described. When all the privi
leges of birth and fortune are abolished, when all professions are 
accessible to all, and a man's own energies may place him at the 
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top of any one of them, an easy and unbounded career seems open 
to his ambition and he will readily persuade himself that he is 
born to no common destinies. But this is an erroneous notion. 
which is corrected by daily experience. The same equality that al
lows every citizen to conceive these lofty hopes renders all the cit
izens less able to realize them; it circumscribes thei r powers on 
every side, while it gives freer scope to their desires. Not only ~rc 
they themselves powerless, but they are met at every step by Im
mense obstacles, which they did not at first percc;ve. They have 
swept away the privileges of some of their fellow creatures .which 
stood in their way, but they have opened the door to uruversal 
competition; the barrier has changed its shape rather than its po
sition. When men are nearly alike and all follow the same track, 
it is very difficult for any one individual to walk quickly and cleave 
a way through the dense thJ·ong that surrounds and p resses on 
him. This constant stTife between the inclination springing from 
the equality of cond it ion and the means it supplies to satisfy them 
harasses and wearies the mind. 

It is possible to conceive of men arrived at a degree of freedom 
that should completely content them; they would then enjoy their 
independence without anxiety and without impatience. But men 
\vill never establish any equality with which they can be con
tented. \Vhatever efforts a people may make, they will never suc
ceed in reducing all the conditions of society to a perfect level; 
and even if they unhappily attained that absolute and complete 
equality of position, the inegyality of minds w~uld still remain, 
which, coming direct1y !Tom the hand of Cod, will forever es~e 
the laws of man. However democratic, then, the social state and 
the political constitution of a people may be, it is certain tha t .ev
ery member of the community will alw~~s find out several pomts 
about him which overlook h is own position; and we may foresee 
that his looks will be doggedly fixed in that direction. When in
equality of conditions is the common law of society, the. mo~t 
marl<ed inequalities do not strike the eye; when everything IS 

nearly 00 the same level, the slightest are marked enou~h to.hurt 
i t. Hence the desire of equatity always becomes more msatiable 
in proportion as equality is more comp.lete. . . 

Among democratic nations, men easily attam a certam equal
ity of condition, but they can never attain as m~ch as _t}~ey 
desire. It perpetua11y retires from before them, yet w1thout h1ding 
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'tself from their sight, and in retiring draws them on. At every 
~oment they think they are about to grasp it; it escapes at every 
moment from their hold. They are near enough to sec its charms, 
but too far off to enjoy them; and before they have fully tasted its 
delights, they die. 

To these causes must be a ttributed that strange melancholy 
which often haunts the inhabitants of democratic countries in the 
midst of their abundance, and that disgust at life which some
times seizes upon them in the midst of calm and easy circum
stances. Complaints are made in France that the number of sui
cides increases; in America suicide is rare, but insanity is said to 
be more common there than anywhere else. These are all differ
ent symptoms of the same disease. The Americans do not put an 
end to their lives, however disquieted they may be, because their 
religion forbids it; and among them materialism may be said 
hnrdly to exist, notwithstanding the general passion for physical 
gratification. The will resists, but reason frequently gives way. 

In democratic times enjoyments are more intense than in the 
ages of aristocracy, and the number of those who partake in them 
is vastly larger: but, on the other hand, it must be admitted that 
man's hopes and desires are oftener blasted, the soul is more 
stricken and perturbed, and care itseU more keen. 
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WHY AMONG TilE AMERICANS ALL HONEST 

CALLINGS ARE CONSIDERED HONORABLE 

A MO.NC a democratic people, where there is no hereditary 
wealth, every man works to earn a living, or has worked, or is 
born of parents who have worked. The notion of labor is therefore 
presented to the mind, on every side, as the necessary, natural, 
and honest condition of human existence. Not only is labor not 
dishonorable among such a people, but it is held in honor; the 
prejudice is not against it, but in its favor. In the United States a 
wealthy man thinks that he owes it to public opinion lo devote his 
leisure to some kind of indusbial or commercial pursuit or to pub
lic business. lie would think himself in bad repute if he employed 
his life solely in living. It is for the purpose of escaping this obli
gation to work that so many rich Americans come to Europe, where 
they find some scattered remains of aristocratic society, among 
whom idleness is still held in honor. 

Equality of conditions not only ennobles the notion of labor, but 
raises the notion of labor as a source of profit. 

In aristocracies it is not exactly labor that is despised, but labor 
with a view to profit. Labor is honorable in itself when it is under
taken at the bidding of ambition or virtue. Yet in aristocratic so
ciety it constantly happens that he who works for honor is not 
insensible to the atb·actions of profit. But these two desires inter
mingle only in the depths of his soul; he carefully hides from ev
ery eye the point at which they join; he would gladly conceal it 
from himself. In aristocratic counbies there arc few public of
ficers who do not affect to serve their country without interested 
motives. Their salary is an incident of which they think but little 
and of which they always affect not to think at al l. Thus the no
tion of profit is kept distinct from that of labor; however they 
may be united in point of fact, they are not tl1ought of togetl1er. 

In democratic communities these two notions are, on the con
trary, always palpably united. As the desire of well-being is univer-
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This spirit may be observed even among the richest members 
of the community. In democratic countries, however opulent a 

rnan is supposed to be, he is almost atways discontented with his 

fortune because he finds that he is less rich than his father was, 

and he fears that his sons will be less rich than himself. Most rich 

rnen in democracies are therefore constantly haunted by the de

sire of obtaining wealth, and they naturally turn their attention to 
trade and manufactures, which appear to offer the readiest and 

rnost efficient means of success. In this respect they share the in

stincts of tlle poor without feeling the same necessities; say, rather, 

they feel the most imperious of all necessities, that of not sinking 

in tbe world. 
In aristocracies the rich are at tbe same time the governing 

power. The attention iliat they unceasingly devote to important 

public affairs diverts them from the lesser crnes that trade and 

manufactures demand. But if an individual happens to turn his 

attention to business, the will of the body to which he belongs 
will immediately prevent him from pursuing it; for, however men 

may declaim against ilie rule of numbers, iliey cannot wholly es

cape it; and even among those aristocratic bodies that most obsti

nately refuse to acknowledge ilie rights of the national majority, 

a private majority is formed which governs the rest z 

In democratic countries, where money does not lead iliose who 

possess it to political power, but often removes them from it, the 

rich do not know bow to spend ilieir leisure. They are driven into 

active life by ilie disquietude and ilie greatness of their desires, 
by the extent of their resources, and by the taste for what is ex

traordinary, which is almost always felt by iliose who rise, by what

ever means, above the crowd. Trade is the only road open to them. 

In democracies nothing is greater or more brilliant ilian com
merce; it attracts the attention of the public and fills the imagina-

commerce or manufactures, but it is rnlher lhis taste U1nt lends men to en
gage in commerce nnd manufactures, as n means by which lhey hope to satisfy 
themselves more promptly and more completely. If commerce and manufac
tures increase the desire of well-being, it is because every passion galhers 
strength in proportion as it is cultivated, and is increased by all the efforts 
made to satiate it. All lhe causes iliat make the love of worldly welfare pre
dominate in the heart of man are favorable to the growth of commerce and 
manufactures. Equality of conditions is one of lhose causes; it encourages 
trade, not directly, by giving men a taste for business, but indirectly, by 
strengthening and expanding in their minds a taste for well-being. 

: See Appendi."t T. 
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How an Aristocracy 111ay be Cn.'11ted b) Manufactures 

tles in lhe midst of the manufacturing population which it directs; 

the object is not to govern that population, but to use it. An aric;toc

racv thus constituted can have no great hold upon those whom it 

employs, and even if it succeeds in retaining them at one moment, 

they escape the nc\l; it knows not how to will, and it cannot act. 

The territorial aristocracy of former ages was either bound by 

Jaw, or thought itself bound by usage, to come to the relief of its 

sen ing-rnen and to relic' e their distresses. But the manufacturing 

anstocracy of our age first impoverishes and debases the men who 

serve it and then abandons them to be supported by the charity of 

the public. This is a natural conSCC]uence of what has been said 

before. Between the workman and the master there are frequen t 

relations, but no real association. 
I am of the opinion, on the whole, tha t the manufacturing aris

tocracy which is growing up under our eyes is one of the harshest 

that ever existed in the world; but at the same time it is one of the 

most confined and least dangerous. cvcrthelcss, the friends of 

democracy should keep their eyes anxiously fixed in this direction; 

for if C\ er a permanent inequality of conditions and aristocracy 

again penetrates into the world, it may be predicted that this is 

the gate by which they will enter. 
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relieve the griefs of others when they can do so withou t much 
hurting themseh C'>; they are not disinterested , but they are hu
mane. 

Although the Americans have in a manner reduced selfishness 
to a social and philosophical theory, they arc nevertheless ex
tremely open to compassion. In no country is criminal justice ad
ministered with more mildness than in the United States. Whi le 
the English seem d isposed carefully to retain the bloody traces 
of the \fidd le Ages in their penal legislation, the Americans have 
a lmost expunged capita l punishment from their codes. North 
America is, 1 thin k, the only country upon earth in which the life 
of no one citizen has been tal-en for a political offense in the course 
of the last flfty years. 

The circumstance which conclusively shows that this singular 
mildness of the Americans arises chiefly from their social condi
tion is the manner in which they treat their slaves. Perhaps there 
i ~ not, on the whole, a sing le European colony in the New World 
in which the physical condition of the blacks is less severe than in 
the Unitod States; yct the slaves sti ll endure frightful misery there 
and are constantly exposed to ' 'ery erne! punishments. 1 t is easy 
to perceive that the lot of these unhappy beings inspires their mas
ters with but little compassion and that they look upon sl::l\'ery not 
only as an instih1tion which is profitable to them, but as an evil 
v:hich does not affect them. Thus the same man who is full of 
humanity towards llici fellow creah1res when the-y arc at the same 
time his eq uals becomes insensible to their affi ictions as soon as 
that equality ceases. His mildness should therefore be atb·ibutecl 
to the equality of conditions ra ther than to civilization and edu
cation. 

\Vhat I have here remarked of indh·iduals is to a certa in extent 
applicable to nations. \Vhen each nation has its distinct opinions, 
belief, laws, and customs, it looks upon itseU as the whole of man
kind and is moved by no sorrows bu t its own. Should war break 
out between two nalions animated by this feeling, it is sure to be 
waged with great cruelty. 

At the time of their highest culture the Romans slaughtered 
the generals of their enemies, after having dragged them in tri
umph behind a car; and they Oung their prisoners to the beasts of 
the Circus for the amusement of the pc·oplc. Cicero, who declaimed 
so vehemently at the notion of cruci fying a Roman citizen, bad 
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from nnothcr deeper and more general cause, which 1 hn\C ,\1-
n•ady refcncd to in the preceding chapter. In the United States 
the distinct ions of nmk in civil society are sligh b, in political soci
<'ty they arc nil; an American, therefore, does oot think himself 
bound to pay particular attentions to any of his fellow cili/.t'll'i, nor 
dot•s h<• require such attentions from them towards himself. \ s he 
dot's not. \ec that it is his interest eagerly to seck the comp.Hly of 
~ny of.lw; coun~·~cn, he is slow to fancy that his own company 
1'> dt•ciJncd. Dcsp1SIIlg no one on accoun t of his station, he docs not 
imagine' that anyont• can despise him for that cause, and until he 
has clearly percehcd an insult, he does not suppo~e that an af
front was inlcndt•d. The social condition of the Americans nutu
rally accustoms them not to take offense in small matters, nnd. on 
the oth<.'r hand. l.hc democratic freedom which they enjoy trans
fusc>s th1s same mildness of temper into the character of the nation. 
. :he political institutions of the United States constan tly bring 

Citizens o.f nil ~·anks into contact and compel them to pursue great 
undcrtak1ngs m concert. People thus engaged have scarcely time 
to attend to the details of etiquette, and they arc bcsidt'S too 
strongly interested in living harmoniously for them to slick at 'iuch 
~hings. The~ t~crcforc soon acquire a habit of considering the fccl
lllgs and opnHons of tJ1ose whom they meet more than tlwir man
ners, and they do not a llow themselves to be annoyed by triOcs. 

I have often noticed in the United States that it is not caw to 
make a man understand that his presence may be dispensed ,~ith: 
hints will not always suffice to shake him ofF. I contradict an Amer
ican at every word he says. to show him that his conversation bores 
me; he instantly labors with fresh pertinacity to convince me; 1 
presen e a dog~ed silence, and he thinks I am meditating dceplv 
on the truths that he is uttering; at last I rush from his compan~:. 
and he supposcs that some urgent business hurries me elsewhere. 
This man \viii ne'er underst.'lnd that he wearies me to death un
less I te ll him so, and the only way to get rid of him is to make 
him my enemy for life. 

At first sight it appears surprising that the same man, trans
ported to Europe, sudden ly becomes so scnsiti,•e and ca ptious 
that 1 often find it as difficult to avoid o[ending him here as it 
was then.' to put him out of countenance. These two opposite cf. 
fccts pr~eced from the same ca.use. D emocra tic institutions gcn
CJ:ally g1ve men a lofty notion of their country and of themselves. 
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An American leaves his country with a heart swollen ""ith pride; 
on arrhing in Europe, hc at once finds out thut we arc not so en
grossed by the United States and the great people who inhabit it 
as be had supposed, and this begins to annoy him. Jlc has been in
formed that the conditions of society arc not equal in our part of 
tJ1e globe, and he observes that a~ong th(• nations of Europe .the 
traces of rank are not wholly ohhteratcd, that wealth and birth 
still retain some indetcm1inate pri' ilegcs, which force thcmsch es 
upon his notice while they elude definition. l ie is th~rdo~c pro
fou ndly ignorant of the place that he ought to occupy 111 th1s half
ruined scale of classes, which nrc su fficiently distinct to hate and 
despise each other, yet sufficiently alike for him to be always con
founding them. He is afraid of rnnking himself too high; still more 
is he afraid of being ranked too low. This twofold peril keeps his 
mind constantly on the stTctch nnd embarrasses all he says aod 

does. 
Jie learns from tradition that in Europe> ceremonial observances 

were infinitely varied accord ing to diiTerrnt ranks; tJ1is recollec
tion of former times completes his pcrplr;..ity. and he is the more 
afraid of not obtaining those marks of rt•spcct , .. hich arc due to 
him. as he does not cxactly know in what they consist. lie is like 
a man surrounded by traps: society is not a recreation for him, but 
a serious toil: he weighs your least actions, intt•rrogatcs your looko;. 
and scrutinizes all you say lest there should be some hidden allu
sion to affront him. I doubt "hether there was C\ er a prodncial 
man of quality so punctilious in bret•ding as he is: he t•ndea\ ors 
to attend to the slightest rules of etiquette and does not allow one 
of them to be wai\'ed towards himsdf; he is full of scruples and 
at the same time of pretensions; he wishes to do enou~h, but fears 
to do too much, and as he docs not 'cry well know the limits of the 
one or of the other, he keeps up a haughty and embarrassed air 

of reserve. 
But this is not all: here is yet another queer twist of the human 

heart. An American is forever talking of the admirable equality 
that prevails in the United Stntcs; aloud he makes it the boast of 
his country, but in secret he deplores it for him'>clf, and he aspires 
to show that, for his part, he is an C\ccplion to the gcncrnl state of 
things which he vaunts. There is hardly an Amt'rican to be met 
with who does not claim some remote ki ndred with the first found
ers of the colonies; and as for the scions of the noble families of 
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Chapter IY 

CONSEQUE CES OF TilE THREE 

PRECEDING CHAPTERS 

Wu:.N men feel a natural compassion for the suiJerings of one 

another, when they are brought together by easy and frequent in

tercourse, and no sensitive feelings keep them asunder, it may 

readily be supposed tha t they will lend assistance to one another 

whenever it is needed. When an American asks for the co-operation 

of his fellow citizens, it is seldom refused; and I ha,·e often seen it 

afforded spontaneously, and '~ith great goodwill. If an accident 

happens on the highway, everybody hastens to help the suiJerer; 

if some great a nd sudden calam ity befalls a family, the purses of 

a thousand strangers a re a t once willingly opened and small but 

numerous donations pour in to relieve their distress. 

1t often happens, among the most c ivi lized nations of the glob e, 

that a poor wretch is as friendless in the midst of a crowd as the 

sa"age in his wilds; this is hardly ever the case in the United States. 

The America ns, who are a lways cold and often coarse in their 

manners seldom show insensibility; and if they do not proffer 

services eagerly, yet they do not refuse to render them. 

All this is not in contradic tion to what [have sa id before on the 

subject of individualism. The two things are so fa r from combat

ing each other that I can sec how they agree. Equality of condi

tion, while it makes men feel their independence, shows them 

their own weakness: they arc free, but exposed to a thousand 

accidents; and experience soon teaches them that a lthough they 

do not habi tually require the assistance of others, a time almost al

ways comes when they cannot do without it. 

In Ew-opc we constantly sec that men of the same profession 

are always ready to assist one another; they arc all ex-posed to the 

same ills, and tha t is enough to teach them to seek mutual pres

ervation, however hard-hearted and selfish they may otherwise 

be. When one of them falls into danger from which the others may 

sa' c him by a slight transient sacrifice or a sudden effort, t11ey do 
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Chapte1· \ ' II 

I 1FLUE TCE OF DE~IOCRACY Or WAGES 

MOST of the remarks that 1 ha' c already made in speaking of 

masters and servants lll<lY be applied to masters and workmen. As 

the gradations of the social scale come to be less observed, wh ile 

the great sin k and the humble rise and poverty as w<'ll as opulence 

ceases to be hereditary, the distance, both in reality and in opin
ion, which heretofore ~cparated the workman from the master is 

lesscncd C\ <'ry day. The workman conceives a more lofty opinion 
of his rights, of his f uturc, of himself; he is filled with new ambi

tion and new desires. he is harassed by new wants. Every instant 

he views with longing eyes the profits of his employer; and in or

der to ~hare them he strives to dispose of his labo1· at a higher rate, 

and he generally succccds at length in the attempt. 
In democratic countries as well as elsewhere most of the 

branches of producli\ (' industry arc carried on at a sma ll cost by 

men little removed by their wealth or education above the level of 

those whom they employ. These manufacturing speculators are 
extremely uumerous; their interests differ; they cannot therefore 

easily concert or combine their exertions. On th<" olher hand, the 

workmcn have alwavs some s'ure resources which enable them to 

refuse to work when. they cannot get what they conceive to be the 

fair price of their labor. In the constant strug~le for wages that is 

going on bctween these two classes, their strength is divided and 

success altemates from one to the other. 
It is e' ('n probable that in the encl the interest of the working 

class will prevail, for the high wa~cs which they have already ob

tained make them e' ery day less dependent on their masters, and 

as they grow more independent, they ha,·e greater facilities for 

obtaining a further increase of wagec;. 
l shall take for e"amplc that branch of productive industry 

which is still at the present day the most generally followed in 

France and in almost all the countries of the world, the cultivation 

of the soil. ln France most of those who labor for hire in agricu l

ture are themselves owners of certain plots of ground, which just 
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INFLUENCE OF DE;\ lOCRACY 0 TilE FA~IILY 

I 11 W E just e:~:amined the changes which the equality of concli
tions produces in the mutual relations of the se' era I members of 
the community among democratic nations, a nd among the J\mcri
canc; in particular. I would now go deeper a nd inquire into the 
closer lies of family; my object here is not to seek for new t.-uths. 
but to show in what manner facts already known arc connected 
with my subject. 

I t has been uni versally remarked tha t in our lime the several 
members of a family stand upon an entire ly new fooling towards 
each other; that the distance which formerly separated a fa ther 
from his sons has been lessened; and that paternal a uthority, if 
not destroyed, is a t least impaired. 

Something a nalogous to this, but even more striking, may be oh
scn eel in the U nitcd States. In America the family, in the Homan 
and aristocratic signification of the word, docs not exist. A II that 
remains of it are a few vestiges in the first years of childhood, when 
the fa ther exercises, without opposition, that absolute domestic 
authority which the feebleness of h is child ren renders necessary 
and which their interest, as well as his own incontestable superi
or ity, warrants. But as soon as the young American approaches 
manhood, the tics of filia l obedience are relaxed day by day; mas
ter of his thoughts, he is soon master of his conduct. In America 
there is, strictly speaking, no adolescence: a t the close of boyhood 
the man appears and begins to trace out his own path. 

It would be an error to suppose that this is preceded by a do
mc>s tic s truggle in which the son has obta ined by a sort of moral 
'iokncc the liberty that his fa ther refused him. The same habits, 
the same pri nciples, which impel the one to assert his independ
ence pred ispose the other to consider the usc of that independence 
as an incontestable right. The former docs not exhibit any of those 
rancorous or irregular passions which disturb men long after they 
have shaken off an established authority; the la tter feels none of 
that bitter and angry regret which is apt to survive a bygone 
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power. The fa tl1er foresees the limits of his authority long before
hand, and when the lime a rri\ es, he surrenders it without a strug
gle; the son looks forward to the exact period a t which he will be 
his own master, and he enters upon his frN'dom without precipi
ta tion and without effort, as a possession which is his own and 
which no one seeks to wre~t fro m him.' 

It may perhaps be useful to 'ihow how these changes which take 
place in fa mily rela tions arc closely connected wi th the social and 
political revolution that is approaching its consummation under 
our own eyes. 

T here are certa in great social principles that a people either in
troduces everywhere or tolera tes nowhere. Jn coun tries which are 
aristocra tically constituted with all the gracla lions of rank, the 
go,·ernment never makes a dirc>cl appeal to the mass of the gov
erned; as men arc united together, it is enough to lead the fore
most; the rest will follow. This is applicable to the family as well 
as to all aristocracies that have n head. Among aristocratic na tions 
social institutions recognize, in truth, no oue in the fam ily but the 
father; children are rccch eel by socie ty at his hands; society gov
erns him, he governs them. Thus the parent not only has a !1atural 
r ight but acquires a poli tical right to command them; he is the 
author and the support of his family, but he is also its constituted 
ruler. 

In democracies, where the go' ernment picks out every individ-

• The Americans, howe\ cr. h:\\ e not y<·t thought 6t to strip the parent, 
as has been done in Frnnce, of one of the chief dements of parental author
ity by dcprh ing him of the power of dispo\ing of his property at his death. 
In the United States there are no re~trietions on the powers of a te,t.ttor. 

In this respect, as in a lmo~t a ll othu·-;, it i~ t-a')' to pt-rceivc that if the 
political legislation of the Americans is much more democratic than tJ1at of 
the French, the civil legi~lalion of the l.tttt:r h inGnitdy more dt-moc:ratic 
than that of tJ1e former. Thill may 1:<1\ily be nccounll'd for. The ch il leJO!iS
Iation of F rance w~ tJ1e work of a man who saw that it was his interest to 
satisfy the democratic passions of his contemporaries in all that was not d i
rectly and immediately ho•ti le to his tm n powt!r. lie \WI'> '' •lling to a Uow 
some popular principles to regul.tte the distribution of propcrtr and the gov
ernment of families, provided they "t•re not to he introduced into the ad
ministration of public affa irs. W hile the torr(•nt of democracy 0\ erwhclmcd 
the civil laws of the country, he hoprd to llnd an t·n~y shelter behind its 
political institutions. This policy was a t onct- hoth ndroit and selllsh; but a 
compromise of this kind could not last, for in thl· end polit ical institutions 
never fail to become the image a nd e~prcsslon of civil socict}', and in th is 
sense it may be snid that nothing is more poliUcnl in a nation than its civil 
legislation. 
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ual singly from the ~ass to ma~e him subservient to the genera) 
laws of the commumty, no such mtcrmediate person is required· 

fath~r is there, in lhe eye of the law, only a member of the 001~~ 
mun1ty, older and richer than his sons. 

\~hen m~st of the conditions of life are extremely unequal and 
the ·~equal•ty of these condi tions is permanent, the notion of a 

s~pen~r grows .upon the imaginations of men; if the law invested 

him w1lh no pnv1legcs, custom and public opinion would concede 

them. When, on the contrary, men differ but little from each other 
and do not always remain in dissimilar conditions of life, the gen. 

er~l notion .of~ superior becomes weaker and less distinct; it is 
vam for legJslation to strive to place him who obeys very much be
neath him who commands; the manners of the time bring the two 

men nearer to one another and draw them daiJy towards the same 
level. 

AJ~oug~ ~e legislation of an aristocratic people grants no 
pecu~ ra 1· pnvrl eges to the heads of families, I shall not be the less 

convmeed that their power is more respected and more extensive 
than i.n a democracy; for I know that, whatever the laws may be, 

supenors always appear higher and inferiors lower in aristocracies 
tl1an among democratic nations. 

\Vhcn men live more for the remembrance of what has been 
than for the car~ of what is, and when they are more given to at

tend to what therr ancestors thought thnn to think themselves the 

father is the natural and necessary tic between the pnst and the 

present, the link by which the ends of these two chains are con
nected. In .aristocracies, then, the fa ther is not only the civil head 

of the fam1ly, but the organ of its traditions, the expounder of its 
customs, the arbiter of its manners. lie is listened to with defer

ence, he is addressed with respect, and the love that is felt for him 
is always tempered with fear. 

When the condition of society becomes democratic and men 

adopt a~ their general principle that it is good and JawfuJ to judge 

of aU tlungs for oneself, using former points of belief not as a rule 

of fai~, .but simply as a means of information, the power which 
the opmrons of a father exercise over those of his sons diminishes 
as well as his legal power. 

Pe~haps the subdivision of estates tl1at democracy brings about 

~ntributes more than anything else to change the relations exist· 
Jog between a father and his children. When the property of the 
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father of a family is scanty, his son and himself constantly live in 

the same place and share the snme occupations; habit and neces

sitv bring them together and force them to hold constant com

m~Jnieation. The inevitable consequence is a sort of familia r in
timacy, which renders authority less absolute and which can ill be 

reconciled with the external forms of respect. 
Now, in democratic countries the class of those who arc pos

sessed of sma!J fortunes is precisely that which gives strength to 

the notions and a particular d irection to tl1e manners of the com

munity. That class makes its opinions preponderate as universally 

as its will, and even those who are most inclined to resis t its com
mands are carried nway in the end by its example. 1 have known 

eager opponents of democracy who allowed their children to ad

dress them with perfect colloquial equality. 
Thus a t the same time that the power of aristocracy is declin

ing, tl1e austere, the conventional, and the legal part of parental 

authority vanishes and a species of equality prevails around the 

domestic hearth. I do not know, on the whole, whetller society 
loses by tl1e change, but I nm inclined to believe that man indi

vidually is a gainer by it. I think that in proportion as manners and 

laws become more democratic, the relation of fnther and son be

comes more intima te and more affectionate; rules and authority are 

less talked of, confidence and tenderness are often increased, and 

it would seem that the natural bond is drawn closer in p roportion 
as the social bond is loosened. 

In a democratic family the fa ther exercises no oilier power than 

that which is granted to the affection and the experience of age; 

his orders would perhaps be disobeyed, but his advice is for the 
most part authoritntive. Though he is not hed~ed in with cere

monial respect, his sons at least accost him with confidence; they 

have no settled form of addressing him, but they speak to him con

stantly and arc ready to consu lt him every day. The master and 
tJ1e constituted ruler have vanished; the father remains. 

Nothing more is needed in order to judge of the diJJerence be

tween the two states of society in this respect than to peruse the 

family correspondence of aristocratic ages. The style is always cor
rect, ceremonious, stiff, and so cold that the natural warmth of 

the heart can hardly be fe lt in the language. In democratic coun

tries, on the contrary, the language addressed by a son to his fa

ther is always marked by mingled freedom, familiarity, and aHec-
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Chapter XIII 

HO'W THE PRINCIPLE OF EQUALITY NATURALLY 

DIVIDES THE AMERICA INTO A MULTI-

TUDE OF SMALL PRIVATE CIRCLES 

IT might be supposed that the final and necessary effect of 

democratic institutions would be to identify all the members of 

the community in private as wetl as in public life and to compel 

them all to live alike, but this would be to ascribe a very coarse 

and oppressive form to the equality which originates in democ

racy. No state of society or laws can render men so much alike 

but that education, fortune, and tastes will iote1·pose some differ

ences between them; and though different men may sometimes 

find it their interest to combine for the same purposes, they will 

never make it U1eir pleasure. They will therefore always tend to 

evade the provisions of law, whatever they may be; and escaping 

in some respect from the circle in which the legislator sought to 

confine them, they 'vill set up, close by the great political com

munity, small private societies, united together by similitude of 

conditions, habits, and customs. 
In the United Stales the citizens have no sort of pre-eminence 

over one another; they owe each other no mutual obedience or 

respect; they all meet for the administration of justice, for the 

go"ernment of the state, and, in general, to treat of the a1Iairs 

that concern their common welfare; but I never heard that at

tempts have been made to bring them all to follow the same di

versions or to amuse themselves promiscuously in the same places 

of recreation. 
The Americans, who mingle so readily in their political assem

blies and courts of justice, are wont carefully to separate into small 

distinct circles in order to indulge by themsch es in the enjoy

ments of private life. Each of them willingly acknowledges all his 

fellow citizens as his equals,.but will only receive a very limited 

number of them as his friends or his guests. This appears to rne 

to be very natural. In proportion as the circle of public society is 
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extended, H may be anticipated that the sphere of private inter. 
course will be contracted; far from supposing that the members 
of modem society will ultimately live in common, I am afraid 
they will end by forming only small coteries. 

Among aristocratic nations the different classes are like vast en. 
closures, out of which it is impossible to get, into which it is im. 
possible to enter. These classes ha' c no communication with each 
other, but within them men necessarily live in daily contact; 
even tl10ugh they would not naturally suit, lhc general conform. 
ity of a similar condition brings them near together. 

But when neither law nor custom professes to establish fre
quent and habitual relations between certain men, their inter
course originates in the accidental similarity of opinions and tastes; 
hence priva te society is inllnitely varied. In democracies, where 
the members of the community never differ much from each other 
and naturally stand so near that they may all a l any time be fused 
in one general mass, numerous artificial and arbitrary distine!i,.ons 
spring up by means of which every man hopes to keep himself 
aloof lest he should be carried away ag~linst his will in the crowd. 

This can ne, cr fajl to be the case, for human institutions can be 
changed, but man cannot; whatever may be the general endeavor 
of a community to render its members equa l and aUke, the per
sonal pride of inruviduals wiU always seek to rise above lhe line 
and to form somewhere an inequality to their own advantage. 

Jn aristocracies men arc separated from each other by lofty sta
tionary barriers; .in democracies tl1ey arc divided by many srnall 
and almost in' isible threads, which are constantly broken or 
moved from place to place. Thus whatever may be the progress 
of equality, in democratic nations a great number of small private 
associations will always be formed within the general pale of po
lWcal society; but none of them will bear any resemblance in 
its manners to the rugher class in aristocracies. 
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upon the feelings and notions of each individual rather than upon 
an ideal model proposed for general imitation. This, however, is 
much more perceptible when an aristocracy has just been over
thrown than after it has long been destroyed. ew political insti
tutions and new social clements then bring to the same places of 
resort, and frequently compel to live in common, men whose ed
ucation and habi ts are still amazingly dissimilar, and this renders 
the motley composition of society peculiarly visible. The exist
ence of a former strict code of good breeding io; still remembered, 
but what it contained or where it is to be found is already forgot
ten. len have lost tl1e common law of manners and they have not 
yet made up their minds to do without it, but everyone endeavors 
to make to himself some sort of arbitrary and variable rule from 
the remnant of former usages, so that manners have neither the 
regularity and the dignity which they often display among aristo
cratic nations, nor the simplicity and freedom which they some
times assume in democracies; they are at once constrained and 
without constraint. 

This, however, is not the normal state of things. ¥/hen the equal
ity of conditions is long established and complete, as all men en
tertain nearly the same notions and do nearly tl1e same things they 
do not require to agree, or to copy from one another, in order to 
speak or act in the same manner; their manners are constantly 
characterized by a number of lesser di\'ersities, but not by any 
great differences. They are never perfectly alike because they do 
not copy from the same pattern; they arc never very unlike be
cause their social condition is the same. At 6rst sight a traveler 
would say that the manners of all Americans are exactly similar; 
it is only upon close examination tl1at the peculiarities in which 
they differ may be detected. 

The English make game of the manners of the Americans, but 
it is singular that most of the writers who ha,·e drawn these ludi
crous delineations belonged themselves to the middle classes in 
England, to whom tile same delineations arc exceedingly appli
cable, so that tl1ese pitiless censors furnish, for the most part, an 
example of tile very thing they blame in the United States. They 
do not perceive that iliey are deriding themselves, to the great 
amusement of the aristocracy of their own country. 

Nothing is more prejudicial to democrary tl1an its ouhvard forms 
of behavior; many men would willingly endure its vices who can· 
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Chapte1· XVI 

WilY THE NATIONAL VA ITY OF THE 

AMERICANS IS MORE RESTLESS A D CAPTIOUS 

THAN THAT OF THE ENGLISH 1 

Au free nations are va inglorious, but national pride is not dis
played by all in the same manner. The Americans, in their inter
couxse with strangers, appear impatient of the smallest censure 
and insatiable of praise. The most slender eulogy is acceptable 
to them, the most exalted seldom contents them; they unceasingly 
harass you to extort praise, and if you resist their entreaties, they 
fall to praising themselves. It would seem as if, doubting their own 
merit, they wished to have it constantly exhibited before their 
eyes. Their vanity is not only greedy, but restless and jealous; it 
will grant nothing, while it demands everything, but is ready to 
beg and to quarrel at the same time. 

If I say to an American that the country he lives in is a fine one, 
"Ay," he replies, "there is not its equal in the world." If I applaud 
the freedom that its inhabitants enjoy, he answers: "Freedom is a 
nne thing, but few nations are worthy to enjoy it." If I remark on 
the purity of morals that distinguishes the United States, "I can 
imagine," says he, "that a stranger, who has witnessed the corrup
tion that prevails in other nations, would be astonished at the dif
ference." At length I leave him to the contemplation of himself; 
but he returns to the charge and does not desist till he has got me 
to repea t a ll I had just been saying. It is impossible to conceive a 
more b·oublesome or more garrulous pab"iotism; it wearies even 
those who are disposed to respect it. 

Such is not the case with the English. An Englishman calmly 
enjoys the real or imaginary advantages which, in his opinion , his 
country possesses. If he grants nothing to other nations, neither 
does be solici t anything for his own. The censure of foreigners does 
not affect him, and their praise hardly flatters him; his position 
with regard to the rest of the world is one of disdainful and ig-

1 See Appendix W. 



Of H onor in the Uuited States 

nge, nod that quaJity was naturally exalted above all others; what
ever denoted it, even a t tl1e expense of reason and humanity, was 
therefore approved and frequently enjoined by the manners of the 
time. Such was the main principle; the caprice of man was to be 
traced only in minuter details. That n man should regard n tap on 
the check as an unbearable insult and should be obliged to kill in 
single comba t the person who struck him thus lightly is an arbi
trary rule; but tha t a noble could not tranquilly receive an insult 
and was dishonored if he allowed himself to take a blow wi thout 
fighting were d irect consequences of the fundamental p rinciples 
and the wants of a military aristocracy. 

Thus it was true, to n certain e~tent, that the laws of honor were 
capricious; but these caprices of honor were always confined within 
certain necessary limits. The peculiar rule which was called honor 
by our forefathers is so far from being an arbitrary law in my eyes 
that I would readily engage to ascribe its most incoherent and 
fan tastic injunctions to a small number of fixed and invariable 
wants inherent in feudal society. 

If I were to trace the notion of feudal honor into the domain of 
politics, I should not find it more d ifficult to e~plain its dictates. 
Tl1c state of society and the political institutions of the ~ I iddle 
A~es were such that the supreme power of the nation never go,·
erned the community d irectly. That power did not exist in the eyes 
of the people : every man looked up to a certain individual whom 
he was bound to obey; by that intermediate personage he was 
connected with all the others. Thus, in feudal society, the whole 
systcrn of the commonwealth rested upon the sentiment of Jldelity 
to the person of the lord; to deslToy that sentiment was to fall into 
anarchy. Fidelity to a polilical superior was, moreover, a senti
ment of which all the members of the aristocracy had constant op
portunities of estimating Lhc importance; for e ' ·ery one of them 
was a vassal as well as a lord and had to command as well as to 
obey. To remain faithful to the lord, to sacrifice oneself for him if 
called upon, to share his good or evil fortunes, to stand by him in 
his undertakings, whatever they might be, such were Lhe flrst in
junctions of feudal honor in relation to the political institutions of 
those times. The treachery of a vassa l was branded wilh cxb·aor
clinary severity by pubUc opinion, and a name of peculiar infamy 
was invented for the offense; it was called felony. 

On the contrary, few traces are to be found in the Middle Ages 
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of the passion that constituted the life of the nations of antiquity; 
I mean patriotism. The word itself is not of very ancient date in 
the language . ~ Feudal institutions concea led the country at large 
from men's sight and rendered the love of it less necessary. The 
nation was forgotten in tl1e passions that a ttached men to persons. 
lienee it was no part of the strict law of feudal honor to remain 
faithful to one's country. Not indeed that the Jo,·e of their country 
did not exist in the hearts of our forefathers, but it constituted a 
dim and feeble instinct, which has grown more clear and sb·ong in 
proportion as aristocratic classes have been abolished and the su
preme power of the nation centraJized. 

This may be clearly seen from the contrary judgments that Eu
ropean nations have passed upon the various events of thei r his
tories, according to the generations by which such judgments 
were formed. The circumstance that most dishonored the Con
stable de Bourbon in the eyes of his contemporaries was that he 
bore arms against his King; that which most dishonors him in our 
eyes is that be made war against his country. We brand him as 
deeply as our forefathers did, but for different reasons. 

1 ha,·e chosen the honor of feudal times by way of illustration of 
my meaning because its characteristics arc more distinctly marked 

and more familiar to us than those of any other period; but ( might 
ha"c taken an example elsewhere and I should have reached the 
same conclusion by a different road. 

Although we are less perfectly acquainted with the Romans 
than with our own ancestors, yet we know that certain pcculit\r 
notions of g lory and disgrace obtained among them which were 
not derived solely from the general principles of right and wrong. 

(any human actions were judged differently according as they 
a!Teclcd a Roman citizen or a stranger, a freeman or a slave; cer
tain vices were blazoned abroad, certain virtues were c~tollcd 
abo,·e all others. "In that age," says Plutarch, in the Life of Cori
olanus, "martial prowess was more honored and p rized in Rome 
than all the other virtues, in so much that it was caJled virtus, the 
name of virtue itself, by applying the name of the kind to tl1is par
ticular species; so that virtue in Latin was as much as to say valor." 
Can anyone fail to recognize the peculiar want of that singular 
community which was formed for the conquest of the world? 

2 Even the word patric wns not 11.>ed by French writers until the ~i~tccnth 
century. 

Of llo11or in tbe United States 

Any nation would furnish us with similar grounds of observa
tion, for, as I ha' c already remarked, whcne' er men collect to
g<.'lher as a distinct community, the notion of honor instantly grows 
up among them; that is to say, a system of opinions peculiar to 
themselves as to what is blamable or commendable; and these 
p<:culiar rules always originate in the special habits and special in
terests of the community. 

This is applicable to a certain eAtent to democratic communi
tics as well as to others, as I shall now proceed to prove by the 
example of the Americans.3 

Some loose notions of the old aristocratic honor of Europe are 
still to be found scattered among the opinions of the Americans, 
but these traditional opinions arc few in number. they ha\ e but 
little root in the country and but little power. They are like a reli
gion which has still some temples left standing, though men have 
ceased to beHeve in it. But amid these half-obliterated notions of 
e.\Otic honor some new opinions have sprung up which constitute 
wh:\t may be tcm1ed in ou1· days American honor. 

I have shown how the Americans arc constantly driven to en
gage in commerce and industry. Their origin, their socia l condi
tion, their politica l institutions, and even the region they inhabit 
urge them irresistibly in this direction. Their presen t condition, 
then, is tha t of an almost exclusively manufacturing and commer
cial association, placed in the midst of a new and boundless coun
try, which their principal object is to explore for purposes of profit. 
This is the characteristic that most distinguishes the American 
people from all others at the present time. 

All those quiet virtues that tend to give a regular mo' ement to 
the community and to encourage business will therefore be held 
in pcculim· honor by that people, and to neglect those virtues will 
be to incur public contempt. All the more turbulent virtues, which 
often dazzle, but more frequently disturb society, will, on the 
contrary, occupy a subordinate rank in the estimation of this same 
people; they may be neglected without forfeiting the esteem of 
tl1e community; to acquire them would perhaps be to run a risk 
of losing it. 

The Americans make a no less arbitrary classification of men's 

• I ~peak here of the Americans inl1abiting those states where slavery does 
not exist; they a lone can be said to present a complete picture of democratic 
:.ociety. 
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, ·ices. There are certain propensities which appear censurable to 
the gcnrral reason and the universal conscience of mankind, but 
which happen to agree wilh the peculiar and temporary wan ts of 
the Am<>rican community: these propensities arc lightly reproved, 
sometimes even encouraged; for instance, the love of wealth and 
the secondary propensities connected with it may be more partic
ularly cite?d. To clear, to till, and to transform the vast uninhabited 
continent which is his domain, the American requires the daily 
support of an energetic passion; that passion can on ly be the love 
of wealth; the passion for wealth is therefore not reprobated in 
America, and, provided il doco; not go beyond the bounds assigned 
to it for public security, it is held in honor. The American lauds as 
a noble and praiseworthy ambition what our own forefathers in 
the ~fiddle Ages stigmatized as servile cupidity, just as he treats 
as a blind and barbarous frenzy that ardor of conquest and mar
tial temper whjch bore them to battle. 

In the United States fortunes are lost and regained witl1out dif
ficulty; the country is boundless and its resources inexhaustible. 
The people have all the wants and cravings of a growing creature; 
and, whatever be their efforts, tl1ey are a lways surrounded by 
more tllan they can appropriate. It is not the ruin of a few indi
viduals, which may be soon repa ired, but the inactivity and sloth 
of the community at large that would be fa tal to such a people. 
Boldness of enterprise is the foremost cause of ils rapid progress, 
its strength, and its greatness. Commercial business is tl1erc like 
a vast lottery, by which a small number of men continua lly lose, 
but tllc state is always a gainer; such a people ought tllercfore to 
encourage and do honor to boldness in commercial speculations. 
But any bold speculation risks the fortune of the speculator and 
of all those who put their trust in him. The Americans, who make 
a virtue of commercial temerity, have no right in any case to brand 
with disgrace those who practice it. lienee arises the strange in
dulgence that is shown to bankrupts in tlle United States; tlleir 
honor docs not suffer by such an accident. In this respect tl1e Amer
icans diller, not only from the nations of Europe, but from all tlle 
commercial nations of our time; and accordingly they resemble 
none of them in their position or their wants. 

In America all tl1osc vices that tend to impair tlle purity of 
morals and to destroy the conjugal tie arc treated witll a degree of 
se' erity unknown in the rest of the world. At fust sight tllis seems 
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"1IY SO ~IA 'Y A 1 BITIOUS \ tE t AND SO LITTLE 

LOFTY A IBITION AHE TO BE FOUND 

I TilE UNITED STATES 

T.E Fli'IST thing that strikes a traveler in the United States is the 
innumerable multitudc of those who seek to emerge from their 

original condition; and lhe second is the rarity of lofty ambition 

to be obsened in the midst of the Ulli\ersally ambitious stir o( SO

ciety. 'o Americans nrc devoid of a yearning desire to rise, but 

hardly any appear to entertain hopes of great magnitude or to pur

sue very lofty aims. A II are constantly seeking to acquire property, 

power, and reputation; few contemplate these lhings upon a great 

scale; and this is the more surprising as nothing is to be discerned 

in lhe manners or laws of America to limit desire or to prevent it 

from spreading its impulses in every direction. It seems difficult to 

atb·ibutc this sing ulnr stale of things to the equality of social con

ditions, for as soon as that same equality was established in France, 

the Ai~ht of ambition became unbounded. 1e\ ertheless, I think 

that we may find the principal cause of this fact in the social con

dition and democratic manners of the Americans. 
All rc•volutions en large the ambition of men. This is more pe

culiarly true of those revolutions which overthrow an aristocracy. 
When the fonner barriers that kept back the multitude from fame 

and power are sudden ly thrown down. a violent and uni\·crsal 

mo' emcnt takes place towards that eminence so long coveted and 
at length to be enjoyed. Jn this 6rst burst of triumph nothing seems 

impossible to anyone: not only arc desires boundless, but the 

powN of satisfying them seems almost boundless too. Amid the 

general and sudden change of laws and customs, in this vast con

fusion of all men and all ordinances, the various members of the 

community rise and sink again with eAcessive rapidity, and power 

passes so quickly from hand to hand that none need despair of 

catchin~ it in turn. 
It must be recollected, moreo,·er, that the people who destroy 
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ha\ ing resources of great extent, which necessarily circumscribes 

their desires within somewhat narrow limits. Thus, among demo

cratic nations, ambition is ardent and continual, but its aim is not 

habitually lofty; and life is generally spent in eagerly coveting 

small objects that are within reach. 

Wha t chiefly diverts the men of democracies from lofty ambi

tion is not the scantiness of their fortunes. but the vehemence of 

the exertions they daily make to impro"c them. Tht•y strain their 

faculties to the utmost lo achieve paltry results, and this cannot 

fa il speedily to limit their range of view and to circumscribe their 

powers. They might be much poorer and still be greater. 

The small number of opulent citizens who are to be found in a 

democracy do not constitute an exception to this rule. A man who 

raises himself by degrees to wealth and power contracts, in the 

course of this protracted labor, habits of prudence and restraint 

which he cannot afterwards shake off. A man cannot gradua lly 

enlarge his mind as he does his house. 

The same observation is applicable to the sons of such a man: 

they are born, it is b·uc, in a lofty position, but their parents were 

humble; they ha\ e grown up amid feelings and notions which 

they cannot afterwards easily get rid of; and it may be presumed 

that they will inherit the propensities of their father, as well as his 

wealth. 
It may happen, on the contrary, that the poorest scion of a pow

erful aristocracy may display \'ast ambition, because the tracli

tional opinions of his race and the general spirit of his order still 

buoy him up for some time above his fortune. 

Another thing that prevents the men of democratic periods from 

easily indulging in the pursuit of lofty objects is tho lapse of time 

which they foresee must talc place before they can be ready to 

strug~k· for U1em. "It is a g reat ad van tage," says Pascal, "to be a 

man of quality. since it brings one man as forward at eighteen or 

twenty as another man would be at lifty, which is a clear gain of 

thirty years." Those thirty years arc commonly wanting to the am

biti01.JS characters of democracies. The principle of equality, which 

allows every man to arrive at everything, pre\'ents all men from 

rapid advancement. 
In a democratic society, as well as elsewhere, there is only a 

certain number of great fortunes to be made; and as the paths that 

lead to them are indiscriminately open to all, the progress of all 
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extraordinary fortunes and that they seem to ha\'e acquired the 
supreme power only to minister to their coarse or paltry pleasures. 

1 think that in our lime it is very necessary to purify, to regu late, 
and to proportion the feeHng of ambilion, but that it would be ex
tremely dangerous to seek to impoverish and to repress it over
much. We should attempt to lay clown certain extreme limits which 
it should never be allowed to outstep; but its ro.wge within those 
established limits should not be too much checked. 

I confess that I apprehend much lc>ss for democratic society 
from the boldness than from the mediocrity of desires. What ap
pears to me most to be dreaded is that in the midst of the small, 
incessant occupations of private hl e, ambition should lose its 
vigor and its greah1ess; that the passions of man should abate, but 
at the same time be lowered; so that the march of society should 
every day become more tranquil and less aspiring. 

I think, then, that the leaders of modern society would be wrong 
to seck to lull the eommw1ity by a state of too uniform and too 
peacefu l happiness, and that it is weU to expose it from lime to 
time to matters of difficulty and danger in order to raise ambition 
and to give it a field of action. 

loralists arc constantly complaining that the ruling vice of the 
present time is pride. This is true in one sense, for indeed C\ cry
one thinks that he is better than his neighbor or refuses to obey 
his superior; but it is extremely false in another, for the same man 
who cannot endure subordination or equality has so contemptible 
an opinion of himself that he thinks he is born only to indulge in 
vulgar pleasures. lie willingly takes up with low desires without 
daring to embark on lofty enterprises, of which he scarcely dreams. 

Thus, far from thinking that humility ought to be preached to 
our contemporaries, 1 would have endeavors made to give them a 
more enlarged idea of themselves and of their kind. Humility is 
unwholesome to them; what they most want is, in my opinion, 
nrid~. I would willingly exchange several of our small virtues for 
this one vice. 
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izens to alter incessantly their laws, their principles, and their 
manners? I do not believe it; and as the subject is important, 1 beg 
for the reader's close attention. 

Almost all the revolutions that have changed the aspect of na
tions ha, c been made to consolidate or to destroy social inequa l
ity. Hemo\ c the secondary causes that h:n e produced the great 
com ulsions of the world and you will almost ahvays find the prin
ciple of inequality at the bottom. Either the poor have att<'mpted 
to plunder the rich, or the rich to enslave the poor. If, then, a state 
of society can ever be founded in which <'Very man shall htn .J 

something to keep and little to take from others, much will hrl\ e 
been don<' for the peace of U1c world. 

I am aware that among a great democratic people there will al
ways be some members of lhc rommunity in great poverty and 
others in great opulence; but the poor, instead of forming the im
mense majority of the nation, as is always the case in aristocratic 
communities, arc comparatively few in number, and the laws do 
not bind them together by the tics of irremediable and hereditary 
penury. 

The wealthy, on their side, arc few and powerless; they have 
no privileges that attract public observation; e'en their wealth, as 
it is no longer incorporated and bound up with lhc soil, is impal
pable and, as it were, invisible. As there is no longer a race of poor 
men, so there is no longer n race of rich men; the latter spring up 
daily from the multitude and relapse into it again. Hence they do 
not form a distinct class which may be easily marked out and 
p lundered; and, moreo' er, as they are connected with the mass 
of their fellow citizens by a thousand secret tics, the people can
not assail them without inflicting an injury upon themselves. 

Betw<.•cn these two extremes of democratic communities stands 
an innumerable mullihJdc of men almost alil,c, who, without be

ing e\actly either rich or poor, possess sufficient property to dcsirc 
the maintenance of order, yet not enough to excite envy. Such 
men arc the natural enemies of 'iolent commotions; their lack of 
agitation keeps all beneath them and above them still and secures 
the balance of the fabric of society. 

'ot, indeed, that even these men are contentt•cl with what they 
have got or lhat they feel a natural abhorrence for a revoJu tion in 
which they might share the spoi l without sharing the calamity; on 
the contrary, they desire, with unexampled ardor, to get rich, but 
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the difficulty is to know from whom riches can be taken. The same 
state of society U1at constantly prompts desires, restrains tl1esc de
sires within necessary limits; it gives men more liberty of chang
ing, and less interest in change. 

Not only are the men of democracies not naturally desirous of 
rt.'\Oiutions, but thcy arc afraid of them. All revolutions more or 
less threaten the tenure of property; but most of those who li\'e in 
democratic countries arc possessed of property; not only do they 
possess property, but they live in the condition where men set 
the greatest store upon their property. 

lf we attentively consider each of the classes of which society 
is composed, it is easy to see that the passions created by prop
erty arc keenest and most tenacious among the middle classes. The 
poor often care but little for what they possess, because they suf
fer much more from the want of what lhcy have not than they en
joy the little they have. The rich have many olber passions besides 
Lhnt of riches to satisfy; and, besides, U1c long and arduous enjoy
ment of a great fortune sometimes makes them in the end insensi
ble to its charms. J3ut the men who have a competency, alike re
mo' ed from opulence and from penury, attach an enormous 'alue 
to lheir possessions. As they arc s till almost witl1in the reach o£ 

po' crty, they sec its privations ncar at hand and dread them; be
tween poverty and themselves there is nothing but a scanty for
tunc, upon which they immediately fix U1eir apprehensions and 
their hopes. Every day increases the interest they take in it, by 
thc constant cares which it occasions; and they are the more at
tached to it by their continual exertions to increase lhc amount. 
Tlw notion of surrendering the smallest part of it is insupportable 
to them, and they consider its total loss as the worst of misforh.•ncs. 

low, these eager and apprehensive men of small property con
stitute the class that is constantly increased by the equality of con
ditions. lienee in democratic communities the majority of the peo
ple do not clearly see what they have to gain by a revolution, but 
they rontinually and in a thousand ways feel tl1at Uley might lose 

by one. 
I have shown, in another part of this work, that the equality of 

conditions naturally urges men to embark on commercial ::~nd in
dusb·ial pursuits, and that it tends to increase and to distribute real 
property; I have also pointed out the means by which it inspires 
every man with an cage•· and constant dcsiie to increase his wel-
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sions. It may be easily seen from the promptitude with which they 
check and calm themselves when public excitement begins to 
grow alanning, and at the very moment when passions seem most 
roused, that they dread a revolution as the worst of misfortunes 
and that every one of them is inwardly resolved to make great sac
rifices to avoid such a catastrophe. In no country in the world is 
the love of property more active and more anxious than in the 
United States; nowhere does the majority display less inclination 
for those principles which threaten to alter, in whatever manner, 
tl1c laws of property. 

I have often remarked, that theories which arc of a revolution
ary nature, since lbey cannot be put in practice witllout a com
plete ancl sometimes a sudden change in the state of properly and 
persons, arc much less favorably viewed in the United States than 
in the great monarchic::d countries of Europe; if some men profess 
them, lhe bulk of the people reject them with instinctive abhor
rence. l do not hesitate to say that most of the maxims cou1monly 
called democratic in France would be proscribed by the democ
racy of lhc United Stales. This may easily be understood: in Amer
ica men ha' e the opinions and passions of democracy; in Europe 
we ha' c still the passions and opinions of revolution. 

If ever America undergoes great revolutions, they will be 
brought abou t by tl1e presence of the black race on the soi l of the 
United States; tl1at is to say, tl1ey will owe their origin, not to the 
equality, but to the inequality of condition. 

\Vhen social conclitions are equal, every man is apt to live apart, 
centered in himself and forgetful of the public. If tl1e ruiNs of 
democratic nations were eitller to neglect to correct this fata l tend
ency or to encourage it from a notion that it weans men from po
litical passions and thus wards off rC\'Olutions, tlley might e\'Cn
tually produce the c' il they seek to a' oid, and a time might come 
when the inordinate passions of a few men, aided by the unintclli
g(•nt selfishness or the pusillanimity of the greater number, would 
ultimately compel society to pass through strange vicissitudes. In 
democralic communities revolutions are seldom desired except by 
a minority, but a minority may sometimes effect them. 

1 do not assert that democratic nations are secure from revolu
tions; I merely say that lhe state of society in those notions docs 
not lead to revolutions, but rather wards them oiT. A democratic 
people left to itself will not easily embark in great hnzards; it is 
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only led to revolutions unawares; it may sometimes undergo tbem, 
but it does not make tl1em: and I will add tl1at when such a peo
ple has been allowed to acquire suffici(•nt knowledge and e>:peri
ence. it will not allow tllem to be made. 

I am welJ aware tllat in this resp<'ct public institutions may 
themselves do much; they may encourage or repress the tenden
cies that originate in tl1e state of society. 1 therefore do not main
tain, J repeat, that a people is secure from revolutions simply be
cause conditions are equa l in lhe community; but I think that, 
whatever the institutions of such a people may b(', great revolu
tions will always be far less \ iolrnt and lcc;s f rcquent tllan is sup
posed, and I can easily discern a state of polity which, when com
bined witll the principle of equality, would render society more 
stationary than it has e"cr been in our western part of the world. 

The observations I have here made on even ts may also be applied 
in part to opinions. Two th[ngs arc surprising in the United States: 
the mutability of the grea ter part of human actions, and the singu
lar stability of certnin principles. Men an' in constan t motion; the 
mind of man appears almost unmoved. \Vhen once nn opinion has .J( 
spread over the country and sh·uck root there, it would seem tllat 
no power on earth is strong enough to crndicate it. In tlle United 
States general principles in religion, phi losophy, morality, and 
e\'cn politics do not vary, or at least arc only modified by a hidden 
and often an imperceptible process; en•n the grossest prejuclices 
are obliterated witll incredible slowness nmid the continual fric-
tion of men and things. 

I hear it said that it is in the nature and the habits of democra
cies to be constantly changin~ their opinions and feelings. This 
may be true of small democratic nations, like tl10sc of the ancient 
world, in which the whole community could be assembled in a 
public place and then excited at will by an orator. But I saw noth
ing of the kind among tl1e great democratic people that dwells 
upon tl1e opposite shores of the Atlantic Ocean. What struck me 
in the Unjted States was the difficulty of shaking the majority in an 
opinion oocc conceivecl or of drawing it off from a leader once 
adopted. either speaking nor writing cun accomplish it; notl1ing 
but experience will a' ail, and even e\pcricnce must be repeated. 

This is surprising at first sight, but a more attentive investiga
tion explains tl1c fact. I do not think that it is as easy as is sup
posed to uproot the prejudices of a democratic people, to change 
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its belief, to supersede principles once established by new princi
ples in religion, politics, and morals; in a word, to make great 
and frequent changes in men's minds. Not that the human mind 
is there at rest. it is in constant agitation; but it is engaged in in
finitely varying the consequences of known principles and in seek
ing for new consequences rather than in seeking for new princi
ples. Its motion is one of rapid circumvolution rather than of 
straightforward impulse by rapid and direct effort; it extends its 
orbit by small continual and hasty movements, but it does not sud
denly alter its position. 

Men who are equal in rights, in education, in fortune, or, to com
prise all in one word, in their social condition, have necessarily 
wants, habits, and tastes that are haHlly dissimilar. As they lQQ_~at... 
objects under the same aspect, their minds naturally tend to sim
ilar conclusions; and though each of them may deviate from his 
contemporaries and form opinions of his own, they will involun
tarily and unconsciously concur in a certain number of received 
opinions. The more attentively I consider the effects of equality 
upon the mind, the more am I persuaded that the intellectual an
archy which we witness about us is not, as many men suppose, the 
natural state of democratic nations. I think it is rather to be re
garded as an accident peculiar to their youth, and that it breaks 
out only at that period of transition when men have already 
snapped the former ties which bound them together, but are still 
amazingly different in origin, education, and manners; so that, 
having retained opinions, propensities, and tastes of great diver
sity, nothing any longer prevents men from avowing them openly. 
The leading opinions of men become similar in proportion as their 
conditions assimilate : such appe:u·s to me to be the general and 
permanent law; the rest is casual and h·ansient. 

I believe that it wiU rarely happen to any man in a democratic 
community suddenly to frame a system of notions very remote 
from that which his contemporaries have adopted; and if some 
such innovator appeared, I apprehend that he would have great 
difficulty in finding listeners, still more in finding believers. When 
the conditions of men are almost equal, they do not easily allow 
themselves to be persuaded by one another. As they all live in 
close intercourse, as they have learned the same things together, 
and as they lead the same life, they are not naturaJJy disposed to 
take one of themselves for a guide and to follow him implicitly. 
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In aristocracies men often have much greatness and strength of 
thcir own; when they fi nd themselves a t variance with the greater 
number of their fellow countrymen, they withdraw to their own 
circle, where they support and console themseh es. Such is not 
the case in a democra tic country; there public favor seems as nec
c~sary as the air we breathe, and to live at variance with the mul
titude is, a~ it were, not to live. The multitude require no law~ to 
coerce those who do not thi nk like themselves : public disapproba
tion is enough; a sense of their loneliness and impotence overtakes 
tlwm and drives them to despair. 

Wlwnc\(•r social conditions nrc eq ual, public opinion presses 
with C'normous weight upon the minds of each individual; it sur- X 

rounds. directs. and oppresses him; and this arises from the 'cry 
constitution of society much more than from its political laws. As_ 
mt•n grow more alike, each man feels h imself weaker in rcg.ucl to 
all the rest; as he discerns nothing by which he is considerably 
raised a bove them or disti nguished from them, he mistrusts him-
self as soon as they assail him. ot only docs he mistrust h is 
str<'ngth , but he even doubts of his right; and he is very ncar ac
knowledging that he is in the wrong, when the greater number of 
his countrymen assert that he is so. The majority do not need to 
force him; they com ince him. J n whatever way the powers of a 
democratic community may be organized and balanced, then. it 
will always be extremely d ifficult to belie,•e what the bulk of the 
people reject or to profess what they condemn. 

This circumstance is extraordinarily favorable to the stability of 
opinions. \Vhen an opinion has taken root among a democratic 
people and established itself in the minds of the bulk of the com
munity, it afterwards persists by itself and is ma intained without 
effort, because no one a llacks it. Those who at first rejected it as 
fa lse ultimately receh e it as the general impression, and those who 
still d ispute it in their hearts conceal their d issent; they a rc care
ful not to engage in a dan~erous and useless conllict. 

Il is true that when the majority of a democratic people change 
their opinions, they may suddenly and arbitrarily ciicct s trange 
revolutions in men's minds; but their opinions do not change with
out much difficulty, and it is almost as difficult to show that they 
are changed. 

Time, events. or the unaided individual action of the mind will 
sometimes undermjne or destroy an opinion, without any outward 
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sign of the change. It has not been openly assa iled, no conspiracy 
has been formed to make war on it, but its followers one by one 
noiselessly secede; day by day a few of them abandon it, until at 
1a~t it is only professed by a minority. In this state it will slill 
continue to pre' ail. As its enemies remain mute or only inter
change their thou~hts by stealth, they are themselves unaware for 
a long period tha t a great revolution has actually been effected· 
and in this state of uncerta inty they take no s teps; they obsen ; 
one another and arc silcnl. The majority have ceased to believe 
what they believed before, but they still affect to believe, and this 
empty phantom of public opinion is strong enough to chill inno
vators and to keep them s ilent and a t a respectful distance. 
~V~ li~c at a ti~nc that has witnessed the most rapid changcs of 

opuHon m the m•nds of men; nevertheless it may be tha t the lead
ing opinions of socie ty will before long be more settled than they 
h ave been for several centuries in ow- history; tha t time has not 
yet come, but it may p erhaps be approaching. As I examine more 
closely the natura l wants and tendencies of democratic nations, I 
g row persuaded tha t if ever social equality is generally and per
manently established in the world, great intellectual and political 
re\'olulions will become more difficult and less frequent than is 
suppos~d. Because the men of democracies appear always excited, 
~n~c~tam •. eager, changeable in their wills and in their po'>itions, 
1t JS nna~mcd that they are suddenly to abrogate their laws, to 
a~lopt new opi~ions, a~d to assume new manners. But if the prin
c•ple of equal.ty predisposes men to change, it a lso su ggests to 
them certa in inte rests and tastes tha t cannot be satisfied without 
a settled order of things. Equality w-ges them on, but a t t.he same 
time it holds them back; it spurs them, but fastens them to earth; 
it kindles their desires, but limits their powers. 

This, however, is not perceived a t fus t; the passions that tend to 
sever the citizens of a democracy are obvious enough, but the hid
den force tha t restra ins and unites them is not discernible a t a 
glanc<'. 

J~ mic! the ruins which smround me shall I dare to say lbat rcvo
lut•ons arc nol what 1 most fear for coming generalions? lf men 
continue to shut themselves more closely within the narrow circle 
of domestic interests and to li ve on that kind of excitement, it is 
to be apprehended tha t they may ultimately become inaccessible 
to those great and p owerful public emotions which perturb na-
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tions, but which de' clop them and recruit them. When property 
becomes so fluctuating and the lo' e of property so restless and s~ 
ardent, I cannot but fear th,\t 111{'11 nuy anh·c at such a state as to 
regard every new lheory as a peril, t'\ cry in no' ation as an irk
some toil, every social impro' cml•nt as a stepping-stone to re\olu
tion, and so refuse to mo\ c a ltogether for fear of being mo' ed too 
f~r. I dread, and I confess it, lest they should at la~t so entirely 
gn·e way to a cowardly lo' c of pn•wnt enjoyment as to lose sight 
of the interests of their f uturc sch es and those of their descend
ants and prefer to glide a long the easy curn•nl of life rather than 
to make, when it is necessary, a strong and sudden effort to a 
higher purpose. 

It is believed by some tha t modern society will be always chang
ing its aspect; for myself, I fear that it will ultimately be too in
\'ariably fixed in the same inst itutions, the same prejudices, the 
same manners, so tha t mankind will be stopped and circum
scribed; tha t the mind will swing backwards and forwards forever 
without begetting fresh ideas; tha t man will waste his strength in 
bootless and solitary trWing, and , though in continual motion, tha t 
htunaoity will cease to advance. 
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tions, this love of independence is the first to strike the observing 
and to alann the timid; nor can it be said that their alarm is wholly 
misplaced, for anarchy has a more formidable aspect in demo
cratic countries than elsewhere. As the citizens have no direct in
fluence on each other, as soon as the supreme power of the nation 
fails, which kept them a11 in their several stations, it would seem 
that disorder must instantly reach its utmost pitch and that, every 
man drawing aside in a dillerent direction, the fabric of society 
must at once crumble away. 

I am convinced, however, that anarchy is not the principal evil 
that democratic ages have to fear, but the least. For the principle 
of equality begets two tendencies: the one leads men straight to 
independence and may suddenly drive them into anarchy; the 
other conducts them by a longer, more secret, but more certain 
road to servitude. ations readily discern the former tendency and 
are prepared to resist it; they are led away by the !alter, without 
perceiving its drift; hence it is peculiarly important to point it out. 

Personally, far from finding fault with equality because it in
spires a spirit of independence, I praise it primarily for that very 
reason. I admire it because it lodges in the very depths of each 
man's mind and heart that indefinable feeling, the instinctive in
clinaUon for political independence, and thus prepares the rem
edy for the ill which it engenders. It is precisely for this reason 
that I cUng to it. 
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THAT THE OPINIO S OF DE~10CRATIC JATIO IS 

ABOUT GOVER. lENT ARE rA TURALLY FAVOR

ABLE TO TilE CO CE TRA TIO OF POWER 

T.lE notion of secondary powers placed between the sovereign 
and his subjects occurred naturally to the imagination of aristo
cratic nations, because those communities contained individuals 
or famiUes raised above the common level and apparently destined 
to command by their birth, their education, and their wealth. This 
same notion is naturally wanting in the minds of men in demo
cratic ages, for converse reasons; it can only be introduced m·tifi
cially, it can only be kept there with difficulty, whereas they con
ceive, as it were without thinking abou t lhe subject, tl1e notion of 
a single and central power which governs the whole community 
by its direct influence. Moreover, in politics as well as in philoso
phy and in reUgion the intellect of democratic nations is peculiarly 
open to simple and general notions. Complicated systems are re
pugnant to it, and its favorite conception is that of a great nation 
composed of citizens all formed upon one pattern and all governed 
by a single power. . 

The very next notion to that of a single and central power whiCh 
presents itself to the minds of men in the ages of equality is the 
notion of uniformity of legislation. As every man sees that he dif
fers but little from those about him, he cannot understand why a 
rule that is applicable to one man should not be equally applica
ble to all others. lienee the slightest privileges arc repugnant to 
his reason; the faintest dissim ilarities in the political institutions 
of the same people offend him, and uniformity of legislation ap
pears to him to be the first condition of good government. 

I !ind, on the contrary, that this notion of a uniform rule equally 
binding on all the members of the community was almost un
known to the human mind in aristoeratk ages; either it was never 
broached, or it was rejected. 

These contrary tendencies of opinion ultimately turn on both 
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sides to such blind instincts and ungo\·ernable habits tha t they 
still direct the actions of men, in spite of particular exceptions. 
Notwithstanding the immense variety of conditions in the :\Iiddle 
Ages, a certain number of persons existed at that period in pre
cisely similar circumstances; but this did not pre\ ent the laws 
then in force from assigning to each of them distinct duties and 
different rights. On the contrary, at the present time all the powers 
of government arc exerted to impose the same customs and the 
same laws on populations which have as yet but few points of 
resemblance. 

As the conditions of men become equal among a people, indi
viduals seem of less and society of greater importance; or rather 
every citizen, being assimilated to all the rest, is lost in the crowd, 
and nothing stands conspicuous but the great and imposing image 
of the people at Jarge. This naturally gives the men of democratic 
periods a lofty opinion of the privileges of society and a very hum
ble notion of the rights of individuals; they arc ready to admit 
tha t the interests of the former a1·e everything and those of the lat
ter nothing. They are willing to acknowledge that the power which 
represents the community has far more information and wisdom 
than any of the members of that community; and that it is the duty, 
as well as the right, of that power to guide as well as govern each 
private citizen. 

If we closely scrutinize our contcmporm·ies and penetrate to the 
root of their political opinions, we shall detect some of the no
tions that I have just pointed out, and we shall perhaps be su•·
prised to find so much accordance between meo who arc so often 
at variance. 

The Americans hold that in every sta te the supreme power 
ought to emanate from the people; but when once that pow<'r is 
constituted , they can concei\·e, as it were, no limits to it, and they 
arc ready to admit that it has the right to do whatever it pleases. 
They have not the slightest notion of peculiar privileges g ranted to 
cities, families, or persons; their minds appear never to have fore
seen that it might be possible not to apply with sb·ict uniformity 
the same laws to every part of the state and to all its inhabitants. 

These same opinions are more and more di.£rused in Europe; 
they even insinuate themselves among those na tions that most ve
hemently reject the principle of the sovereignty of the people. 
Such nations assign a different origin to the supreme power, but 
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they ascribe to that power the same characteristics. Among them 
all the idea of intermediate pO\\ crs is weakened and obliterated; 
the idea of rights inherent in certain indi' iduals is rapidly disap
pearing from the minds of men; the idea of the omnipotence and 
sole authority of society at large rises to fill its pl.tce. These ideas 
take root and spread in proportion <lS soci.1l conditions become 
more equal and men more alike. Tlw; arc produced by equality, 
and in turn they hasten the progress of equality. 

In France, wh<'Te the rc\ olution of which I am speak in~ has 
gone further than in any other European country, these opinions 
have got complete hold of the public mind. If we listen a ttentively 
to the language of the \ arious parties in France, we find that there 
is not one which has not acloptC'd them. ~lost of these parties cen
sure the conduct of the government, but they all hold that the 
government ought perpetually to act and interfere in everything 
tha t is done. Even those which nrc mos t at variance arc nc\'Crthe
less agreed on this head. The unity, the ubiquity, the omn ipotence 
of the supreme power, and the uniformity of its rules constitute 
the principal characteristics of all the political sys tems that have 
been put forward in our age. They n.·cur even in the wildest vi
sions of political regeneration; the human mind pursues them in 
its dreams. 

If these notions spontaneously arise in the minds of pri\'ate in
dividuals, they suggest themsch es still more forcibly to the minds 
of princes. \Vhilc the ancient fabric of European society is a ltered 
and dissolved , SO\ crci~ns acquire new c:onccptions of their oppor
tunities and their duties; they learn for the first time that the cen
tral power which they represent may and ought to administer. by 
its ow11 agency and on a uniform plan, all the concerns of the whole 
community. This opinion, which, 1 will \ enturc to say, was ne\ er 
conceived before our time by the monarchs of Europe, now sinks 
deeply into the minds of kings and abides there amid all the agita
tion of more unsettled thoughts. 

Our contemporaries are therefore much less divided than is 
commonly supposed; they arc constantly disputing as to the hands 
in which supremacy is to be vested, but they readily agree upon 
the duties and the rights of thal supremacy. The notion they al l 
form of government is that of a sole, simple, providential, and ere
a ti ve power. 

All secondary opinions in politics arc unsettled; this one re
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retain, and it becomes mor<.' acth e and powerful among them in 
proportion as all other passions droop and die. This nahmtlly dis
poses the members of the community constantly to g ive or to sur
render addi tional rights to the centra l power, which alone seems 
to be interested in defending them by tl1e same meuns tha t it uses 
to defend iLc;clf. 

As in periods of equality no man is compeiJcd to lend his as
sistance to his fellow men, a nd none has a ny right to expect much 
support from them, everyone is at once independent and power
less. These two conditions, which must never be <> ilher separately 
considered or confounded together, inspin.• the citizen of a demo
CI"<tlic country with very contrary propensities. Ilis independence 
fills him witl1 self-reliance nod pride among his equa ls; his debil
ity makes him feel from lime to time the want of some outward 
assistance, which he cannot expect from any of them, because they 
arc all impoten t and unsympathizing. In this predicament he nat
urally turns his eyes to tha t imposing power which a lone rises 
above the level of universal depression. Of that power his wants 
and especially his desires continually remind him, until he ulti
mately views it as the sole and necessary support of his own 
weakness.' 

' In democratic communitks nothing but the centra l power has nny sta
bility in iL\ position or any permanence in its undertakings. All the citizens 
.lrt' in cca~ck~s stir and tran~formation. Now, it is in the nature of ;l ll go' . l'rnrncnts to seek constantly to enla rge their sphere of action; hence it is 
aLnost inlpossible that such a go,·crnmcnt should not ultimately succeed, 
lx·c.tuse il acts with a fixed principle and a comt.mt " ill upon men whose JXlSition, idc.l\, and dC!>ires a re constantly chan!;ing. 

It fre<tucntly happens that the members of the community promote the innucnce of the centra l power without intending to. Democratic t•rus arc 
pt:riods of t·xpcrimcnt, inno' at ion, and nd,·cnturc. There b a lwa)' a multi
tud <• of m1·n cnga~;ed in difficult or no,<•l undcrt.1kings, which tlwy follow 
b)' t.hcmsthcs without shackling themsd ves to their fellows. Such persons ''ill admit, as a general principle, that the public authority ought not to in
terfere in private concerns; but, b)• an C'l:ception to that rule, each of them 
cnn t·s its a'\istanc.c in the particular concern on which he is eng,1~cd and selks to draw upon the influence of the government for his own benefit, al
though he would restrict it on all other occasions. Jf a large numlx·r of men applies this p;l rticul;u exception to a gn-::~t ' 'aricty of diA.crcnt purpo~. U\c 
sphere of the cent-ral power ext('nds itsdf impcrct·ptibly in all directions, a l
thou~h everyone wislws it to be circumsc:·ribcd. 

Thus a dcmocrntic government increase·~ its power simply by tile fact of its pcnnanenc:c. Time is on its side; C\'Cry incident ht·fricnd' it; the p,l\\ions of 
indh·iduals unconsciomly promote it; and it may he a~erted tha t th e:' older 
..1 democra tic community is, tl1e more centralized will its gnn·rnment become. 
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Chapter IV 

OF CERTAIN PECULIAR AND ACCIDENTAL 

CAUSES WHICH EITHER LEAD A PEOPLE TO 

COMPLETE THE CE TRALIZATION OF GOV

ERNMENT OR DIVERT THEM FROM IT 

IF all democratic nations are instinctively led to the centraliza
tion of government, they tend to this resu lt in an unequal manner. 
This depends on the particular circumstances which may pro
mote or preven t the natmal consequences of that sta te of society, 
ciTcumstances which are exceedingly numerous, but of which I 
shall mention only a few. 

Among men who have lived free long before they became equal, 
the tendencies derived from free institutions combat, to a certain 
exten t, the propensities superinduced by the principle of equal
ity; and although the cenh·al power may increase its privileges 
among such a people, the private members of such a community 
will never entirely forfeit their independence. But when equal
ity of cond itions grows up among a people who have never known 
or ha\'e long ceased to know what freedom is (and such is the 
case on the continent of Europe), as the former habits of the na
tion are suddenly combined, by some sort of natural attraction, 
with the new habits and principles engendered by the state of so
ciety, all powers seem spontaneously to rush to the center. These 
powers accumulate there with astonishing rapidity, and the state 
instantly attains the utmost )jmits of its stren~th, while private 
persons aUow themselves to sink as suddenly to the lowest degree 
of weakness. 

The English who emigrated three hundred years ago to found 
a democratic commonwealth on the shores of the New vVorld had 
all learned to take a part in public affairs in their mother counh-y; 
they were conversan t with trial by jury; they were accustomed to 
liberty of speech and of the press, to personal freedom, to the no
tion of rights and the practice of asserting tl1em. They carried with 
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them to America these free institutions and manly customs, and 
these institutions preserved them against the encroachments of 
the state. Thus among the Americans it is freedom that is old; 
equality is of comparati\ ely modern date. There' crse is occurring 
in Europe, where equali ty, inb·oduced by absolute power and un
der the rule of kings, was already infused into the habits of nations 
long before freedom bad entered into their thoughts. 

I have said that, among democratic nalions the notion of gov
ernment naturally presents itsel£ to the mind under the form of a 
sole and central power, and that lhe notion of intcrmecliate powers 
is not familiar to them. This is peculiarly applicable to the demo
cratic nations which have witness(•d the triumph of the principle 
of equality by means of a violent revolution. As the classes that 
mt1naged local affairs have been suddenly swept away by the 
storm, and as the confused mass that remains has as yet neither 
the organization nor the habits which fit it to assume the admin
istration of these a£Fairs, the state alone seems capable of taking 
upon itself all the details of government, and centralization be
comes, as il were, the unavoidable state of the counb·y. 

apolcon deserves neither praise nor censure for h:wing cen
tered in his own hands almost a ll the administrative power of 
France; for after the abrupt clisappearancc of the nobility and the 
higher rank of tl1e middle classes, these powers devolved on him 
of course: it would have been almost as difficult for him to reject 
as to assume them. Bt1t a similar necessity has never been felt by 
the Americans, who, having passed through no revolution, and 
ha,'ing governed themselves from the first, never had to call upon 
the state to act for a time as tl1eir guardian. Thus the progress of 
centralization among a democratic people depends not on ly on 
the progress of equality, but on the manner in which this equality 
has been established. 

At the commencemen t of a great democratic revolution, when 
hostilities have but just broken out between the different classes 
of society, the people endeavor to centralize the public adminis
tration in the hands of the government, in order to wrest the man
agement of local a ffairs from the aristocracy. Towards the close of 
such a revolution, on the contrary, it is usually the conquered aris
tocracy that endeavors to make over the management of all affairs 
to the state, because such an aristocracy dreads the tyranny of a 
people that has become its equal and not infrequently its mas-
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aristocratic origin who li' e in democratic ages do not attempt to 
centrali.Ge; J believe they apply themseh es as diligently as any oth
ers to that object. For them the sole advantages of equality lie in 
that direction; but their opportunities are less great, because the 
community, instead of \Oiunteering compliance with their desire~. 
frequently obey them with reluctance. In democratic communi
tics the rule is that centralization must increase in proportion as 
the so' ereign is less aristocratic. 

\Vhen an ancient ra<c of kings stands at the head of an aristoc
racy, as the natural prejudices of the sovereign perfectly accord 
with the natural prejudices of the nobility, the vices inherent in 
aristocratic communities have a free course and meet with no 
correcti' c. The reverse is the case when the scion of a feudal stock 
is placed at the head of a democratic people. The soverei~n is 
constantly led, by his education, his habits, and his associations, 
to adopt sentiments suggested by the inequality of conditions, and 
the people tend as constantly, by their social cond ition , to those 
manners which are engendered by equality. At such times it often 
happens that the citizens seck to control the central power far less 
as a tyrannical than as an aristocratic power, and that they per
sist in the firm defense of their independence, not only bccauo;c 
they would remain free, but especially because they arc deter
mined to remain equal. 

A revolution that O\ erthrows an ancient regal family in order 
to place new men at the head of a democratic people may tem
porarily weaken the central power; but howe' cr anarchical such 
a re' olution may appear at first, we need not hesitate to predict 
that its final and certain consequence will be to extend and to 
secure the prerogatives of that power. 

The foremost or indeed the sole condi tion requi1·ed in order to 
succeed in centralizing the supreme power in a democratic com
munity is to love equality, or to get men to belie' e you Jo,·e it. 
Thus the science of despotism, which was once so complc\, is 
simplified, and reduced, us it were, to a single principle. 
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It is e"idcnt that most of our rulers will not content themselves 
with go' erning the people collectively; it would seem as if they 
thought themselves responsible for the actions and private concli. 
tion of their subjects, as ii they had undertaken to guide and to in
strt•ct each of them in the various incidents of life and to secure 
their happiness quite independently of their own consent. On the 
other hand, private individuals grow more and more apt to look 
upon the r.upreme power in the same light; they invoke its as
sistance in all their necessities, and they fh their eyes upon the 
administration as their mentor or their guide. 

1 assert that there is no country in Europe in which the public 
administration has not become, not only more centralized, but 
more inquisiti,·e and more minute: it e' erywherc interferes in 
prh ate concerns more than it did; it regulates more undertakings, 
and undertakings of a lesser kind; and it ga ins a 6rmer footing ev
ery day about, above, and around all private persons, to assist, to 
advise, and to coerce them. 

Formerly a soYereign lived upon the income of his lands or the 
revenue of his taxes; this is no longer the case now that his wants 
ha' c incn.•ased as well as his power. Under the same circumstances 
that formerly compelled a prince to put on a new tax, he now has 
recourse to a loan. Thus the sta te gradually b(•comcs the debtor of 
most of the wealthier members of the community and cenb·alizcs 
the largest amounts of capital in its own hands. 

Small capital is drawn into its keeping by another method. As 
men arc intermingled and conditions become more equal, the poor 
have more resources, more education, and more desires; they con
cei,·e the notion of bettering their condition, and this teaches them 
to save. These savings are daily producing an infinite number of 
small ca pitals, the slow and gradual produce of labor, which arc 
always increasing. But the greater part of this money would be 
unproductive if it remained scattered in the hands of its owners. 
This circumstance bas g iven rise to a philanthropic institution 
which wiU soon become, if I am not mista ken, one of our most 
important political institutions. Some charitable persons concci' cd 
the notion of collecting the savings of the poor and placing them 
out a t interest. In some countries these benevolent associations are 
still completely distinct from the s tate; but in almost all they man
ifestly lend to identify themselves with the government; and in 
some of them, the government has superseded them, taking upon 
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In exanurung the ancient constitution of the judicial power 
among most European nations, two things strike the mind: the in
dependence of that power and the extent of its functions. Not only 
did the courts of justice decide almost all differences between pri
vate persons, but in very many cases they acted as arbiters be
tween private persons and the sta te. 

I do not here allude to the political and administrative functions 
that courts of judicatu re had usurped in some countries, but to the 
judicial duties common to them aU. In most of the countries of 
Europe there were, and there still are, many private rights, con
nected for the most part with the general right of property, which 
stood under the protection of the courts of justice, and which the 
state could not violate without their sanction. It was this semi
poHtical power that mainly distinguished the European courts of 
judicature from all others; for all nations have had judges, but all 
have not invested their judges with the same privileges. 

Upon examining what is now occurring among the democratic 
nations of Europe tha t are callccl free, as well as among the oth
ers, it will be observed that new and more dependent courts are 
everywhere springing up by the side of the old ones, for the ex
press purpose of deciding, by an extraordinary jurisdiction, such 
litigated matters as may arise between the government and pri
vate persons. The elder judicial power retains its independence, 
but its jurisdiction is narrowed; and there is a growing tendency 
to reduce it to be exclusively the arbiter between private interests. 

The number of these special courts of justice is continually in
creasing, and their functions increase likewise. Thus the govern
ment is more and more absolved from the necessity of subjecting 
its policy and its rights to the sanction of another power. As 
judges cannot be dispensed with, at least the state is to select 
them and always to hold them under its control; so that between 
the government and private individuals they place the effigy of 
justice rather than justice itself. The state is not satisfied with 
drawing all concerns to itself, but it acquires an C\ er increasing 
power of deciding on them all, without restriction and without 
appeal.• 

There exists among the modern nations of Europe one great 

• A strange sophism has been uttered on lhis subject in France. When a 
suit arises between the government and a prhate person, it is not to be lried 
before an ordinary judge, in order, they say, not to mix the administrathe 
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cause, independent of all those which have already been pointed 
out. which perpetually contributes to extend the agency .or to 
strengthen the prerogati,•e of the supreme power, though 1t has 
not been sufficiently attended to: I mean the growth of manufac
tures, which is fostered by the progress of social equality. 1anu
facturers generally collect a multitude of men on the same spot, 
among whom new and complex relations spring up. ~hese men are 
exposed by their caiHng to great and sudden alternations of plenty 
and want, during which public tranquillity is endangered. Il may 
also happen that these employments sacrifice the hea!th and even 
the life of those who gain by them or of those who lh ~ by them. 
Thus the manufacturing classes require more regulo.t~on, supe~
intendence and restraint than the other classes of soc1ety, and 1t 
is natural fuat the powers of government should increase in the 
same proportion as those classes. 

This is a truth of general application; what follows more espe
cially concerns the nations of Europe. In the centt~ries whic~1 pre
ceded that in which we live, the aristocracy was m possessiOn of 
the soil, and was competent to defend it; landed property was 
therefore surrounded by ample securities, and its possessors en
joyed great independence. This gave ~e to laws a~d. ~ustoms that 
have been perpetuated, notwithstandmg the sub~l\'lSIOn of lands 
and the ruin of the nobility; and at the present time landowners 
and agriculturists are still those among the community who most 
easily escape from the conrrol of the supreme power. 

In these same aristocratic ages, in which all the sources of our 
history are to b e b·aced, personal property was of small impor
tance and those who possessed it were despised and weak. The 
manufacturing class formed an exception in the midst of those 
aristocratic communities; as it had no certain parronage, it was not 
outwardJy protected and was often unable t~ protect itself. Hence 
a habit sprang up of considering manufacturmg property as some
thing of a peculiar nature, not entitled to the.same deference and 
not worthy of the same securities as property m ?eneral; a~d m~n
ufacturers were looked upon as a small cl33s Jn the soc1al hier
archy, whose independence was of small ~po.rt~nce and ~ho 
might with propriety be abandoned to the disc1pltnary passiOns 

and the judicial powers; as if it were not to confuse those powers and. In the 
most dangerous and oppres!>ivc manner to inves~ the government w1th the 
office of judging and administering at the same time. 
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of pri_nces. On gl~ncing O\'er the codes of the Middle Ages, one is 
surpn~ed to see, m those periods of personal independence, with 
what _mccs~ant royaJ regulations manufactures were hampered, 
even 10 thetr smallest details; on this point centra1ization was as 
active and as minute as it can ever be. 

Since that time a great revolution has taken p lace in the world· 
manufac~~g property, which was then only in the germ, h~ 
spread till tt covers Europe: the manufacturing class has been 
multiplied and enriched by the remnants of all other ranks; it has 
~own and is still perpetually growing in number, in importance, 
m wealth. Almost all those who do not belong to it arc connected 
~vith i~ at l ~ast on some one point; after having been an except ion 
tn soctcty, •t threatens to become the chief, if not the only class. 
N~verthe.less, the notions and political habits created by it of old 
sti ll conhnuc. These notions and habits remain unchanged, be. 
cause they at·e old, and also because they happen to be in perfect 
accordance with the new notions and general habits of our con
temporaries. 
Manuf~ctw·i~g property, then, does not exte~d its rights in the 

same raho as 1ts tmportance. The manufacturing classes do not 
become less dependent while they become more numerous but 

1t.. on the contrary, it would seem as if despotism lurked within 'the~ 
and naturally grew with their growtb.5 

• I shall cite n few facts in support of this. ~fines are the natural sources 
of manufactu~ng wealth; as manufactures have grown up in Europe, ns the 
p~uce of mt~es has become of more general importance, and profitable 
mmmg more d1fficult because of the subdi,·ision of property which is a con
s~quence of the equality of conditions, most governments ha'c asserted a 
ng~t of owning the soil in which the mines lie, and of inspecting tl1e works, 
wh1ch has ~ever ~n the case with any other kind of property. 

Thus m•oes, wh1ch were private property, subject to the same obligations 
and sheltered by the same guarantees as all other landed property, ha'e fallen 
un~er the control of the state. The state either works them or leases them; 
thetr owners become mere tenants, deriving their rights from the st.'\lc. More
~ver, t~1C ~tate almost everywhere cl"'ims the power of directing their opcra
~lons: •t la~s down rules, enforces the adoption of particular methods sub
Jects the mmers to constant supervision, and, if refractory, they are oust~d by 
a government court of justice, and the government transfers their contract 
to other hands; so that tl1e government not only possesses the mines but has 
aU the m~n who work _them in its power. evertheless, as industry i~creases, 
the workmg of old mmes increases a lso; new ones are opened· the mining 
popula tion expands and grows; day by day governments augrne~t their sub
terranean dominions, and people them with their agents. 
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As a nation becomes more engaged in manufactures, the lack of 
roads, canals, harbors, and other works of a semi-public nature, 
which facilitate the acquisition of wealth , is more strongly fel t; 
and as a nation becomes more democratic, private individuals are 
less able, and the state more able, to execute works of such mag
nitude. I do not hesitate to assert that the manifest tendency of all 
governments at the present time is to take upon themselves alone 
the execution of these undertakings, by which means they daily 
bold in closer dependence the population which they govern. 

On the other hand, in proportion as the power of a state in
creases and its necessities are augmented, the state consumption 
of manufactured produce is always growing larger; and these com
modities are generally made in the arsenals or establishments of 
the government. Thus in every kingdom the ruler becomes the 
principal manufacturer: he collects and reta ins in his service a 
vast number of engineers, architects, mechan ics, and handicrafts
men. 

Not onJy is he the principal manufactuier, but he tends more 
and more to become the chief, or rather the master, of aU other 
manufacturers. As private persons become powerless by becom
ing more equal, they can effect nothing in manufactures without 
combination; but the government naturally seeks to place these 
combinations under its own control. 

It must be admitted that these collective beings, which are 
called companies, are stronger and more formidable than a private 
indi\'iduaJ can ever be, and that they have less of the responsibil
ity for their own actions; whence it seems reasonable that they 
should not be allowed to retain so great an independence of the 
supreme government as might be conceded to a private individual. 

Rulers are the more apt to follow this line of policy as their own 
inclinations invite them to it. Among democratic nations it is only 
by association that the resistance of the people to the government 
can ever display itself; hence the latter always looks with ill favor 
on those associations which arc not in its own power; and it is well 
worthy of remark that among democratic nations the people them
selves often enterttin against these very associations a secret feel
ing of fear and jealousy, which prevents the citizens from defend
ing the institutions of which they stand so much in need. The 
power and the duration of these small private bodies iu the midst 
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of the weakness and instability of the whole community astonish 
and alarm the people, and the free use which each association 
makes of its natural powers is almost regarded as a dangerous 
privilege. All the associations that spring up in our age are, more
over, new corporate powers, whose rights have not been sanctioned 
by time; they come into existence at a time when the notion of 
private rights is weak and when the power of government is un
bounded. H ence it is not surprising tha t they lose their freedom 
a t their birth. 

Among all European no.tions there are some kinds of associa
tions or companies which cannot be formed until the state has ex
amined their by-laws and authorized their existence. In several 
others attempts arc made to extend this rule to all associations; 
the consequences of such a policy, if it were successful, may easily 
be foreseen. 

If once the sovereign had a general right of authorizing associa
tions of all kinds upon certain conditions, he would not be long 
without claiming the right of superintending and managing them, 
in order to prevent them from departing from the rules laid down 
by himself. In this manner the state, after having reduced all who 
are desirous of forming associations into dependence, would pro
ceed to reduce into the same condition all who belong to associa
tions already formed; that is to say, almost all the men who are 
now in existence. 

Governments thus appropriate to themselves and convert to 
their own pmposes the greater pa1·t of this new power which man
ufacturing interests have in our time brough t into the world. Man
ufactures govern us, they govern manufactures. 

I attach so much importance to all that I have just been saying 
that I am tormented by the fear of having impaired my meaning 
in seeking to render it more clear. II the reader thinks that the ex
amples I have adduced to support my observations are insufficient 
or ill-chosen, if he imagines that I have anywhere exaggerated the 
encroachments of the supreme power, and, on the other hand, that 
I have underrated the extent of the sphere which still remai ns 
open to the exertions of individual independence, I entreat him to 
lay down the book for a moment and to turn his mind to reBect 
upon the subjects I have a ttempted to explain. Let him a ttentively 
examine what is taking p lace in France and in other countries, let 
him inquire of those about him, let him search himseU, and I am 
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much mistaken if he does not arrive, without my guidance, and 
by other paths, at the point to which I have sought to lead him. 

lie will perceive that, for the last half-century, centralization 
has everywhere increased in a thousand different ways. \Vars, 
revolutions, conquests, have served to promote it; all men have la
bored to increase it. In the course of the same period, during 
which men have succeeded one another with singular rapidity a t 
the head of affairs, their notions, interests, and passions have been 
infinitely cliversi1ied ; but all have, by some means or other, sought 
to centralize. This instinctive centralization has been the only set
tled point amid the extreme mutability of their lives and their 
thoughts. 

If the reader, after having investigated these details of human 
affairs, will seek to survey the wide prospect as a whole, he will 
be struck by the result. On the one hand, the most settled dynas
ties shaken or overthrown; the people everywhere escaping by 
violence from the sway of their laws, abolishing or limiting the 
authority of their rulers or their princes; the nations which are not 
in open revolution restless a t least, and excited, all of them ani
mated by the same spirit of revolt; and, on the other hand, at this 
very period of anarchy, and among these untractable nations, the 
incessant increase of the prerogative of the supreme government, 
becoming more centralized, more adventurous, more absolute, 
more extensive, the people perpetually falling under the control of 
the public administration, led insensibly to surrender to it some 
further portion of their individual independence, till the very men 
who from time to time upset a throne and trample on a race of 
kings pend more and more obsequiously to the slightest dictate of 
a. clerk. Thus in our days two contrary revolutions appear to be 
going on._ the one continua lly weakening the supreme power, the 
other as continually strengthening it; at oo other period in our his
tory has it appeared so wea k or so strong. 

But upon a more attentive examination of the state of the world, 
it appears that these two revolutions are intimately connected to
gether, that they originate in the same source_, and that, after hav
ing fol lowed a separate course, they lead men at last to the same 
result. 

I may venture once more to repeat what I have already said or 
implied in several parts of this book: great care must be taken not 
to confound the principle of equality itself with the revolution 
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which finally establishes that principle in the social condition and 
the laws of a nation. Here lies the reason for almost all the phe
nomena that occasion our astonishment. 

AIJ the old political powers of Europe, the greatest as well as 
the least, were founded in ages of aristocracy, and they more or 
less represented or defended the principles of inequality and of 
privilege. To make the novel wants and interests which the grow
ing principle of equality introduced preponderate in governmen t, 
our contemporaries bad to overturn or to coerce the established 
powers. This led men to make revolutions and breathed into many 
of them that 6erce love of disturbance and independence which 
all revolutions, whatever be their object, always engender. 

I do not believe that there is a single country in Europe in which 
the progress of equaHty has not been preceded or followed by 
some violent changes in the state of property and persons; and al
most all these changes have been attended with much anarchy and 
license, because they have been made by the least civilized por
tion of the nation against that which is most civilized. 

Hence proceeded the twofold contrary tendencies that I have 
just pointed out. As long as the democratic revolution was glow
ing \vith heat, the men who were bent upon the destruction of old 
aristocratic power hostile to that revolution displayed a strong 
spirit of independence; but as the victory of the principle of equal
ity beca'me more complete, they gradually stUTendered themselves 
to the propensities natural to that condition of equaHty, and they 
sb·engthened and centralized their governments. They had sought 
to be free in order to make themselves equal; but in proportion as 
equality was more established by the aid of freedom, freedom it
self was thereby rendered more difficult of attainment. 

These two states of a nation have sometimes been contempo
raneous: the last generation in France showed how a people might 
organize a stupendous tyranny in the community at the very time 
when they were baffiing the authority of the nobility and bra .. ing 
the power of all kings, at once teaching the world the way to \vin 
freedom and the way to lose it. 

I n our days men sec that constituted powers are crumbling 
down on every side; they sec a ll ancient authority dying out, all 
ancient barriers tottering to their fall, and the judgment of the 
wisest is troubled at the sight: they attend only to the amazing 
revolution that is taking place before their eyes, and they imagine 
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hands of the Emperor alone and he always remained, in case of 

need, the supreme arbiter in all matters, yet the details of social 

life and private occupations lay for the most part beyond his con

trol. The emperors possessed, it is true, an immense and un

checked power, which allowed them to gratify aiJ their whimsical 

tastes and to employ for that purpose the whole strength of the 

state. They frequently abused that power arbitrarily to deprive 

their subjects of property or of life; their tyranny was extremely 

onerous to the few, but it did not reach the many; it was conllneu 

to some few main objects and neglected the rest; it was violent, 

but its range was limited. 
It would seem that if despotism were to be established among 

the democratic nations of our days, it might assume a different 

character; it would be more e.x1:ensive and more mild.i. it would 

degrade men without tormenting them. I do not question that, in 

an age of instruction and equality Hke our own, sovereigns might 

more easily succeed in collecting all political power into their 

own hands and might interfere more habitually and decidedly 

with the circle of private interests than any sovereign of antiquity 

could ever do. But this same principle of equality which facilitates 

despotism tempers its rigor. We have seen how the customs of 

society become more humane and gentle in proportion as men be

come more equal and alike. When no member of the community 

has much power or much wealth, tyranny is, as it were, wi thout 

opportunities and a field of action. As all fortunes are scan ty, the 

passions of men are naturally circumscribed, their imagination 

limited, their pleasures simple. This universal moderation moder

ates the sovereign himself and checks within certain limits the in

ordinate stretch of his desires. 
Independently of these reasons, drawn from the nature of the 

state of society itself, I might add many others arising from causes 

beyond my subject; but I shall keep within the limits I have laid 

down. 
Democratic governments may become violent and even cruel at 

certain periods of extreme effervescence or of great danger, but 

tl1ese crises will be rare and brief. When I consider the petty pas

sions of our contemporaries, the mildness of their manners, the 

extent of their education, the pmi ty of their religion, the gentle

ness of their morality, their regular and industrious habits, and 
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the restraint which they almost all observe in their vices no Jess 

than i_o the~ virtues, I have no fear that they will meet with ty

rants~ the1r rulers, but rather with guardians.' 

1 _think: then, that the species of oppression by which demo

~ratJC _nations are menaced is unlike anything that ever before e.:"<

~st~d m _the worl~; ow· con~cmp~raries will find no prototype of 

1t m the.rr memones. I seek 111 vam for an expression that wiJl ac

curately convey the whole of the idea I have formed of it; the old 

~vords despotism and tyranny are inappropria te: the thing itself 

JS new, and since I cannot name, I must attempt to define it. 

I see~ to trace the novel features under which despotism may 

appear m the world. The first thing that sb·ikes the observation is 

an innum_crable multitude of men, all equa l and aoke, incessantly 

endeavonng to procure the petty and paltry pleasures with which 

they g lut their Hves. Each of them, living apart, is as a stranger to 

the fate of all the rest; his children and his private friends consti

tute to him the whole of mankind. As for tl1c rest of his fellow 

citizens, he is close to them, but he does not see them; he touches 

tl~em, but he does not feel them; he exists only in himself and for 

h1~self alone; and if his kindred still remain to him, he may be 

Stlld at any rate to have lost his country. 

~bove this race ?f men stands an immense and tutelary_power, 

which takes upon Itself alone to secure tlleir grati.Bcations and to 

watc~ over their . fate. That power is absolute, minute, regular, 

~rov1dent, and m•ld.llt would be like the authority of a parent if, 
hke _that a uthority, its object was to prepare men for manhood; 

~u~ tt seeks, on the contrary, to keep them in perpetual childhood: 

1t _1s well content that the people should rejoice, provided they 

thmk of_ n~thing but rejoicing. For their happiness such a govern

ment wi~lingly labors, but it chooses to be the sole agent and the 

only arb1ter of that happiness; it provides for their security, fore

sees and_ sup1~li~s their necessities, facilita tes their p leasures, man

ages therr pnnc1pal concerns, directs their industry, regulates the 

descent of property, and subdivides their inheritances: what re

mains, but to spare them aU the care of thinking and all the trou
ble of Hving? 

Thus it every day renders the exercise of the free agency of man 

less useful and less frequent; it circumscribes the will within a 

narrower range and gradually robs a man of a U the uses of him-

1 See Appendix AA. 
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self. The principle of equality has prepared men for these things; 

it has predisposed men to endure them and often to look on them 

as benefits. 
After having thus successively taken each member of the com

munity in i ts powerful grasp and fashioned him at will, the su

preme power then extends its arm over the whole community. I t 

covers the surface of society with a network of small complicated 

rules, minute and uniform, through which the most original minds 

and the most energetic characters cannot penetrate, to rise above 

the crowd. The will of man is not shattered, but softened, bent, 

and guided; men are seldom forced by it to act , but they are con

stantly restrained from acting. Such a power does not destroy, but 

it prevents existence; it does not tyrannize, but it compresses, en

ervates, extinguishes, and stupefies a people, till each nation is re

duced to nothing better than a flock of timid and industrious ani

mals, of which the government is the shepherd. 
I have always thought tl1at servitude of the regular, quiet, and 

gentle kind which I have just described might be combined more 

easily than is commonly believed with some of the outward forms 

of freedom, and that it might even establish itself under the wing 

of the sovereignty of the people. 
Our contemporaries are constantly excited by two conflicting 

passions: they want to be led, and they wish to remain free. As 

they cannot destroy either the one or the other of these contrary 

propensities, they strive to satisfy them both at once. They devise 

a sole, tutelary, and all-powerful form of government, but elected 

by the people. They combine the principle of centralization and 

that of popular sovereignty; tlus gives them a respite: they console 

themselves for being in tutelage by the reflection that they have 

chosen their own guardians. E very man allows himself to be 

put in leading-strings, because he sees that it is not a person or a 

class of persons, but the people at large who hold the end of his 

chain. 
By tllis system the people shake off their state of dependence 

just long enough to select their master and then relapse into it 

again. A great many persons a t the present day are quite contented 

with this sort of compromise between adm inistrative despotism 

and the sovereignty of the people; and they think they have done 

enough for tl1e protection of individual freedom when they have 

surrendered it to the power of the nation a t large. This does not 
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satisfy me: the nature of him I am to obey signifies less to me than 
the fact of e>.lorted obedience. 

I do not deny, however, that a constitution of this kind ap
pears to me to be inSnitely preferable to one which, after having 
concentrated aU the powers of government, should vest them in 
the hands of an irresponsible person or body of persous. Of all 
the forms that democratic despotism could assume, the latter 
would assuredly be the worst. 

When the sovereign is elective, or narrowly watched by a lcgis
latw-e which is really elective and independent, the oppression 
that he exercises over individuals is sometimes greater, but it is 
always less degrading; because every man, when he is oppressed 
and disarmed, may still imagine that, wh ile he yields obed ience, 
it is to himself he yields it, and that it is to one of his own inclina
tions that all the rest give way. In like manner, I can understand 
that when the sovereign represents the nation and is dependent 
upon the people, the rights and the power of which every citizen 
is deprived serve not only the head of the sta te, but the state itself; 
and that private persons derive some return from the sacrifice of 
their independence which they have made to the pub)jc. To create 
a representation of the people in every centralized country is, 
therefore, to diminish the evil that extreme centralization may pro
duce, but not to get rid of it. 

I admit that, by this means, room is left for the intervention of 
individuals in the more important affairs; but it is not the less sup
pressed in the smaller and more privates ones. It must not be for
gotten that it is especially dangerous to enslave men in the minor 
details of life. For my own part, I should be inclined to think free
dom less necessary in great things than in little ones, if it were 
possible to be secure of the one without possessing the other. 

Subjection in minor affairs breaks out every day and is felt by 
the whole community indiscriminately. It does not drive men to 
resistance, but it crosses them at every turn, till they are led to 
surrender the exercise of their own will. Thus their spirit is grad
ually broken and their character enervated; whereas that obedi
ence which is exacted on a few important but rare occasions only 
exhibits servitude at certain intervals and throws lhe bw-den of it 
upon a small number of men. It is in vain to summon a people 
who have been rendered so dependent on the central power to 
choose from time to time the representatives of that power; this 
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CONTINUATION OF THE PRECEDING CHAPTERS 

I BELIEVE that it is easier to establish an absolute and despotic 
government among a people in which the conditions of society are 
equal than among any other; and I think tha t if such a government 
were once established among such a people, it not only would op
press men, but would eventually strip each of them of several of 
t11e highest qualities of humanity. D espotism, therefore, appears 
to me peculiarly to be dreaded in democratic times. I should have 
loved freedom, I believe, at all times, but in the time in which we 
live I am ready to worship it. 

On the other hand, I am persuaded that all who attempt. 
in the ages upon which we are entering, to base freedom upon 
aristocratic privilege will fail; that all who attempt to draw and 
to retain authority within a single class will fail. At the pres
ent day no ruler is skillful or strong enough to found a despotism 
by re-establishing permanent distinctions of rank among his sub
jects; no legislator is wise or powerful enough to preserve free 
institutions if he does not take equality for his first principle and 
his watchword. All of our contemporaries who would establish or 
secure the independence and the dignity of their fellow men must 
show themselves the fri ends of equality; and tho only worthy 
means of showing themselves as such is to be so: upon this depends 
the success of their holy enterprise. Thus the question is not how 
to reconstruct aristocratic society, but bow to make liberty pro
ceed out of that democratic state of society in which Cod has 
p laced us. 

These two truths appear to me simple, clear, and fertile in coo
sequences; and they naturally lead me to consider what kind of 
free government can be established among a people in which so
cial conditions are equal. 

It results from the very constitution of democratic nations and 
from their necessities tha t the power of government among them 
must be more uniform, more centralized, more extensive, more 
searching, and more efficient than in other countries. Society at 
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to prevent us from substituting elective public officers to a certain 
extent. E lection is a democratic expedient, which ensures the in
dependence of the public offi cer in relation to the government as 
much as hereditary rank can ensure it among aristocratic nations, 
and even more so. 

Aristocratic countries abound in wealthy and influential per
sons who are competent to provide for themselves and who can
not be easily or secretly oppressed; such persons restrain a gov
ernment within general habits of moderation and reserve. I am 
well aware that democratic countries contain no such persons nat
\trally, but something analogous to them may be created by arti6-
eial means. I firmly believe that an aristocracy cannot again be 
founded in the world, but I think that private citizens, by combin
ing together, may constitute bodies of great wealth, influence, and 
strength, corresponding to the persons of an aristocracy. By this 
means many of the greatest political advan tages of aristocracy 
would be obtained without its injustice or its dangers. An associa
tion for political, commercial, or manufacturing purposes, or even 
for tl10sc of science and literature, is a powerful and enlightened 
member of the community, which cannot be disposed of at pleas
w·e or oppressed without remonstrance, and which, by defending 
its own rightS against the encroachments of the government, saves 
the common liberties of the country. 

In periods of aristocracy every man is always bound so closely 
to many of his fellow citizens that he cannot be assailed "vithou't 
their coming to his assistance. In ages of equality every man natu
rally stands alone; be has no hereditary friends whose co-operation 
he may demand, no class upon whose sympathy he may rely; he 
is easily got rid of, and he is trampled on "vith impunity. At the 
present time an oppressed member of the community has there
fore only one method of self-defense: he may appeal to the whole 
nation, and if the whole nation is deaf to his complaint, he may 
appeal to mankind. The only means he has of making this appeal 
is by the press. Thus the liberty of the press is infinitely more valu
able among democratic nations than among all others; it is the 
only cure for the evils that equality may produce. Equality sets 
men apart and weakens them; but the press places a powerful 
weapon within every man's reach, which the weakest and loneli
est ~f them al ~ may use. Equality deprives a man of the support 
of his connections, but the press enables him to summon all his 
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fellow countrymen and all his fellow men to his assistance. Print
ing has accelerated the progress of equality, and it is also one of 
its best correctives. 

I think that men living in aristocracies may, strictly speak.ing, 
do 'vithout the liberty of the press; but such is not the case with 
those who live in democratic countries. To protect their personal 
independence I do not trust to great political assemblies, to parlia
mentary privilege, or to the assertion of popular sovereignty. All 
these things may, to a certain extent, be reconciled \vith personal 
servitude. But that servitude cannot be complete if the press is 
free; the press is the chief democratic instrument of freedom. 

Something analogous may be said of the juclicial power. It is a 
part of the essence of juclicial power to attend to private interests 
and to fix itself with predilection on minute objects submitted to 
its observation. Another essential quality of judicial power is never 
to volunteer its assistance to the oppressed, but always to be at 
the disposal of the humblest of those who solicit it; their com
plaint, however feeble they may themselves be, will force itself 
upon the ear of justice and claim redress, for this is inherent in 
the very constitution of courts of justice. 

A power of this kind is therefore peculiarly adapted to the wants 
of freedom, at a time when the eye and finger of the government 
are constantly intruding into tho minutest details of human ac
tions, and when private persons are at once too weak to protect 
themselves and too much isolated for them to reckon upon the as
sistance of their fellows. The strength of the courts of law has al
ways been the greatest security that can be offered to personal 
independence; but this is more especially the case in democratic 
ages. Private rights and interests are in constant danger if the ju
dicial power does not grow more extensive and stronger to keep 
pace 'vith the gro,ving equality of conditions. 

Equality awakens in men several propensities extremely dan
gerous to freedom, to which the attention of the legislator ought 
constantly be directed. I shall only remind the reader of the 
most important among them. 

Men living in democratic ages do not readjly comprehend the 
utili ty of forms: they feel an instinctive contempt for them, I have 
elsewhere shown for what reasons. Forms excite their contempt 
and often their hatred; as they commonly aspire to none but easy 
and present gratilications, tl1ey rush onwards to the object of their 
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are naturally prone, on the other hand, to exaggerate the idea that 
the interest of a private individual ought always to bend to the 
interest of the many. 

The political world is metamorphosed; new remedies must 
henceforth be sought for new disorders. To lay down extensive 
but distinct and settled limits to the action of the government; to 
confer certain rights on private persons, and to secure to them the 
undisputed enjoyment of those rights; to enable individual man 
to maintain whatever independence, strength, and original power 
he still possesses; to raise him by the side of society at large, and 
uphold him in that position; these appear to me the main objects 
of legislators in the ages upon which we are now entering. 

It would seem as if the rulers of our time sought only to use men 
in order to make things great; I wish that they would try a little 
more to make great men; that they would set less value on the 
work and more upon the workman; that they would never forget 
that a nation cannot long remain strong when every man belong
ing to it is individually weak; and that no form or combination of 
social polity bas yet been devised to make an energetic people out 
of a community of pusillanimous and enfeebled citizens. 

I trace among our contemporaries two contrary notions which 
are equally injurious. One set of men can perceive nothing in the 
principle of equality but the anarchical tendencies that it engen
ders; they dread their own free agency, they fear themselves. 
Other thinkers, less numerous but more enlightened, take a differ-
ent view: beside that track which starts from the principle of 
equality to terminate in anarchy, they have at last discovered the 
road that seems to lead men to inevitable servitude. They shape 
their souls beforehand to this necessary condition; and, despair- I 
ing of remaining free, they already do obeisance in their hearts 
to the master who is soon to appear. The former abandon free
dom because they think it dangerous; the latter, because they hold 
it to be impossible. 

If I had entertained the latter conviction, I should not have writ
ten this book, but I should have con£ned myself to deploring in 
secret the destiny of mankind. I have sought to point out the dan
gers to which the principle of equality exposes the independence 
of man, because I firmly believe that these dangers are the most 
formidable as welJ as the least foreseen of all those which futurity 
holds in store, but I do not think that they are insurmountable. 
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GENERAL SURVEY OF THE SUBJECT 

B EFORE finally closing the subject that I have now discussed, 
I should like to take a parting survey of all the dil.Ierent character
istics of modem society and appreciate at last the general influence 
to be exercised by the principle of equality upon the fate of man
kind; but I am stopped by the difficulty of the task, and, in pres
ence of so great a theme, my sight is troubled and my reason fails. 

The society of the modern world, which I have sought to delin
eate and which I seek to judge, has but just come into existence. 
Time has not yet shaped it into perfect form; the great revolution 
by which it has been created is not yet over; and amid the occur
rences of our time it is almost impossible to discern what will pass 
away with the revolution itself and what will survive its close. The 
world that is rising into existence is still half encumbered by the 
remains of the world that is waning into decay; and amid the vast 
perplexity of human affairs none can say how much of ancient 
institutions and former customs will remain or how mucli will 
completely disappear. 

Although the revolution that is taking place in the social condi
tion, the laws, the opinions, and the feelings of men is still very 
far from being terminated, yet its results already admit of no com
parison with anything that the world has ever before witnessed.fl 
go back from age to age up to the remotest antiquity, but I fin'a 
no parallel to what is occurring before my eyes; as the past bas 
ceased to throw its light upon the future, the mind of mao wan
ders in obscurity. / 

evertheless, irr' the midst of a prospect so wide, so novel, and 
so confused, some of the more prominent characteristics may al
ready be discerned and pointed out. The good things and the evils 
of life a1·e more equally d istributed in the world: great wealth 
tends to disappear, the number of small fortunes to increase; de
shes and gratifications are multiplied, but extraordinary prosper
ity and inemediable penury are ahke unknown. The sentimen t of 
ambition is universal, but the scope of ambition is seldom vast. 
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tacbed to the form of government which then governed the com
munity. It is a vast error to suppose that there was anything de
graded in the character of the French of that age. There might 
have been some instances of servitude in France at that time but 
assuredly there was no servile spirit among the people. The ~vrit
ers of that age felt a species of genuine enthusiasm in raising the 
power of their King over all other authority; and there was no 
peasant so obscure in his hovel as not to take a pride in the glory 
of hiS' sovereign, or who would not die cheerfully with the cry 
"Vive le Roil" upon his lips. These same forms of loyalty have now 
become odious to the French people. Which were wrong, the 
French of the age of Louis XIV or their descendants of the pres
ent day? 

Our judgment of the laws of a people, then, must not be founded 
exclusively upon its inclinations, since those inclinations change 
from age to age; but upon more elevated principles and a more 
general experience. The love which a people may show for its 
laws proves only this: that we should not be in a hurry to change 
them. 

APPENDIX X. -Vol. IL p. 276 

In the chapter to which this note relates I have pointed out one 
source of danger; I am now about to point out another, more rare 
indeed, but more formidable if it were ever to appear. 

If the love of physical gratification and the taste for well-being, 
which are naturally suggested to men by a state of equauty, were 
to possess the mind of a democratic people and to fill it com
pletely, the manners of the nation would become so totally op
posed to miUtary pursuits that perhaps even the army would even
tually acquire a love of peace, in spite of the peculiar interest 
which leads H to desire war. Living amid a state of general relax
ation, the troops would ultimately think it better to rise without 
efforts, by the slow but commodious advancement of a period of 
peace, than to purchase more rapid promotion at tho cost of all 
the loils and privations of the .field. With those feelings, they 
would take up arms without enthusiasm and use them without 
energy; they would allow themselves to be led to meet the foe, 
instead of marching to attack him. 
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It must not be supposed that this paci.fic state of the army would 
render it adverse to revolulions; for revolutions, and especially 
military revolutions, which are generally very rapid, are attended 
indeed with great dangers, but not \vith protracted toil; they grat
ify ambition at less cost than war; Hfe only is at stake, and the men 
of democracies care less for their lives than for their comfort. 

Nothing is more dangerous for the freedom and the tranquillity 
of a people than an army afraid of war, because as such an army J... 
no longer seeks to maintain its importance and its influence on the 
field of battle, it seeks to assert them elsewhere. Thus it might hap-
pen that the men of whom a democratic army consists would lose 
the interests of citizens without acquiring the virtues of soldiers; 
and that the army would cease to be fit for war without ceasing to 
be turbulent. I shall here repeat what I have said in the text: the 
remedy for these dangers is not to be found in the anny, but in 
the country; a democratic people which has preserved the manli-
ness of its character "vill never be at a loss for military prowess in 
its soldiers. 

APPENDIX Y.- Vol. II, p. 292 

Men place the greatness of their idea of unity in the means, God 
in the ends; hence this idea of greatness, as men conceive it, leads 
us to infinite littleness. To compel all men to follow the same 
course towards the same object is a human conception; to intro
duce in.finite variety of action, but so combined that all these acts 
lead in a thousand diH'erent ways to the accomplishment of one 
great design, is a divine conception. 

The human idea of unity is almost always barren; the divine idea 
is infinitely fruitful. Men think they manifest their greatness by 
simplifying the means they use; but it is the purpose of God which 
is simple; his means are in.6nitely varied. 

APPENDIX Z.- Vol. II, p. 296 

Not only is a democratic people led by its own taste to centralize 
its government, but the passions of all the men by whom it is gov
erned constantly urge it in the same direction. It may easily be 
foreseen that almost all the able and ambitious members of adem-
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ocratic community ''ill labor unceasingly to extend the powers of 
government, because they all hope a t some time or other to wield 
those powers themselves. It would be a waste of time to attempt 
to prove to them that extreme centralization may be injurious to 
the state, since they are centralizing it for their 0 \-VU benefit. 
Among the puhlic men of democracies, there arc hardly any but 
men of great disinterestedness or extreme mediocrity who seek to 
oppose the centralization of government; the Conner are scarce, 
the latter powerless. 

APPEXDIX AA.- Vol. II, p. 318 

I have often asked myself what would happen if, amid the laxity 
of democratic customs, and as a consequence of the restless spirit 
of the army, a mi litary government were eve•· to be established 
among any of tl1c nations of our times. I think iliat such a gov
ernmen t would not differ much from ilie outline I have dra\vn in 
the chapter to which this note refers, and that it would retain none 
of the fierce characteristics of a military oliga rchy. I am persuaded 
that in such a case a sort of h1sioo would take place between the 
practices of civil officia ls and those of tl1e military service. The 
administration would assume something of a military character, 
and the army some of the practices of the civil administration. The 
result would be a regular, clear, exact, and absolute system of gov
ernment; t11c people would become the reflection of the army, and 
the community be regimented like a garrison. 

APPENDIX BB. - Vol. II, p. 321 

It cannot be absolutely or generally affirmed that the greatest 
danger of the present age is license or tyranny, anarchy or des
potism. Both are equally to be feared; and tl1c one may proceed 
as easily as the olher from one and the same cause: namely, that 
general apathy which is tl1e consequence of individua lism. It is 
because tl1is apathy cldsts tha t the executive govemmcnt, having 
mustered a few troops, is able to commit acts of oppression one 
day; and the next day a party which has mustered some thirty 
men in its ranks can also commit acts of oppression. Neither the 
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